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Why is Washington befriending this tyrant? 

He still hopes to ride on a barrel of oil 
«w«asinRm(Btt* <bi ji it 

to leadership of the Arab world," 

Forties attacked Saddam Hussein 
last December. 

Last year, when Washington was trying to befriend the Iraqi 

dictator, Forbes saw him as a dangerous foe. One whose power 

comes from the hand of a pistol. And as we reported in our 

December r89 article, this power, backed by a battle-hardened, 

mill ion-man army posed a real threat to Saudi Arabia and 

Kuwait. 

Our assessment of Hussein was right on target. In fact, we 

called Washington's lift toward Iraq "one of the least sensible 

twists in U.S. foreign policy," What were the decision-makers 

thinking of then? And what were they thinking of in 19H0 when, 

just weeks before he attacked Iran, we warned that the "most 

brutally repressive ruler in recent history"' was suffering from 

delusions of grandeur? 

Forbes not only reports events, we anticipate them. With 

tough, insightful reporting. That's what lies at the heart—or more 

precisely the guts—nf every Forbes story,. 

In fact, in survey after survey top executives say Forbes' 

gutsy reporting gives them better information than either 

Business Week or Fortune, 

What's more, it's the most 

efficient way to reach them. 

So if you really want 

your ads to make an impact, 

run them in the magazine 

that reveals history before 

it even unfolds. Forbes. 

No guts. No story. 

Forbes 
Capitalist Tool 

M rrri.,,* V hi* NV 
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THE COVi* 
P*tir Falh phdhgnphtd tay 
Bwiftii khHfman. J«no 
Wibfrn COUAtty ot LA, 
Models, Sty led by Bgrb4>Q 

Hwil;, [Fuithtr informoBon 
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Great Expectations ... .Q 

Naked City 

► The old blame-joe-Garagiola's-salary ploy at Today. Ralph Lauren at work and 
oseulatory play. Making the world safe for feudalism: a Clip n Save celebration of Saudi Arabia. George 
Steinbren net’s jinxed Tampa home, Philippe at The Plaza, Hiroshi at the Galleria, Joel at the Helmsiey 
Palace —in an exclusive SPY experiment, New York's coiffeur all-stars create the emperor's 
npw hairriifl CTI 
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##* Third-Quarter Market Share Experienced a Solid Upswing Upon the Discovery 

of a Horse's Head in Our Competitor's Bed **." 

► If so-called legitimate enterprises like Exxon and Lockheed can issue slick, 
fulsome, self-congratulatory annual reports, why cant the mob? Introducing the Gambino Group. 

JOHN BrOOIE provides all the financial highlights and puts words in GEO John 
Gods mouth.... . . 

Paul Smith Shoots Himself 

► Is SPY losing its hard edge? Or is the world gaining a delightfully offbeat wray to look 
at fashion? Inaugurating a semi regular new feature ,.. .© 

How Now, Sacred Cow? 

► Questions of excreta and censorship aside, isn't anybody interested in the real problems at the 
National Endowment for the Arts? Problems like cronyism, and taxpayer dollars given to successful 

artists with summer homes? Mark Lasswells just wondering.. © 

Man of a Thqusamd Mastheads 

► Clay Felker —the genius editor who created New York magazine! 
Gay Felker— the name-brand figurehead who shuttled from Esquire to Adweek to Manhattan, inc to M /i?r! 
Oay Felker— rhe complex subject of Rachel Urquhahts profile. o 

Third Annual Celebrity ProAm Ironman Nightlife Decathlon! 

► This year's Special Bicoastal Classic pits 
party-hardened East Coast vets (Morr Zuckerman, Morgan Entrekin) against semi- 
glamorous Hollyw/ood comers (Beau Bridges, Molly Ringwald). John Brodje, 
Michael Hainey and Leland Scott provide play-by-play and launch a daring 
Navy SEALs-cype commando assault on East Hampton. Be there + 

uiw rxj 

► According to J. J. Hunseckek, some belts — not all belts —are being tightened 
at The Times; Laureen Hobbs goes Face to Face with CBS News in The Webs; and Celia Brady decon¬ 
structs the new buzzwords in The Industry. 

► Our new Reviewer of Reviewers, HUMPHREY GREDDON, looks at (and concocts his own) heady 
j opening gambits; and Patricia Pearson undergoes what pathetically little training is required 

*v. for New York States local judges to take The Bench.0 

jUm 
Our UN-BRmsH Crossword Puzzle 

► By Roy BlountJr.^ 

The SPY Index... 
SPY (ISSN 0&90-1759) is published monthly, exccpr January and July, by Spy Publishing Pinners, The SPY Building, 5 Union Square West, JSic^- York, 
N.Y. 10003. Submlttiun*: Send wirft SASK to same address. For advertising splits, tall 232'633’6330. © 1990 by Spy Publishing Partners, L.P Sctund- 
dais postage paid it New York. N.Y.. and additional mailing offices Annual subscription rates: U.S. and. possessions, $l9.y}, Canada, U-S.lJO; foreign, 

U.S-I4Q. Postmaster; Please send address changes ed SPY, RO. Box ^739’f, Boulder, CO 80321-7397, Fnr subscription information, t-UJ 1-800-3 H-8128 
Member. Audit Bureau of Circulations. 
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NEW YORK 

INTRODUCING 

POUR MONSIEUR 
A SOPHISTICATED, UNDERSTATED FRAGRANCE FOR MEN, 

MODERN. MASCULINE. DEFINITELY FRENCH. 
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In order to cover this year's 

Iron man Decathlon 111, spy 

reporrer John Brqdk was 

obliged to spend the weekend 

in eastern Long Island (accom¬ 

panied by fellow SPY opera- 

Hainey and Ldand Scott), 

mingling with daunting VIPs and exposing 

himself to the potentially harmful rays of the 

sun. Brodie has also written for us about the 

science of celebrity-garbage analysis, the high- 

con tept brothers William and Laurence 

Lucas and, in this issue, the fiscal-year-1990 

performance of organized crime, 

The research and report- 

mg that contributing editor 

_ W Howard Kaplan has done for 

% #PV fias tenc^ t0 ke of a 
JjV jp" v slightly less glamorous nature 

Vd : v than Brodie-Does-the-Hamp- 

tons, A tireless archivist in the tradition of 

the Library of Congress and Andy Warhol, 

Kaplan has revealed examples of Logrolling in 

Our Time since our May 1988 issue. His One- 

Minute Reviewer debuts in this issue. 

For her column in this issue, 

part-time Canadian Patricia 

Pearson traveled over the 

border to Syracuse, New York 

(whose municipal drinking 

water the purged Miss Amer¬ 

ica and former Syracuse University student 

Vanessa Williams once cited as the cause of 

her bad complexion), where she attended the 

six-day Basic Course that is the only required 

training for New York Srate's local judges. 

And for her story in our June issue, Pearson 

joined 40 police officers at a seminar on oc¬ 

cult-crime investigation; she is dearly at her 

best when surrounded by doughty men in knit 

pams and white socks. 

Rachel Urquhart's research 

for her profile of Clay Felker 

mostly involved badgering 

people over the phone — a 

skill she sharpened during 

her days as a reporter at spy 

A contributing editor both here and at Vdgke, 

Urquhart has honored the pages of spy with 

her guide to celebrity-endorsed perfumes and 

most notably her piece, in our Washington is¬ 

sue, on dopey American ambassadors. $ 
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Opening Black could be the start of 
something beautiful. 



EVERY DECADE 
HAS ITS ESPE¬ 

CIALLY LOUSY 
November— 1929 in 
the twenties, 1963 
in the sixties, 1980 in 
the eighties, And this 
November is already 
a strong contender 
to be the 1990s’ 
dreariest. There is, for starters, the economic implosion, 
which might have supplied a certain vertiginous thrill — S&Ls 
ruined! LBO speculators belly-up! Investment bankers rendered 
moot!— if not for the fact that the recession seems to be striking 
at independent New \ork-based satirical monthlies 
with some ferocity And then there’s the war 
fever, which might have supplied a cer- tain brut¬ 
ish spectator-sport thrill — Baghdad S *'W'f leveled! 
Saddam Hussein on the run! King Hussein W / £ breaks for 
cover!— if not for the fact that the pre- EjmLJ game fes¬ 
tivities for this war seemed to be lack- s ing in tra¬ 
ditional inspirationahsm. Oh, sure, our propaganda appa¬ 
ratus was working as in the old days (Iraq's president was 
transformed in a matter of hours from crafty to monstrous), 
and it would be Americas first war significantly about eco¬ 
nomics in a century, and the domestic ideological lineup 
snapped miraculously back to its old-fashioned 1930s state 
(right-wingers suspiciously hesitant, liberals itching to 
shoot), and CBS News was getting the scoops again, ‘ I wanted 
to find out the Iraqi 1\ word d\ for whoa* Dan Rather 

3; U 
■S. ^ 
u- ■ 1-1 
5 — 
■T i1 ry 

of an impromptu midnight interview' with Saddam 
Hussein, (Husseins intent, the CBS anchorman said, w'as ' to 
put dow'n all that talk that he is insane”; so, of course, he called 
in Dan Rather.) Of But m M despite all the resonance with 

wars past, our own pres- [» | idem somehow did^\ not quite 

evoke FDR, or JFK, or even RWR. As soon as he had 
dispatched tens of thousands of troops to Saudi Arabia, the 
commander in chief was asked how he intended to spend his 
time, and he sounded like a comedian performing a very funny, 
very cruel George Bush impersonation: “Might go fishing, test 

the communications. Tee it up. Do some¬ 
thing. Not going to sit idly by." He finally 
delivered his version of nothing to fear hut fear 
itself and pay any price, bear any burden, “We 
are doing everything we can to guarantee 
that we don't panic Americans," the president 
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of the United Stares declared, ‘and that 

there will be an adequate supply of hy¬ 

drocarbons" Assuring an adequate supply 

of hydrocarbons: modern life in a nutshell, 

and we can still led the goose bumps. 

To be fair, the Iraqi unpleasantness 

has proved the value of Bush's guy-to- 

guy, high-ftve relationships with foreign 

heads of state. 

Who knew that 

foreign policy 

was all a matter 

of male bond' 

ing? Prince 

Bandar, the 

Saudi ambas¬ 

sador ro Washington, is more than just 

an old chum of Bush's; a senior White 

House official recalled recently how, a 

few years ago. Bandar "gave Bush an 

enormous party in air-conditioned tents 

in the desert and took him riding on the 

dunes in a jeep. They got stuck in the 

sand together," (Attention, editorial 

writers, columnists. Bill Moyers: when 

the Saudi American enterprise founders, 

there is now an achingly apt metaphor — 

They got stuck in the sand together— ready 

for the plucking, able instantly to sug¬ 

gest 1991 geopolitics in a nutshell,) The 

same administration official has an even 

more vivid memory of Bush and the 

loathsome weenie King Hussein on a 

yacht a few years ago; "Bush, this tall, 

lanky American, rubbing suntan lotion 

all over the face of the king, who was 

much shorter1' 

Suntan lotion has, in fact, been a 

major logistic concern of the current 

conflict, and the Pentagon seemed up to 

the task: 150,000 bottles (at SI.46 a 

pop) were shipped to our troops, as well 

as 6OOhG0Q tubes of lip balm, 70,000 

pairs of sunglasses and — this item alone 

may have required 30 0141 flights to 

Saudi Arabia —2 million pounds of 

hamburger meat. Dudes! Party! 

Drawing our line in the sand cer¬ 

tainly has removed almost all scrutiny 

from Supreme-Court-justice-to-be David 

Sou ter, a man who brings out the school- 

yard bully in us (Hey, wanker—did your 

mom buy you the new briefcase?). Sourer is 

said ro be impossibly erudite, but his 

anodyne dweebishness is alarming, a 

type that we haven't seen close up since 

we quit going to MENSA meetings. "1 

generally do not read newspapers!' Sourer 

boasted a few years ago. A man w?ho has 

always lived alone in an isolated New 

Hampshire cottage, a man who reads 

nothing but legal briefs and Oliver Wen¬ 

dell Holmes: David Souter is the nineties. 

By contrast, one of Souter s contem¬ 

poraries, Elvis Presley, was everything 

the Supreme Court nominee is not: 

Elvis watched (or at least fired si dearms 

into a) television, and he read (or at least 

had the ability to go to the library and 

check out) books. We know this because 

Elvis's 1962 borrowers card from the 

Memphis Public Library recently 

fetched $4IB in a London salesroom. 

The price was less than Pres! cyan a ex¬ 

perts had expected. Indeed, a spokes¬ 

woman at the Phillips auction house 

told spy, 15 of the 19 lots consigned for 

the auction by Nashville’s Elvis Presley 

Museum (one of four tor-profit Elvis 

museums operated by a man named 

Jimmy Velvet) went unsold —including 

the lot we most coveted in the catalog: 

"Elvis Presleys Electrocardiograph,,, 

from the date of his death, ,*shows the 

trace of his heartbeat_At 3 p.m. Elvis 

showed slight signs of life, at 3:10 the 

line was straight_A unique piece." But 

the auction house removed the EKG 

from sale. "This is not something Phil¬ 

lips would sell!' the spokeswoman told 

us. "Basically, its bad taste.’’ Bad taste? 

Where auctions of Elvis memorabilia 

are concerned? No way. 

Money lust vs, good taste: modern life 

in a nutshell. Take, for instance, the hub¬ 

bub over whether it is proper for PEN, 

the fashionable literary do- 

good organization, to be tak¬ 

ing hundreds of thousands of 

dollars every year from Saul 

Steinberg, the obese green- 

mailer, and his wdfe, Gay fry d. 

Ken Auletta, the OTB execu¬ 

tive turned author and PEN 

board member, finally jusri- 

fied his chronic earnestness 

by publicly declaring that he was both¬ 

ered by the spectacle of "wealthy people 

gaining respectability on the backs of 

waiters” and that Steinberg wfas "sleazy!' 

Mrs. Steinberg resigned from the 

Friends of PEN Foundation despite a 

sniveling note of apology signed by a 

majority of Auletta s 78 fellow' board 

members and sent to her; literary social¬ 

ites up and down the East Coast wfere 

made to squirm and worry as they 

hadn't in years. Recession and war anxi¬ 

ety' were, for a few' delightful moments, 

forgotten. 

Even the recession has had its few en¬ 

tertaining side effects. Locally, the eight¬ 

ies’ last gasp is taking place in and 

around what we used to call Times 

Square. The thicket of ugly; overlever¬ 

aged new office high rises is w^ell under 

way — and will be available for rental 

just as the real estate market dissolves 

completely, leaving several deserving 

speculators wounded or worse. In antici¬ 

pation of the squeaky-clean new' office 

park that the neighborhood is about to 

become, the state-run Urban Develop¬ 

ment Corporation is suddenly the major 

Times Square landlord: of the remain¬ 

ing stroke parlors in the neighborhood, 

a dozen, including Peepland, Peep 

Shop and Le Sex Shoppe, pay their rent 

to Newr York State. We the people have 

gone into the porno business. ’This proj¬ 

ect,” a spokesperson for the state said of 

the Times Square upscaling, "has always 

made a big point that it is not antismut!' 

The city of New York, on the other 

hand, is: this October new city rules 

regulating cable TV take effect, pro¬ 

hibiting dirty programs before mid¬ 

night and banning all shows that "en¬ 

courage or solicit...anything*,, under 

the category of indecency’ The upshot 

is that in Manhattan, Midnight Blue 

will be supplanted by C-Span and the 

Lifetime channel, Al Goldstein and 

Robin Byrd will be replaced by Al 

DAmatO speeches and Esquire About Men 

for Women. One 

step forward, 

one step back: 

modern life in a 

nutshell. 

Marion Barry 

committed his 

Crime on TV, 
declared his in¬ 

nocence on TV, 

and this month will celebrate his electoral 

victory —he is a shoo-in for the Washing¬ 

ton City Council —on TV. Barry; who 

previously served one 4-year term on the 

council and 12 years as mayor, needs only 

4 more years on the municipal payroll to 

retire on a full dry pension, But that's not 

why he's running for the seat. No way. "To 

say that!’ Barry explained, His insensitive, 

insulting and just plain insane!' Insensi¬ 

tive, insulting, just plain insane: modern 

life in a nutshell? No way.) 
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Introducing Grand Class Coach* Your accommodations will include a generous leather seat 
a full six inches aider than conventional coach IV 1th legrooni that is comparable to ordinary first class. 

Vault he happy to notice there are no center seats So you can rest assured you'll always hare 
a window or aisle seat. 

At every seat, you il find a private video monitor for 
"7^ ^ catena it uncut a ml a / Y7 outlet for 11 vrk. i Y/ ts a GTE Airfor te '■ 

^ \ for every seat pah: Even a five machine on every flight. 
" Your gourmet entree will he served on china. With silver and 

linen The wine, drinks ami headsets? Complimentary of course. 
Comfort Luxury. Elegance. AH for the price of 

ordinary coach 
So when you fly between Los Angeles 

and New York call your travel agent 
Or 1-800-933-2646for resen at ions. 

You 11 he delighted to discover why we 
proudly call our new coach sen ice Grand. 

MGM 

Improving Air Quality 



Dear Editors 11 oes James Collins, 
U defender of Eric 

Brtintiel [Letters to SPY, November L9$8] 

= James Collins, columnist [“I Think, 

Therefore I Am the Coolest,” May 1990]? 

The letter called spy petty, vicious, inac¬ 

curate, shameless, cruel, degraded, 

pathetic, etc,; the column was terrific. 

Seth Robert! 

Berkeley, California 

Yet, James Coffins - James Coll ins. And, 

just maybe, petty, vicious, inaccurate, shame¬ 

less, cruel, degraded ami pathetic = terrific. 

Dear Editors I liked your article on 
I conspiracy theories 

{"Coincidence? Perhaps," by George 

lCalogerakiss jutyh but what's with you 

guys? 1 thought all truly advanced, pro¬ 

gressive, liberal right-thinkers agreed 

that something was covered up about 

JFK's death, that there was a 'Tush to 

judgment,” etc, Nowr you express skepti¬ 

cism— nexr you'll be saying Sacco and 

Vanzetti were guilty, that Alger Hiss was 

a spy, and so on. 

Lofty Eubank 

Jeffersonville, Indiana 

I ed a very damning 
assessment of Dr, Robert Gallo, a Na¬ 

tional Cancer Institute lab chief [ Lab 

RatV by Seth Roberts], It detailed the 

way Gallo misused his posiriont which 

has impeded an AIDS cure, Roberts also 

attributes statements to Gallo that are 

highly homophobic. 

I was truly convinced and shocked. 1 

wish to thank you for publishing this 

revealing piece, 

Zane Gi Is trap 

Joshua Tree\ California 

Dear EDITORS I enjoyed ’Green Ties 

I Mean Pink Slips” [by 

Cate Plys, July] and thought you might 

be interested in the following, 

I was a third-generation IBM em¬ 

ployee (in fact, I remember my father's 

being sent home to change from his blue 

shirt into a white one for a big meet¬ 

ing"). I was fresh out of Bryn Mawr after 

four years on an IBM Thomas J. Watson 

Memorial Scholarship and several sum¬ 

mer jobs with Big Blue" in my New 

Jersey hometown. The only position 

IBM could offer me was as a copy* 

machine operator. I worked for a group 

of secretaries, whose ranks I could aspire 

to join within a year, I was told. 1 

became sort of an office joke: “You were a 

Watson scholar? What the hell are you 

doing making copies? Hey, Bob, get a 

load of this. . . 

I asked my manager to consider set¬ 

ting me up for testing and interviews for 

another job, maybe as a computer pro¬ 

grammer or marketing representative. 1 

took some tests, bur I had no interviews. 

One day the manager informed me that if 

I really wanted to get ahead at IBM, "we" 

needed to work on my weight and make¬ 

up. I was in shock and didn’t say much 

then, but that night I looked at the want 

ads, and within a week I had switched to 

a career in publishing (not as lucrative as 

the world of big business, but I 2 years 

later I'm doing just fine and can even 

wear jeans to work if I want to). 

In the meantime, my IBM manager had 

received the results of my Data Processing 

Aptitude Test; I had scored in the 99th 

percentile. She was promptly removed 

from her management position—and 

transferred to personnel! Where, no 

doubr, she has enjoyed a long career ad¬ 

vising ocher eager and talented employ¬ 

ees on how to apply blusher. 

Wendy Warren Keebler 

Dearborn Heights, Michigan 

Dear Editors I too used to wonder 
I why in the world 

Ronald Reagan wears hrown suits, until 

it dawned on me that Nancy "did his col¬ 

ors," and he came up Autumn. Autumns 

can wear brown, orange and red (Nancy 

chinks she's one, too) but not navy or 

gray. Hence she mostly dresses him in 

brown. I suspect Pat Buckley has done 

the same for Bill: have you noticed those 

unfailingly yellow shirts? 

Peg Sanborn 

Orleans, Afassathns efts 

Dear Editors I n your July issue J, J. 

I Hunsecker writes of a 

possibly apocryphal’ story about 

From the Spy moilroom: Whenever we 

stort to swagger, just tap us an the 

shoulder and remind us about the clip¬ 

ping we received tram Lisa-Anne Culp 

of L.A. Better yet, make us reread it, 

preferably out loud: "EVOLUTIONARY 

TRANSFORMATION 

is shown by the com¬ 

parison of the quar¬ 

ter til ion-year-aid 

Swan sc am be skull, 

nearly indistinguish¬ 

able from modern man's, to the low- 

domed, thick-browed skull of the Spy 

man, a classic Neandertholer." Lrsa- 

Anne found this in an anthropology 

book, and it's complete with photos of 

the two skulls to support the thesis. The 

fact that "the Spy man" is in fact not 

one of us but on ancient skull found 

buried in a cave in the town of Spy, 

Belgium, comforts us very little, "A clas¬ 

sic Neonderthaler"? This book is in 

libraries * People will see it. Being com¬ 

pared with Swanscombe Mon and found 

wanting makes it hard to think about 

trying to write another paragraph. 

Leave us now — we need a tew minutes. 

We've Had another postcard from 

"Frantic Fran" Lilienfeld, the 75-year- 

aid former Borscht Belt comic (see this 

space, August). Her return address 

reads, in part, "Beach Haven, N.J. 

03009, Hove had series TV cable show 

on MANHATTAN Cable, Ch. D-IO 

yrs"; must be one of those new 53-digit 

alphanumeric ZIP codes. Frantic Fran 

is writing this time to leap to the defense 

of 2 Live Crew. We join her already in 

progress: "...Luther's Protestant 

Reformation may be at work here. Dig 

deeper far truth since Crusades wanting 

Jerusalem for Christianity. George 

Carlin's piece on how our English lan¬ 

guage can manipulate our thinking is 

great! Let me fry to revive Lenny Bruce 

the way Elvis is. Lenny surely is born 

again and should lead the speech bat* 

tie- Mole strippers give people fun. Why 

not explicit songs and jokes. I'm mad. 

Love and knishes, Frantic Fran." 

Incidentally, thanks to the last postcard 

af hers we printed, Fran was consid¬ 

ered for a guest spot on Chuck 

Woolery's new TY show. Will she still 

write us when she's famous? 

We're delighted to report another 

success story, the first for our Stars ► 
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WARTS AND ALL 
YOU KNOW THE DARK, SAVAGELY FUNNY CARICATURES FROM THE 
PAGES OF SPY MAGAZINE. NOW TAKE A POINT!LUSTIC WALK ON THE 
WILD SIDE WITH THE BROTHERS FRIEDMAN. }OEY HE ATHERTON? NEVER 
LOOKED BETTER. ERNEST &ORGNINE AND ETHEL MERMAN? JUST ONE OF 
HOLLYWOOD'S WILDEST LOVE DUOS " ALL YOUR FAVORITES ARE TO- 

DREW FRIEDMAN AND JOSH ALAN FRIEDMAN 
For the best in paperbacks, look for the PENGUIN (uy 

Iphigene Sulzberger's receiving a 

$10,000 check from the estate of an 

unknown man by virtue of having signed 

the guest register while stopping in a 

mortuary to use the rest room [The 

Times]. Folklorist Jan Brunvand, in his 

1989 book Curses! Broiled Again!, dis¬ 

cusses this story, which he first heard 

about in 1986 from an unnamed Harvard 

physics professor. Brunvand also reports 

that the same story appeared in Cindy 

Adams's Neu1 York Post gossip column of 

January 28, 1987, The story as told by 

Brunvand has several variations, but none 

of them mention Sulzberger, It would 

seem reasonable to say that the story is 

probably apocryphal. 

Jim Uppard 

Tucson, Arizona 

P 
Dear Editors I ontrary to your July 

Datebook, Howlin' 

Henrik Ibsen never set foot in Molde 

during the 1880s. He spent those years 

in voluntary exile in Germany, as a per¬ 

sonal protest against Norway's boycott of 

the 1864 Dano-Prussian Jam Sessions, 

Most likely, your calendar editor intend¬ 

ed an allusion to Bjomstjerne Blues'' 

Bjornson, the acknowledged father of 

Norwegian jazz music, a genre often 

referred to as Jarlsberg jazz. 

Erik Swanson 

Seattle, Washington 

Dear Editors V ou reported in July 

1 chat an "authentic” 

cord of hardwood costs $766.72 in New 

York t'T See It All in Birch Bark- 

Rubber Birch Bark,'1 by Elizabeth Cohen}. 

When I lived in a wood-heated house in 

Farmville, Virginia, I bought firewood 

from a Mr, Robert EX. Shifflett, a kindly 

southern gentleman who would deliver 

(but not Stack) a cord of cured hardwood 

for a mere $60. 

Please ask around your office and see if 

anybody needs wood this winter. If I 

could get six customers to buy a cord 

apiece, I could bring up a dump truck 

full of Mr. Shifflett’s real good oak, 

undercut your big-city woodcutter and 

Still make about $4,000, The way I see it, 

your employees, Mr. Shifflett and I would 

all end up happy. 

Bill Chapman 

Charlottesville. Virginia 
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Dear Editors I note with mixed emo- 

1 cions the migration of 

the small National Geograph/f-esque 

notes from the spine to the top of the 

front cover of your line magazine. 

As I place the August issue (which 

was humorous, insightful and such good 

fun to read) next to its companions on 

the shelf, the new york monthly does 

not compare with such past lingers as 

YOL1 COULD BE THE NEW MRS. DONALD 

TRUMP!, DOES ROGER EBERT WAX? OR 

PLUCK? and GUKBY CAN T TALK SO GOOD. 

Is there some dark, hidden meaning, or 

is this the sort of thing that small. New 

York-based satirical magazines do on a 

regular basis? 

What are those little notes called, 

anyway? "Those little notes "? Could it be 

that they are "nubbins'1? 

Stephen Cobbs 

£/SSJohn E Kennedy 

New York 

They're tailed anything hut nubbins, and yet, 

it’s precisely the sort of thing small, New 

York—based Satirical magazines do on a regu¬ 

lar bash. 

Dear Editors I he devastating bril- 

I 1 iance of the Cryba¬ 

bies issue [August] finally forced this let¬ 

ter. Laughing out loud repeatedly this 

morning as I read “A Casino Too Far — 

Pag es from the Donald JL Trump 

Scrapbook, 1990-96," 1 woke my family 

up. Yeow! Funny stuff, “Ms.” Mai- 

inkowski [j;Y]. I can understand why SPY 

has kept you mostly confined to teeny 

type [The Fine Print}, This foray into 

larger type nearly killed me. This is im¬ 

portant work, even holy work. 

Neal Stiffelman 

Kansas City. Missouri 

Jamie Malanouski replies, UThanks, Neal, 

on behalf of Ms, Malinkowski, Jan Morris, 

Christine Jorgensen and so many others. ” 

Dear EDITORS I hanks to Elizabeth 

3 Royte and John Tay- 

man for the deft assault on all those writ¬ 

ers publicizing the many gross details of 

their own sicknesses and boo-boos ["No 

Pain, No Story; The Strange Vogue for 

Personal-Injury Journalism/ August], 

Certainly John Milton, even on his worst 

day, never wrote anything as tedious as, 

say, Joseph Heller's reminiscence of his 

Nick Uebb and Greg Carmichael forge new musical 
adventures as they meld the traditional sounds of 
classical guitar with contemporary jazz. The magic 
and wizardry of Acoustic Alchemy will become 
everyone’s.,. Refere n ce Pol nt 

ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY 
REFERENCE 
\ P*IKT y 
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And feel great doing it. 
Smile! In uio^l rust'll u bountiful. lieultby 

smile can be yours, thanks to innovative 

procedures performed hy our creative 

smile specialists. Painlessly transform 

"nattraitive teeth into a sparkling, eye- 

transformed mlo ihr catcMllI SKlile ill SiH feW as tWO VlfiitS. 
beautiful smile (w the ° 

tiMpibt abate. 

Cali for a free consult at ion. You'll learn how easily 

porcelain laminate veneers can turn dull, stained or crooked 

teeth into a dazzling and winning smile. We also have the 

latest in quality esthetic fillings and permanent implant tooth 

replacements. 

Smile again! You can have a bright, attractive smile and the 

confidence that goes with it. 

Marc Lowenbeig, D.D.S., PC. 
Gregg Lituchy, D.D.S. 

230 Central Park South, N.Y., NY 10019 
(212) 586-2890 

own bowel movements, Royte and 

Tayman err, however, when they claim 

that "Faradtie Lost doesn't reveal Mi Irons 

blindness,'' Note this passage, wherein 

the poet is addressing "holy Light": 

Thee 1 revisit safe. 

And feel thy sovran viral lamp; bur 

thou 

Revisitst not these eyes, that roll in 

vain 

To find thy piercing ray, and find no 

dawn; 

So thick a drop serene hath quenched 

their orbs. 

Or dun suffusion veiled, (111.21—26) 

Mark Crispin Miller 

Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Editors I hank you for the 

I August artitaJ [j/r] on 

Tone Caps ["Valley of the Quasi 

Celebrities," by Jennet Conant}! Business 

is booming! 

Nikki Haskell 

New York 

Fabulous. 

Di:ar Editors II fter perusing the 
n gut-wrenching, 

freeze-dried synopsis beneath Roy Blount 

Jr,’s rather handsome picture on the 

Contributors page of the August issue, I 

felt irresistibly compelled to write. 

Mr. Blount, be neither disaffected nor 

disheartened hy the tawdry material suc¬ 

cess of your so-called colleagues! In par¬ 

ticular, pay no heed ro rhe dweebish, 

bean-counting nurks who sanctimo¬ 

niously shriek when such a minuscule 

transgression as graphic asymmetry is 

noticed within your fine Un-British 

Crossword puzzle, as was the case in a 

recent issue. In fact, you have no peers, at 

least not on this side of the Atlantic. You 

stand alone in your relentless pursuit of 

excellence in the realm of humble tom¬ 

foolery and innocent-but-sharp-edged 

wit and style. 

After four years you should have 

amassed enough Un-British Crosswords 

in SPY to warrant a (pneev, coffee-table- 

size) compilation. Naturally, cranks and 

wisenheimers will point out that nobody 

wants to do a puzzle twice. However* 

they miss the point: it isn’t the puzzle 

itself that is attractive to its devotees but 

spy righted n 
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of Tomorrow feature. In July, Chouncey 

Monroe told SPY that his dream role 

was Hamlet: "Everyone who sees me do 

it says, 'You do it better than Richard 

Burton/" To which we con now add 

with confidence, "And Laurence Olivier 

and Kevin Kline and Bugs Bunny/' But 

we're getting ahead of ourselves. 

Soon after the July issue appeared, 

Chouncey dropped us □ card, "On the 

strength of the Spy article, I am now 

doing Hamlet in front of millions of 

people," he wrote. That's right: 

Chouncey had been booked onto The 

Joe Franklin Show. A letter a couple of 

days later described the taping; "You 

would not believe what SPY did for me! 

Thanks a fot! My career is moving! Just 

did William Shakespeare's HAMLET 

yesterday at 9 Broadcast Plaza in New 

Jersey_1 rode over and back with Joe 

Franklin...." Naturally, we watched the 

show when it aired, Franklin introduced 

Chauncey's wife, Janef-Clairc (the 

actress-singer), who in turn introduced 

Chouncey. "They voted him as Star of 

the Month," said Jonct-Cloire, holding 

up a copy of the July spy while her hus¬ 

band propped off-camera, "so by this 

article this is what I would say got him 

on The Joe Franklin Show/' And then, 

suddenly, it was aft Chaunccyt shaved 

head, mustache, black cape, chains. 

"To bef or not to be," he began. For 

those who missed it, the Monroe 

Hamlet is a very human, down-to-earth 

interpretation — conversational, casual, 

with a few well-chosen dramatic touch¬ 

es (Chouncey drops to his knees, tosses 

his cape, produces □ knife that has 

apparently escaped the notice of 

WWOR-TV security). For those who did 

see the performance, we know you'll 

understand exactly what we mean when 

we soy that we will never forget it. 

And it didn't end there. Two weeks 

later came a letter fram Chouncey. 

After reflecting on his performance 

("It was like a challenge' because of 

the way it was listed in SPY, about how 

people compared me to Richard 

Burton in Hollywood, etc."), he gave us 

the big news: "Subsequently, this has 

resulted in □ Nationwide Beck's Beer 

Commercial, which I commence tomor¬ 

row (Monday) and (Tuesday) in which I 

wear the same outfit with the chains 

and black cape, etc., I wore as ► 

tJ.HO PS 

I KNOW 
MORE THAN 

you HO! 
As heard on American Public Radio. 

THE DR. SCIENCE GIF? PACK 
i£t THE MASTER MtS tNfQTAtN YOUt 

Include* line Sig &aok of Science i2Q6pp|, Sampler 
coMctte, Moitar'l Degree. Button, end a lfrQ‘% 

cotton Tee or 50/50 Sweet (S/M/L/XKJ. 
w/Tm $30.95 w/lwfflt $32.95 

THE DR. SCIENCE SMUG MUG 
Bright yellow ironstone mug. On one tide, our series 
maieol, on the olW; a boic "S KNOW MQB£ fHAW 

roupor $9.9$ 

ZADAR! 
COW FROM 
HELL! 
100% Colton Teesliirt 
5/M/L/Xl 
$ 1 9.«S 

JAN SHOALE5' PERFECT WORLD 
A day in the fantasy life el America's super cynical 

"Seer of Sneer" |Chicoga Sun fime-s./ A 
Viking/Pengjm book 203pp $7.9$ 

Please send Check, Money Order, or 
Credit Cord info to: DUCKS BREATH, 

P.O.BOX 22513-S 
Son Francisco, CA 94122 

or charge by phone:: (415) 621-2725 
Coll or write for free ooro/iMjr 

ALL PRICES POSTPAID 

▼ 

c rartoons, movie and TV scripts, 
^ parodies, anecdotes—if it 

got a laugh during the past quarter- 
,century chances are you'll find it * 
here. You'll also find: Woody Allen, 

1 Sandra Bernhard, Bob & Ray, Dave 
, Barry, Michael O'Donoghue, Neil 

Simon, Nora Ephron, Jules Feiffer, * 
Matt Greening, and too many more ^ 
to mention. y 

.515,95 * 4 ^ * * 

I Ur per Perennial 
•t Dtvifmn <4 H irpcrCu Hi n.^Pabhihi^i 
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Hamlet." To which we can only say. We 

will be watching—all ef us. Now, if only 

Frantic Fran can get that TV show..., 

"When I received your June issue, I 

was puzzled by the odd pink-and-blue 

background an the caver," writes Chris 

E her sale of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, "I 

thought tt was simply the photographer's 

backdrop, but after consideration of 

spy's deviousness I hypothesised that you 

disguised a subliminal message in the 

ambiguous design....That blotch between 

the heads of Siskel and Ebert could be a 

sprawled-out naked woman to the unsus* 

pecting eye, and I believe there is a 

three-letter ward written vertically in the 

upper left corner." One of those letters 

that reveal a lot more about the sender 

than about the recipient. 

From the reneging spy mailroom: 

"Enclosed please find what I believe shall 

be the ultimate contribution to the use 

of the word," writes JoAnne Wagner af 

Santa Rasa, California. The word, of 

course, is nubbin. She sends a newspaper 

photo captioned, "Sonoma County 

District Attorney Gene Tunney with foml- 

ly pet Nubbin." (He's —Gene, not 

Nubbin—the son of the boxer.) Wegner 

signs off with "Top this one!" Fine: 

according to the Daily News racing sec¬ 

tion one day in late July, the "Best Bet" 

at the Meadowlands track that evening 

was in the eighth — a horse called Steady 

Nubbin, (Steady Nubbin finished fifth.) 

Update: We have it on good authority 

that everyone in Don Simpson's office is 

stocking up on Tone Cops, Nikki 

Haskell's miracle diet pills ("Valley of the 

Quasi Celebrities," by Jennet Condnt, 

August). "Your article made them sound 

like they work," says o woman who hos 

since left the famously fun-loving 

Simpson-Bruckhelmer office. (She had 

called looking for Nikki Haskell's phone 

number.) We asked whether Mr. Simpson 

himself was a Tone Caps fan. "No." 

Well, not yet- 

A Manhattan reader wants us ta set¬ 

tle a $5 bet. "Is the guy in the suit on 

page 76 of your March issue your pub¬ 

lisher?" he asks. No. The guy in the 

ATTENTION FANS OF 

ROTISSERIE LEAGUE LIFE 

Watch for our announcement next 

month of o 900 phone line that will facil¬ 

itate □ new, fun way to play the game. 

pearls on page 11 af our October issue is 

our publisher. 

Encouraging news from Douglas 

Herta in Ngatouo. "For your informa¬ 

tion," he writes, "you hove many faithful 

readers in the Central African Republic." 

"Congratulations on the Washington 

issue [May]; It got me thinking what fun 

you could have with Toronto," writes 

Kevin Watson of, naturally, Taranto. 

Maybe we will, someday. It's on our list, 

right after that special Ngatouo issue 

we've been mulling over for the lost 

paragraph ar so. 

From "Filofax Madness," by Bruce 

Handy, in the March 1988 issue of SPY: 

"One hears these formerly adultlike peo¬ 

ple fretting that the loss of their 'book' 

would be tantamount to death....This is 

a real fear: faster than you can say 'bad 

comedy plot device,' it would be possible 

to assume the identity of an overstaffed 

planner's former owner." Remember 

Hollywood Pictures's late-summer bomb 

Taking Care of Business, in which Jim 

Belushi found Chuck Gredin's Filofax 

and assumed his identity? According to 

Larry Hoberman in screenwriter Jill 

Mazursky's office. Taking Care wos writ¬ 

ten "at the end of 1989" and thought up 

"a couple of years ago." In other words, 

around March 1988? 

"Are you forgetting something? What 

about the Japanese?" asks Robert 8. Cox 

of Urowa, Japan. We assume Mr. Cox will 

write again to complete his thought. J 

CORR ECTION 

In "There's o Make-Believe Fly in My 

Soup," by David Adam (August), we indi¬ 

cated that Nabisco hadn't responded to 

"iulah Piggott"'s spurious complaint 

that insect legs were woven into the con- 
£ 

tents of her box of Triscuits, In fact, 

Nabisco responded in 12 days, assuring 

Ms. Piggott that "such an occurrence is 

extremely rare" and enclosing some 

coupons. The Keebler Company wrote us 

saying the/d responded to their fictitious 

complaint (vomiting after ingestion of 

Pecan Sandies) in "less than one week," 

but that the letter hod been returned 

because the writer's pseudonym mode it 

undeliverable. We believe Keebler —and 

we would even if they hadn't enclosed 

not one but three coupons worth $2.99 

apiece. J 

rather the sparkling commentary that 

jackets it. 

J, B. Reynolds 

Groton, California 

Dear Editors I am a nonprofessional 

1 Canadian English 

teacher at a university here in Czech¬ 

oslovakia, and [ come in contact with 

many advanced-English students- These 

students have good grammar, pronuncia¬ 

tion and vocabulary but are not up on the 

nuances of the language. During a recent 

last-class-before-exams, 1 decided to 

lighten things up a bit by having them 

try to translate Blurb-o-Mat into 

English, j had fun, especially when they 

first saw the word nofiest. 

Those poor kids, I think 1 destroyed 

any confidence they might have had in 

their comprehension skills. I had to 

spend the rest of the class assuring them 

that very few North Americans actually 

speak like this and that they really were 

competent students. 

Paul Bt Hours 

ustt nad Labem, Czechoslovakia 

Dkar Editors Pacing completely new 

l/to the SPY family of 

readers, I have decided to jump right m 

and get my toes wet, so to speak^ by 

obnoxiously and desperately vying for 

one of those coveted spots: Letters to SPY 

or (please, God, let it be me) From the 

SPY Mailroom. 

It would seem that one secures one of 

these positions in one or all of the follow¬ 

ing ways: 

1. Come up with a new, legitimately 

documented meaning for the word nubbin 

2. Be really anal about finding errors 

wherever possible in the almost always 

perfect SPY text 

3. Cleverly compliment the SPY team 

whenever possible (see No. 2) 

4. Inundate the mailroom with 4 bil¬ 

lion letters that they can make fun of, 

until they have no alternative but to 

(a) print one or (b) tell you in print to 

scop sending them (in either case, you 

have made it) 

5. Be irrationally bitter and insulting 

about an item in SPY 

6. Anagrams 

At the moment, i am prepared to do any 

2t) smr NOVEMBKR i9yo 
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or all of the above, I shall not rest, because 

at this time I have no life to speak of, so 1 

shall continue on my attention-seeking 

vigil. 

II 
Di ak Editors ere are some thoughts 

SI ill on Arsenio Hall: 

ARSENIO HALL 

ANDREW DICE CLAY 

YECf AN ID CRAWLED 

C ha rl'it $kait ronek 

Brooklyn t New York 

Shawm Roue 

St, Oogiasa. California 

Fa tan aspirants will have their at ten! ion 

drawn to another approach: “7, See letter from 

Sbawnz Roue, November 1990. " 

Dlar Editors Pb eg&rding Andy 

ll Aaron s What's in a 
Name? anagram column; 

AXL ROSE 

ORAL SEX 

1 ask you; coincidence or wishful thinking? 

R ohert Leighton 

New York 

|| 
Dear Edjtors M ere s one more 

I I anagram: 

THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 

RAIL ON# FANATIC LOONIES. EAT SHIT, 

Ken Rttz 

Portlands Oregon 

HAIL L*A. SNORE 

ARSENIO HALL SHOW 

HE'S SHALLOW ON AIR 

THE ARSENIO HALL SHOW 

how thin! real asshole! 

Alexander Ary 

Montreal, Quebec. Canada 

Dlar Editors wt ave a few anagrams 

1 i on me: 

SPY ANAGRAMS 

GASSY RAP, MAN 

DONALD & IYANA 

NADA —OLD & VAIN 

COVENANT HOUSE 

SAVE-TOUCH NONE 

DOUGLAS TYSON II 

Q# DO I SLUG! I NASTY! 

ROSEANNE BARR 

BARES REAR? N-NO 

Dear Editors I I oes the typical spy 

MS reader have nor lung 

better to do than to sit around composing 

nonsensical anagrams from various names 

and phrases and sending them to spy? 

Stupid games help remedy ennui. I’d 

say, yet, having done it once. I'd sooner 

grin, shoot spotted-moose parts from vans 

and snatch, or arrest, bananas that hang 

on clamps. 

Jeff Brou n 

Chicago, Illinois 

(Editors ’ note: A\t: Browns second paragraph 

is an anagram of his first paragraph. Or at 

least that 's what we want very much to believe.) 

SPY we homes letters from Us readers. Address 

correspondence to spy. The SPY Building, % 

Union Square Wist, New York N.Y, 10(H)3, 

Please include your daytime telephone number, 

'Typewritten letters are preferred. Letters may be 

edited for length or clarity. 1 

ASS-ROOTS ENTERTAIN 

332 Eighth Avenue, at 26th Street (212) 924-3499 

love* peace*Soul 



STAND-UP FOR A CAUSE 
America's greatest comedians did. Now you can, too. 

Available now from Rhino on CD, 
cassette and home video. 

Proceeds from Rhino's sobs of THE BEST OF COMIC RELIEF '90 

go lo Comic Relief. Inc. to benefit America's homeless. 

Where there's laughter . . . there's hope. 

COMIC RELIEF album: i 2 nnj 3 die cjvioilabEc from 



R, I.Ahkkfc A- Garfunkvl J. Gakagiula 

by Ja mk Aia/amu rsk / 

NOW, FOR THE 

SOCIOPATH ON YOUR 

CHRISTMAS LIST... 

We alt know that many 

Americans haver made a point 

ot exercising their riglit to 

bear arm*;, a di squid mg I act 

to which wc have adjusted by 

pretty nearly excluding from 

our circle of acquaintances 

members of the three main 
^[uu|u dI tiimiTN in 

America: enked-up drug deal 

vis, ardent Catt'be? in tkt Ry>. 

buffs and overweight Repub¬ 

lican hunters. From time to 

time, however, something 

intrudes upon this cocoon we 
have constructed. The most 

recent jog came in (he form "£ 

a catalog from Phoenix Sys¬ 

tems Inc, of Evergreen, Col¬ 

orado, the hometown of John 

I Imcklty Jr 

The S6-page catalog doe-a 

not advertise anything so con- 

sriiuri onaJly protected as u 

gun. As a matter of fact, not 

everything for sale in it is 

legal in all parts u! the coun¬ 

try; the order form fearu res a 

disclaimer that "it is the buy- - 

lt's responsibility to check 

state and loc a I ordinances as 

to the legality of ownership.' 

The catalog features the 

following categories of items 

Items (or Personal Protec¬ 

tion: U.S.-military tear gas in 

grenades ("Superior poten¬ 

cy ,. .produces severe burning 

sensation to the eyes .. 

cough mg, ..and difficulty ► 

TilE mRTHUAY RASH hyperfashionable photogra¬ 
pher Herb Hitts recently threw for himself at his 
Malibu home attracted JOHNNY Depp, OaVID Geffen 

and David Hockney as well as the usual troop of 
LA. curiosities in eccentric, generally scanty cos¬ 
tumes. But the party's most attention-getting 
guest was Madonna, whose Cherish' video Rtrrs 
directed last year. The nasal-voiced lapsed 
Catholic was milling about the crowd of swanky 
androgynes when Vogue, her recent single cele¬ 

brating the denvativeness of nineties culture, 
started playing. Whereas a more ordinary per¬ 
former might have bowed her head in aw-shucks 
modesty upon hearing her own voice (or an elec¬ 
tronically enhanced version of it) piped over a 
party’s sound system. Madonna immediately took 
center dance floor and began to fling her body 
around energetically. After a lew minutes of this 
weird, life-imitating-musical-comedy display, the 

singer apparently recognized the unseemliness of 
so enjoying her own recording, and slunk off. 

Being under exclusive contract to Ralph Lauren 

can be a wonderful thing, as KlM NYE — the tall, 
Aryan, blunt-cut blond runway model who 
emerged from obscurity to star in Laurens recent 
ad campaigns — now knows. Not only do you get 
lots of money and all the ersatz-nautical evening- 
wear you could want, but you get to involve 
yourself closely in every phase of the little 
fellas — er, big mans —creative process. For Lau¬ 

ren, part of this process apparently includes cak¬ 
ing employees out for one-on-one human- 
resources reviews at out-of-the-way Manhattan 
bistros. During one such consultation, Nye oblig¬ 
ingly met her hoss’s every utterance with loud 
bursts of almost-convincing laughter. But the fun 
really kicked into high gear when the couple s 
foot! arrived: the statuesque model moved over to 
the boss s side of the table, more or less in his lap, 
whereupon employer and employee, when their 
mouths weren't otherwise engaged, gleefully 
commenced feeding each other at first using 

silverware, and then, as they presumably became 
hungrier and hungrier, using their bare hands 

Art Garfunkel was once, of course, a member of 

the legendary song writ mg-gisi tar-play ing-har- 
mony-singing duo Simon and Garfunkel — at five 

foot nine, Garfunkel was known as ’’the call one," 
He was in a New York studio recently to record 

"G! Come A(I Ye Faithful,' his track on a compi¬ 
lation album of Christmas songs performed by 
CBS Records artists. Garfunkel arrived for the 
first session at about 10:00 a.m., expecting a 
recording engineer from CBS to meet him. The 
engineer didn't show, and Garfunkel left for a 
couple of hours. Returning at noon, he discovered 
that the engineer still hadn't appeared. Garfunkel 
left again and came back at two. Still no engineer. 

Ar rhis point he lost his composure and began to 
rant pathetically, "They Wouldn't be doing this if 

it were Paul Simon' They wouldn’t be doing this if 
it were Panl SitmitV* 

Like Mikhail Gorbachev’s Soviet Union, NBCs 
Today show grows ever more troubled and frac¬ 
tious; appropriately, the program’s producers have 
taken to addressing their demoralized staff with 
the same grim candor that characterizes the 
Krem 1 i n s gfasnmi^ttb econ o m i c p ronou nee m e n rs. 
When the show’s writers and researchers learned 
at a recent meeting that they would no longer 
receive much overtime pay—effectively reducing 
some of their salaries by 50 percent — they were 
not offered any consoling boilerplate about rough 
rimes and belt-tightening. Instead, NBC News 
executives actually explained to the little people 
that they would be deprived in order to accom¬ 
modate the huge, unanticipated salaries of Joe 

Garagiola and Faith Daniels—both of whom 
were hired, after all, to make up for NBC News 
executives’ mis judgments of Deborah Norvilles 

popular appeal, 
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Why We Fight 
Getting to Kmu Our Freedottt-L&l'ittg Saudi Arabian Aliks 

In case you were wondering exactly what ideals, if any, our boys, girls and billions of dollars are 

protecting in the constitution less kingdom of Saudi Arabia, here's a little scorecard: 

Freedom of Religion 

► Islam is the official state 

religion; all Saudi citizens 

must be Muslims. 

►Converting to another 

religion is punishable by 

death. 

► Foreigners of other 

faiths may not practice 

their religion, even in pri¬ 

vate. Anyone wearing or 

displaying a crucifix or 

Star of David may be 

whipped with sticks by 

the Saudi religious police. 

►Jews are forbidden to 

enter Saudi Arabia. 

Freedom of Speech ond 
the Press 

►Criticism of Islam or the 

ruling family is forbidden. 

►The king can remove 

newspaper editors. 

► Foreign songs and pro¬ 

grams are heavily cen¬ 

sored, with all references 

to politics, non-Islamic 

religions, alcohol and 

pork or pigs removed, 

► Theater and. m ov i es a re 

forbidden, as is the study 

of Freud, Western philos¬ 

ophy and music. 

The Right of the People to 

Peoceobljr Assemble, ond to 
Petition the Government 

► Political parties are ille¬ 

gal, and there are no fret 

elections. 

► Public meetings are seg¬ 

regated by sex, and spon¬ 

sors of unsegregated meet¬ 

ings fact imprisonment. 

►Labor unions and strikes 

are illegal. 

The Right to Life, Liberty 

ond the Pursuit of Hoppiness 

►Public dancing is ille¬ 

gal, as is alcohol. 

►Saudi and non-Saudi 

women must obtain writ¬ 

ten permission from their 

closest male relative before 

leaving the country or 

traveling between dries. 

►Women cannot travel 

alone, drive cars or ride 

bicycles and must ride in 

the back of buses. 

The Right to o Speedy Triol 
ond o Jury of OneJs Peers; 
Freedom from Cruel ond 
Unusual Punishment 

►Habeas corpus and bail 

do nor exist, 

►Detainees are routinely 

tortured. 

►Defendants Lire not per¬ 

mitted legal counsel m 

court. 

►The testimony of one 

man is legally equivalent 

to that of two women, 

►beheading is the usual 

method of execution and 

is sometimes followed by 

crucifixion. Adulterers, 

however, are often stoned 

to death, Thieves can 

have their hands severed. 

Flogging is often imposed 

for lesser crimes such as 

public intoxication. 

— Michael Hunity 

Private Lives of Public Figures 

Supreme Court justice David Sou ter does some late-night reading at home. 

Illustration by Drew Friedman 

I 

What's in 
a Name? 
Our Af onthly 

Anagram Analysis 

PRESIDENT GEORGE 
BUSH 

BIG SPENDER GOT US 
HERE 

SIXTY MINUTES 
UM, IT ISN'T SEXY 

SAUDI 
US. AID 

BERKELEY, 
CALIFORNIA 

FEAR ICKY NEOLIBERAL 

STATEN ISLAND 
nastiest land 

— A ndy Aaron 

T H I MH I ill«T ( t H T I H U t & 

in breathing " — $10 95); a 

useful accessory is the tear- 

gas auto-ejector, a l Vi -inch 

stainless-steel nozzle that, 

when inserted through die 

rubber gasket around an 

automobile window, allows 

you to fire a blast of gas into 

the Cuir. thus Vasily arid safe¬ 

ly removing occupants uf a 

locked vehicle ($ 3 95). The 

taialug also offers a variety ol 

stun guns, including one that 

delivers 120,01X1 volts (a 

$I 59-95 stem “gist released 

to the civilian market"); brass 

knuckles {“lor use as paper¬ 

weights only" — 312,95 ): hi I - 

lies and saps drum $21 TP); 

the Kiyoga telescopic steel 

w hi p ($ 59.95); a ' Com p le re ly 

l!nobrrusave sword umbrel¬ 

la, featuring a I (}-mch brain¬ 

less-steel surgical lance 

(5 19.95); and a ballistic 

mace, a newfangled version ul 

the medieval weapon: using a 

hand-field launcher, you can 

lire it with enough force to 

drive the mace head through 

a quarter inch of plywood 

($99.95; extra mace heads 

329.95 each). 

Items for the Hem*: 

Among the offerings that 

ought to lx- found in any 

garage or on any workbench 

arc- spools of camouflage trip 

wire (olive drab and ran on 

each spool - 35,95); barbed 

razor tape ("'Cuts and books 

into flesh..,.It will force an 

attacker cu advance into your 

preselected killing zone" — 

$19.95 per reel); a booby-trap 

firing device ($9.95); and 

road stars, lour-fainted steel 

stars, with sharpened points 

designed m induct- Ifin tires 

in any vehic le {$ 19.95 fur a 
pack ol ten, plus a warning 

sign). 

Items tot the Office: X-Ray 

Letter bomb- Detect ion and 

F nvelope-Qim pre im i sc Spray, 

which "turns an envelopc 

translucent so you can see 

what's inside" ($7,95), an 

electronic stethoscope1 

(“CAUTION: Not to be used 
lor eavesdropping or invasion 

of privacy— $1 99.95); and a 

digital voice changer ("An 

ideal tool tor anv1 situation ► £ 
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A Guide to Colorful H&wswriting 

TMf f \ m l MINI ft 

where you want to remain 

anonymous" - $299.95), 
Items flo* Yoyr Career 

in...Uhr LocktmHhing: A 

ra ngc of lot1 k - p ie king equi p- 

ment, from a wimple five- 

piece warded padlock-pick 

scr ($9,95i to riie Superior 

Pick Set, which feature* 32 

picks as well ,a tension tools 

and extractors ($75). There is 

also a pick gun. which is 

guaranteed to open any tum¬ 

bler lock in five seconds 

($59,95); a three-piece set 
designed specifically for 

Sc hi age Wafer locks 

($34.95); and a set of 20 pad¬ 

lock shim picks ($39.95). For 

those with automotive inter¬ 

ests, there is the Slim Jim 

car-door opener, made of 

hand - fini shed dtx'k-Spn ng 

Steel ($16); the Super Jim. 

which is w ider, thicker and 

nickel-plated and ufiers I aster 

opening oi most domestic 

vehicles, but which is no 

more expensive; the I Iciuclini 

Car Door Opener, which 

"works the same as your old 

Slim Jim, except it now folds 
matly to fit in or 

mol box" ($19.95); the Pru- 

Lok “Car Killer" kit (“This 

kit of tools will open over 

I 35 auto mobiles, both 

domestic and foreign.The 

owning procedure for each 

vehicle js diagrammed and 

explained in the instruct ion 

manual" —■$39.95); and a 

50-minure videocassette 

entitled Hou ! St*al Cars 

($49.95). The catalog offers a 

Tubular Lock Pick ("as found 

on commercial vending 

machines, washers, dryers, 

etc." — $ 129 95) and a nearly 

two-hour-long videtKasittre 

entitled Broking & Entering: 

A iti Z (“You will learn how 

to perform the entry meth¬ 

ods, where to get the up-to- 

date, statcyof-thc-arr equip¬ 

ment, and what kind of 

traces each method leaves. 

Perfect for police.detectives, 

locksmiths, security profes¬ 

sionals or concerned 

citizens" — $79.95). 

Miscettartwus item*. The 

catalog offers several “brand 

new, larger W oz. size" ► 

D. Hirsch Jr, says Americans don't understand newspapers anymore and advocates a strict 

national culture standard so chat we can all speak the same language. To be sure, a Mi Iron-reading, 

Herodotus-toting populate is an admirable goal, but that could take months or even years to effect; in 

the meantime, isn’t there something we can do to bring America back to the news pages? 

Happily, an antidote has been discovered by reporters in the trenches struggling to avoid the tedious 

abstractions inherent in news: the pop metaphor du jour, gtx>d tor almost every occasion, 

and Los Angeles," — BUSINESS 

“Last week, Twin Peaks 

wus all the rage. This 

week, marketers are rush¬ 

ing to cash in on a new 

peak — the superpower 

summit."—Stuart Elliot, 

USA Today, May 30, 

1990 

"[Allied Capital president 

David) Gladstone attribut¬ 

ed the gold-rush climate 

to the erosion of the twin 

peaks of venrure money 

usually available from the 

hanks and the venture 

funds.” Stan Hinder, 

The Washington Post, 

August 20, 1990 

SPORTS 

"So far, the Suns would 

he better off trying to 
unravel the twists in 

Turn Peaks than figuring 

out how ro put away the 

resilient Trail Blazers," — 

Peter May, Boston Globe, 

May 25, 1990 

"{Monica} Seles, I6T 

became the youngest 

French Open champion in 

history this year. [Jen¬ 

nifer] Capriati, 14, became 

the youngest player to win 

a match at Wimbledon — 

twin peaks, so to speak.’ 

— Pat Calabria, Neusday, 

August 26, 1990 

LITERATURE 

"...Lisa Grunwalds piece 

on adultery in this 

month s Esquire. In my 

circle, {the piece] has 

become the Twin Peaks of 

magazine journalism. Not 

only does it steer clear of 

the elements one expects 

from a formulaic magazine 

article ,." — M. G. Lord, 

j\eusday, May 27, 1990 

LAW 

"Now that everyone has to 

wait at least until next fall 

to find out who killed 

Laura Palmer on Twin 

Peaks, here s a real-life 

mystery' to ponder; What’s 

on those tapes they are 

playing in the first big 

trial in Chicago’s high¬ 

ly publicized commodi¬ 

ties fraud case? "—James 

Risen, Los Angeles Times, 

May 25, 1990 

ART 

"The 19#6 {sculpture] 

The blower Is Hidden 

sets up poetic and rather 

threatening tremors, 

which, if this were TV s 

Turn Peaks, would also be 

rather hilarious." — Amei 

Wallach, Newsday, April 

25, 1990 

SOCIOLOGY 

"[Cherokee medicine man 

Rolling Thunder] believes 

in dream analysis more 
devoutly than anyone 

except the FBI agent in 

Twin Peaks. He sees a 

future so dire he recom¬ 

mends the immediate 

evacuation of San Diego 

Anthony Perry, Lot Angeles 

Times, May 25, 1990 

May he ir comes from 

watching too many epi¬ 

sodes of Twm Peaks, bin it 

sometimes seems families 

are odd entities that ap¬ 

pear normal and happy on 

the surface but under¬ 

neath are filled with 

strange twists and turns." 

— Chris Heim, Chicago 

Tnhuue, May 25, 1990 

CONSERVATION 

"(Using long-life light 

bulbs,] I feel like a pio¬ 

neer, roo. From chagrin 

to delight has been a 

quick journey, tike get¬ 

ting used to Twin Peaks 

on television. All of a 
sudden the regular old 

stuff is just nor as inter¬ 

esting/'— Richard Kahi- 

enberg, Las Angeles Times, 

May 24, 1990 

ENTERTAINMENT 

“What could be more 

unreal, if not surreal, rhan 

Thursday's hizzar® {«VJ 

Twin Peaks episode? Try 

Diane Sawyer noshing with 

this year s mystery-flavor 

pseudo-celeb, Marla Ma¬ 

ples/’ Matt Roush, USA 

Today, April 20, 1990 

"[Not since] Schwarz¬ 

eneggers Stay Hungry' has 

rhere been such a drama¬ 

tization of physical stress 

toward a single goal; 

muscle made to burgeon 

under rhe twin peaks of 

stamina and (supposed) 

beauty." — Kevin Kelly, 

Boston Globe, August 24, 

1990 — David Sbetik 
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The SPY List Separated at Birth? 
THI ^«I«T tUHTIHVtP 

pouched rations I’lie enik¬ 

ing entrees, which arc guar¬ 

anteed not to be ‘ overawed " 

and arc promised to have an 

extra-bug shelf life, include 

“Chicken/Rice, Spaghetti1' 

Meat Sauce, Tun a-Noodles, 

Pork Rite, Chicken A Ij 

King (and] Meat Balls/Rice' 

(best deal: 7 2 pouches for 

Si UK), You can also buy a 

Survivor Radiation Detector 

($185). radiation-sickness 

medicine ■( "When you need 

it.,,you won t: be able to get 

it — 70-count pack, S22.95) 

and the id ways-handy 

40,000-pound M-59 

Armored Personnel Carrier 

The never-demilitarized 

vehicle goes 35 mph and fea¬ 

tures infrared driving lights 

(plus goggles} and an outside 

mount fora machine gun. 

“Call lor an appointment to 

rest drive," the catalog advis¬ 

es, List price: $75,000. 

YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT 

WORK 

As Wre teeter on the verge of 

another war, its comforting 

Its ste how Live government 

has fulfilled its obligations 

to those who partidpared in 

the last conflict. Recently we 

received the following 

announcement from the 

Office of the Assistant Secre¬ 

tary for Veterans' Employ¬ 

ment and Training of the 

ILS. Department of Labor: 

“On the morning of Sun¬ 

day, September 2, 1990 a 

team of highly decorated 

Vietnam veterans —included 

ti/i] one blinded veteran — 

will be parachuting into die 

town of Humacan, Puerto 

Rico to begin their 1ST 

ANNUAL VIETNAM VET¬ 
ERANS PUERTO RICO 
PARATHON... 

“The objective of this 

year's pararhon will be to 

demonstrate the CAN DO' 

spirit ol disabled and Viet¬ 

nam veterans and to reduce 

their twenty-thirty [j/c] per¬ 

cent unemployment rare in 

Puerto Rico by encouraging 

employers to hire them 

through the Puerto Rito 

Job Service. ^ 

bird abusers 

flashers 

Hanna-Rarbera voices 

illegitimate fathers 

large men III 

little men 

people who hove clashed with Sean Young 

possible Watergate Deep Throats 

private nicknames 

professional widows 

random list of well-known names 

romantic partners of their managers 

SPY outtakes 

things in A. M. Rosenthal's bed 

uncon sum mated marriages 

Liz Smith,., 

Pot Buckley... 

Attorney General 
Dick Thornburgh... 

and Vanessa 
Redgrave? 

and Nolan Ryan? 
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ROUGE SUPERBE 
LASTING CREME LIPCOLOUR 

• The answer to women who 

• Tests prove it wears up to 5 
hours without fading or 
feathering. 

• Comforting to the lips and 
protected with sunscreen. 

• The panache of fashion 
forward Parisian colour. 

ROUGE SUPERBE...the newest 
word in long lasting lipcolour. 



PART I: MARLA MAPLES, MOVIE STAR ft PART II: RICHARD NIXON, RAPPER 

"I've made a lot of satellites....Marla cart da any movie she 

wants now." —Donald Trump, quoted in Vanity Fair 

David Brown, producer {Cocoon): "I done know of anyone, 

barring Eddie Murphy and a few other superstars, who can do 

any movie they want — unless, that is, she's willing to finance 

the movie. Or be is1 

Elisa Roth stein, director of development. Alliance 

Entertainment {Iron Eagle II): I d be about as willing to cast 

her as Donna Rice and Jessica Hahn. Golan and Globus might 

give her a part in some Teminatw-rip-off movie where she got 

to expose her endowments, but let s lace it: the woman's future 

is on the 900 numbers for lonely people" 

Greg H. Sims, president, Arrowhead Entertainment 

{Return to Horror High): The only time you would see that 

happen is with what we call stunt casting — a role where 

someone walks on for ten seconds for the publicity value" 

Martin Bregman, producer {Sea of Love): “That's a lot of 

bullshit. Acting is not being a celebrity. You don’t cast a person 

because they had an affair with somebody. Marla Maples is not 

someone you'd consider lor any primary role, unless maybe you 

were doing an exploitation film* Then again, most kids— which 

most of the audience is —don't know who Marla Maples is. 

They most likely don’t know who Donald Trump is either 

Samuel Arkoff, president, Arkoff International Pictures 

(Lore at First Bite): “Trump is as full of fecal matter as a 

Christmas goose, and he’s 100 percent wrong, Marla Maples, 

simply because of her role as Trumps lover, wouldn't rate a 

second glance. Star casting — are you mad? It’s absolute nonsense. 

I don't even think anybody in Las Vegas would hire her" 

Michael Apgstouna, head oe creative affairs, 

Miramax/Mellimeter Films {Scandal): "Would we cast her in a 

Miramax film? It's highly unlikely We're doing The Pope Must 

Dk, and there's a cramp who has an affair with the pope before 

he becomes pope— maybe she would be good for that" 

Davis Guggenheim, coproducer, Outlaw Productions (sex, 

lies and Videotape): "You could probably cast her in Lore Boat if it 

was still going. Or Police Academy 6 — she d be perfect for that" 

Paul Maslansky, producer fPolice Academy movies): “l 

wouldn't cast her [in a Police Academy movie] because of her con¬ 

nection to Mr, Trump. 1 would give her no special consideration” 

Art Linson, PRODUCER (The Untouchables): ’ If she's as good an 

actor as Trump, I‘d certainly have to let her read" 

Anyone interested in casting Afaria Maples can contact her agent< 

Charles Nelniker, at Melniker Management, (213) 330-7470, 

hove often thought that if there had been a good rap group 

□round in those days, I might have ehosen a career in music 

instead of politics." — Richard Nixon, on an audiotape available to 

visitors at the new Nixon library 

Politics and entertainment—they're both publicity-dependent 

industries in which image is everything and it’s never too late to 

stage a comeback, Showmen like Ronald Reagan and George 

Murphy have made it to Washington, so why not the other way 

around? Surely if former Nixon operatives like Diane Sawyer, Pat 

Buchanan, William Safire and Chuck Colson can alt become 

entertainers of sorts, then the great unindicted co~conspirator 

himself can realize his dream? We asked some prominent hip- 

hoppers whether they'd welcome Nixon into their acts and what 

they'd suggest as his now de mike, 

Rakim, OF Eric B. & Rakimi ' You dead serious? Tell him we’d 

do a jam with him, word up. He can open up the show. You 

can get away with more things on the mike than as a politi¬ 

cian.’’ Suggested rap name: 'Slick Rick” 

Tone Log: He'd probably have a better career in comedy,” 

Suggested rap name: “Either MC Watergate or MC Peached” 

L*L. CfX>L J: I’d let Nixon tour with me if he can get me some 

of his lines into the White House so I can skim funds off the 

national deficit.” Suggested rap name: "Watergate Love" 

Daddy O, OF Stetsasonic: Rap IS so commercial now, Nixon 

could probably become a rapper, but Stetsasonic, char s out of 

the question. There would probably [be room] for him [in 

Stetsasonic] to play other things* like the tambourine.” Sug¬ 

gested rap name: "MC Tricky Dick 

Mase (Plug 3), of De La Soul: "If he wants to tour with us, 

he could be the opening act and we II give him 15 minutes. He 

should go to Brooklyn and hang out with some of the brothers 

and get some rhythm, then pursue a rap careerT Suggested rap 

name: 'Richard the Ruler” 

D.M.C,, OF Run-D.M.C.: Tie'll never give up the Watergate 

tapes, and that could be a really good rap story," Suggested rap 

name: "Tricky Dicky” 

Kid, OF Kid N Play: 'I see him as a solo rapper, and he'd prob¬ 

ably have* like, two dancers..,. They'd probably he dressed in 

some intelligence uniforms, some Watergate break-in uniforms. 

No, 1 know what it is, he'd have two male dancers: one would 

be G. Gordon Liddy, and the other one would be someone like 

John Dean or John Mitchell. He's good at cutting, particularly 

tape, He could sample voices off the IS Vi minutes that's miss¬ 

ing," Suggested rap name: "Definitely MC Tricky Dick” 

—josh Gillette 
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Grabbing Them by tne Short Hairs 
An Exclusive Prank hi Tomoriai Integrity 

ome people may have groused years ago 

when barbers first put on posh accents and started 

calling themselves stylists, but in general people 

continued to need haircuts. After watching the 

parade of cuts that emerge from salons, however, 

one can’t help but wonder if there isn't some hnur 

to the imaginations of these deeply creative hair 

Stylist 

Philippe, of Pierre 

Michel Coiffeur at 

The Plaza 

Consultation 

''{Your hair| needs to be 

rtlaxeJ so it can have 

mm mmt/ Ph i I i ppe c n n d ud * 
L-d after an examination 

Lansky: Before 

Treatment 

masters (and, perforce, some limit ro their fees), 

Doug Lansky, a well-shorn man, visited five of 

Manhattan's leading salons in the space of three 

days and offered the same complaint and instruc¬ 

tion. “I hate my hairstyle/’ he said to five different 

stylists. “I d like a new look/’ None of the stylists, 

as you shall see, simply left his head alone, 

Philippe applied an 

Elmer's Glue—like sub¬ 

stance and let it harden 

before washing it out. He 

then cut the hair, remov¬ 

ing as much as half an 

inch in some places, before 

applying "polisher" to 

produce ’the wet look 

Cost 

S5", includ¬ 

ing a S5 ri] 

Lansky: After 

Hiroshi, of SUGA 

in the tkilleria on 

East 57th Street 

Hiroshi suggested that Lan¬ 

sky avoid gels, because “the 

wet look is too wild ior you. 

He said that if he were Din- 

sky, he would ' wear a baseball 

cap/’ His assistant described 

the current cut as 'very ama¬ 

teurish'' 

He took no more than ten 

snips I mm the front and 

said that Lansky 

"shouldn't touch it for two 

months’ 

No charge 

Celine, of Bruno 

Dessange on 

Madison Avenue 

"Your hair is very 

said 
short," site Favoring the “spiked-up 

look/’ she applied gel and 

did some styling 

No charge 

Joel, ol Kenneth at 

Eva u\ New York 

in the Helms ley 

Palate 

He observed that the hair was 

Very short" and that there 

wasn't much he could do 

Joel took lour to seven 

snips off the front, applied 

a buzzer to the neck to 

Straighten out the hairline 

and give it a “stronger 

look/' and then put on 

some gel 

No charge 

Fiji. of John Sabag 

on East 53rd Street 

El|i decided to give Lansky a 

shampoo while, as the barber 

put it, " I think about what 

I’m going to do/' The recep¬ 

tionist wh i speret 1, “If a n yon e 

can help you, [Hip] can.” Fiji 

finally concluded that he 

would give the hair a less- 

rounded look"' 

l or 45 minutes Fiji 

snipped microhairs (no 

longer than one-eighth of 

an inch) off the sides and 

top of Lansky’s head; he 

then applied 'molding 

m iid ” 

S57.5U, 

including tip 

(the usual fee 

is S I 7b, but 

Lansky got a 

special 

short-hair 

discount”) 
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November 

Ratebook 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

\ The American Place 

Thearre on West 46th 

Street presents / Stand 

Before You Naked, Joyce 

Carol Oates's new play 

about “the penetrating 

revelations of contem¬ 

porary women," A 

night nor to be missed 

by fans of shrill, 

minimalist Off- 

Broad way product ions , 

3 Topoh wbo actually 

lists his occupation as 

“Tevye“ on his tax 

returns, begins a 12- 

week revival of Fiddler 

on the Roof at the 

Gershwin Theatre. 

4 The Educational 

Testing Service 

administers the 

Scholastic 

Aptitude Test. 

Thousands of 

young lives are 

irrevocably 

ruined. 

4 New York 

City Marathon. 

Dean & DeLuca 

restocks its pasta 

shelves following last 

night’s onslaught of 

stringy, overearnest 

young professionals 

intent on “carbo- 

loading.” 

6 Election Day, and 

the end of Pierre 

Rinfret's erratic but 

entertaining presence 

in the news. 

13 The 

Holland 

Tunnel 

celebrates 

its 63rd 

year in 

operation. 

And as 

every Jersey 

teenager knows, it's 

still the quickest way 

to reach Canal Street 

and the tri-state area's 

finest selection of stolen 

stereo equipment. 

15 The 1990 Beaujdais 

Nouveau arrives from 

France. Dean & DeLuca 

restocks its cheese 

shelves following last 

night's onslaught of 

stringy, overearnest 

young professionals 

intent on having 

something to nibble on 

between sips of that 

fabulous new Georges 

Duboeuf 

16 The Salvation 

Army deploys its 

squadron of fake 

Santas. A Talk of the 

Town piece in The New 

Yorker extols “the 

familiar bah-DING, 

bah-DING of the 

street-corner 

Samaritans bell'1 and 

laments the dying 

craft of a kindly tobog¬ 

gan-maker who lives in 

Bearsville, New York. 

22 Thanksgiving. 

Dean & DeLuca 

restocks its containers 

of couscous and bulgur 

wheat fo l low i ng last 

night s onslaught of 

stringy, overearnest 

young professionals 

Intent on trying 

something a little 

healthier than stuffing 

this year. 

23 Macy's Sant aland 

and Puppet Theater 

open for the season. 

Store employees brace 

themselves for a tortur¬ 

ous month’s worth of 

piped-in easy-listening 

versions of 'Little 

Drummer Boy.” ) 
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urb-o-Mat 
Capsule Movie Reviews by Walter uDateline; The Copa" Monha 1™. 

the Movie Publicist's Friend 

The One-Minute Reviewer 
Some Recent Books We Stopped Reading 

After the First Line or Two 

[Editors’ note: Walter Monheif™ is currently under investigation for alleged 

ethical improprieties pertaining to last month's "Special Product-Placement 

Edition ' of Blurb-o-Mat. SPYs internal-affairs division is expected to hand 

down a ruling on the so-called Mon hat Plngola Scandal in late November. ] 

Mermaids, starring Cher, Bob Hoskins, Winona Ryder (Orion) PPPtf 

Walter Monheit says, "Makes Splash look like burial ot sea! Cher's 

fin to stic, and Winona — ooaaf/ ~ she con bait my hook anytime! Glub, 

glubr 

Mr. and Mrs, Bridge, starring Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward (Miramax) PPPP 

Walter Monheit sayst "Joanne's Mass Daisy! Paul's Golden Pond! The 

Tap pan Zee can't offer a view as swell os these Bridges!" 

The Ambulance, starring Eric Roberts, James Earl Jones (Epic/Triumph) PPPP 

Walter Monheit saysr "Pull aver to the shoulder, Julia! E.M.S. stands for 

Eric's Move to Stardom, and big brother's running red lights to get 

there!" 

"When I slid in my baby slime between 

my supine mother's legs, I did not com¬ 

prehend the expressions of her accom¬ 

panying friends, did not understand 

that one was a crone, and two were 

hags.” 

— Black Bodyt by H. C. Turk (ViHard) 

“People fucking in airplanes. The pope 

shot in slow motion. The difference 

between color and black-and-white tele¬ 

vision. Curious things like these make 

me wonder. I love people but they scare 

me." 

— A Genuine Monster, by David Zielinski 

(Atlantic Monthly Press) 

Convicts, starring Robert Duvall, James Earl Jones (M.C.E.G.) PPPP 

Walter Monheit says, "Bobby, Jim, out of yo' stripes and into yo' 

civvies—Oscar's postin' bail!" 

What the monocles mean; ppp - excellent: pppp - indisputably a classic 

She could destroy him. The knowledge 

of her power was like white heat in Riva 

Staulet’s brain,,,." 

— Love and Smoke, by Jenn ifer Blake 

(Ballantine Books) 

— Howard Kaplan 
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had a difference of opinion over who actually in 
the new drink with Drambuie and scotch 

Guess who won? 

Legend lias il that the Rusty Nail inspired brotherly hate. But that was some time ago 
1 low long has it been since you Ve experienced a Rusty Nail, that legendary 
cocktail that raises ordinary scotch to rmlhic proportions 1 < )f course, Drambuie is 
also pretty spectacular as a solo. Its the one drink that simph has no twin. 
Drambuie, Scottish in origin, distinctive in taste, unchanged since 17-15. 

Drambuie.The stuff legends are made of. 



The Old 
Buzzwords 

Go Into 
Turnaround; 
Hollywood 
Babbles Oh 

The New Lingo: 

Every couple of 

years, Holly¬ 

wood revivifies 

its maddeningly 

__oblique insider's 

lingo with an 

infusion of new, ever-more-oblique catch- 

phrases. Old buzzwords are relegated to 

the airless wood-paneled offices of small- 

timers and industry washouts — witness 

the declining cachet of the seventies-vin¬ 

tage Lets take a meeting — and a slew of 

new tropes rake over, lending their users 

an up-to-the-minute, ! ve-just-lunched- 

with-Kieler-and-Julia air. Among the 

greatest hits of the eighties were D-girls 

{executive assistants who were good with 

story — the D stands lor development), 

the an of the story (shorthand for some¬ 

thing culled pint), the paradigm (another 

plot substitute, used by people who took 

Robert McKee s script course) and, of 

course, the ubiquitous high-concept ^ refer¬ 

ring to any movie idea that could be 

pitched (described) in less than a sentence. 

Alas, even these words have become 

mildewed oldies, and in the interest ol 

full disclosure, 1 shall take a leaf from 

William Safi re and present my own tuto¬ 

rial on the latest entries in the Holly¬ 

wood lexicon — not that anyone out here 

reads, or in all likelihood has even heard 

of, William Safire. 

Let's fly some glass and its corollary, It s 

a flying-glass script: the lexicographical 

heirs of Sam Peckinpah’s 1960s catch- 

phrase brains on the walL In the nineties, 

of course, the highest box olfice tallies are 

generated from those films in which 

Bruce Willis, Arnold Schwarzenegger and 

their nemeses shoot at and burst through 

windows— hence the term flying glass. 

Tracking surveys: all the rage among 

anxious executives; these are the equiva¬ 

lent of exit polls in elections — opening- 

Dnitii Sum 

weekend audiences are polled after see¬ 

ing a film, and the results of these polls 

supposedly determine how well a picture 

will do in the weeks following. Market¬ 

ing executives are particularly indebted 

to tracking surveys, which dictate the 

content and target audience of the film s 

television advertising — in other words, 

whether to market the film to 12- or to 

1 6-year-olds. But the sexiness of the 

phrase itself lies in the way it enables one 

to trump people who consider them¬ 

selves particularly "inside ' because 

they've heard the weekend box office 

grosses on Sunday night or Monday 

morning. Tracking-survey figures, it 

turns out, are not hard to come by — so 

when somebody brags at Sunday dinner 

that 'Pump Up the Volume did $5,900 a 

theater this weekend," the truly connect¬ 

ed can top that by saying, ’ Yes, but 

according to the tracking surveys, its 

weak among teenage girls and shouldn't 

do mom than $25 million.” 

A no-brainer: the new, more 

accurate way of saying high-am- 

cepi. An idea so simple —and 

often so stupid — chat anyone can 

get it from a simple one-line 

description. This phrase is pri¬ 

marily in use at Ricardo 

Mestress Hollywood Pictures, 

creators of Arachnophobia and 

Taking Care of Business, 

An auction script: a flying-glass 

no-brainer written on spec (with 

no contract) so that studio execu¬ 

tives can grasp its content in a 

second and spend millions to purchase it, 

only to realize belatedly that they’ve 

bought a script that's lacking in internal 

logic, scant on story arc^ sorry, plot — 

and deficient in three-dimensional char¬ 

acters. In other words, Joe Eszterhas's 

Bask / ns!met. 

Lynch-ltke: Referring to the critically 

embraced work of David Lynch. Any¬ 

time something doesn’t make sense or is 

gratuitously bizarre, studio heads now 

nevertheless lap it up as being Lynch-like. 

Indeed, Lynch-like {or the more pseudo- 

scholarly Lynchian) is only the most 

recent promulgation of the idea of a 

director's signature, and it replaces Spiel- 

berg-like, De Palma-like and Oliver Stone- 

like, which in fact are the polite ways of 

saying pretentious and overwrought. 

Steroid Boys: Sly, Arnold, Chuck Nor¬ 

ris, et ah 

Over and out: Bernie Brillstein (not 

appropriate for any art form higher than 

television); Dan Aykroyd (forget the 

Oscar nomination; left to his own 

devices, he has become the Revlon Man); 

Eddie Murphy (crushed by the weight of 

his own ego); Simpson and Bruckheimer 

(eighties relics whose Days of Thunder 

was something of a bust); Larry Kasdan 

asshole on Cop Rock. First Amend¬ 

ment right? Um, wrong, Steve. The First 

Amendment guarantees us all the right to 

free speech. Only a handful of us have the 

power to dictate an hour of prime-time 

programming, and that power doesn't 

derive from rhe Constitution. 

See you Monday night at M nr tons- 

— Celia Brady 

(he had such promise); and the Brat Pack. 

The New Powers: Joel Silver; Larry 

Brezner of Morra, Brezner & 
Anytime some- r . , t 

htemnerg Inc, (Good Morning, 

thing doesn't Vietnam); Rob Fried {affiliated 

with Columbia); Miramax Films 

make sense or is (Tie Me Up! Tie Me Down!); David 

„ . Permut (Dragnet); Bruce Willis. 
gratuitously 

bizarre, studio AW Finallyf This: Steve Bochco, 

the foul mouthed TV producer- 

heads now lap it genius behind the undeniably very 

good L.A., Lau\ has been squab- 
lip as being , ,. . , , 

blmg with ABC over his First 

Lynch-like Amendment right to use the word 
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THE BUYER BE THERE 

rH ARMORY ON 26YH STREET AND LEXING- 

•AJ^prlSARATHON^fiHOPPING. STREETS 
iyfe YOU’VE NEvER^SEEN. AND EVERY 

PROCEEDS GOES To\\ NEW YORK CITY 
» 30 - DECEMBER 2. AMISSION TICKETS 
RON (212) 947-58501 null'fBf-flHyWff 

DISCOUNT 

FUND. NOVE 

LET’ WE’RE TALKING THE SALE OF THE CENTURY. EVERYONE 
____ESENTED 

HERE. HERE AT THE 4 
TON AVENUE. THREE 
OF SHOPS. 

SINGLE PENNY OF 
A 
AVAILABLE AT 



A Current 
Despair: Why 
Face jo Face Inf; fd~ 

world or iruotain- 

Was Perhaps 
Doomed from 

the Start 

merit, no more 

crucial relation¬ 

ship exists than 

that between star 

__ and executive 

producer. The 

executive producer traits the stars image 

and responds sanely to his or her rants 

and whims. The star has the raw appeal, 

but the executive producer is essential to 

making the right use of it. When the 

two don't get along, a star-driven vehi- 

cle — such as a newsmagazine show — 

suffers. In fact, it begins to look a lot 

tike Face to Face With Couth? Chung. 

Andy Lack, the executive producer of 

Face to Face, is a veteran CBS News pro- 

ducer and the creator of the not un- 

watchable Wat 57th. A tall* shambling 

fellow in his forties who is considered 

clever — by television standards — Lack 

has a somewhat feverish eye for the ladies 

and a TV-ish talent for turning on the 

charm. This charm has a limited shelf 

life, though: in an industry where making 

friends as one moves from production to 

production is essential for survival, sever¬ 

al of Lack s former colleagues describe 

him with such glowing epithets as "arro¬ 

gant" and "the Premier Jerk of the Ifni- 

verse." When he was still a mere segment 

producer in CBS's documentary unit and 

a superior suggested it was his turn to 

clean up the remains of a late-night office 

Chinese-feed feast. Lack responded to this 

reasonable request by pitching the food 

cartons alt over a colleague's office. 

At West 57th Lack often asked col¬ 

leagues to act in a more ’ sycophantic" (his 

word) manner toward him. He was seldom 

around the office, and as the show went 

into its final season last year he stopped 

turning up for work almost entirely. 

{Often he’d be our having lunch with 

casting agents in his quest for actors to 

appear in a reenactment show and a 

docudrama about Hedda Nussbaum* 

both of which were scrubbed.) His inces¬ 

sant, all-purpose proclamation is 

prime-time television! — meaning more 

style and less substance—proved so tire¬ 

some to producers and reporters that 

many left before West 57th was canceled. 

Correspondent Jane Wallace's depar¬ 

ture left Lack most visibly upset. It 

might have been a blessing, for the tal¬ 

ented, tightly wound reporter had lately 

been refusing assignments and had, like 

her boss, practically stopped coming into 

the office altogether. Lack's dismay at 

Wallace's exit may have had something to 

do with the breakup of their extramarital 

friendship as well as with his acute sense 

that he was stuck alone on a rapidly sink¬ 

ing ship. When yet another reporter, Bob 

Sirott, appeared in Lack's office eight 

months after Wallace left and announced 

that he too would be leaving West 5Jth> it 

was too much for old Andy. He 

counted Sirott among his friends, 

and instead of calmly letting his 

chum go, he threw a fit, grabbing 

a bat (albeit a Wiffie Bat) and 

smashing objects on his desk 

When Chung 

realized she'd 

have to banter 

notified that Today was going to segue 

into a breaking news story and would 

have some extra airtime to fill. When 

Chung realized she'd have to banter with 

the remarkably adept Gumbel for ten 

minutes without a script, she fled the set, 

leaving him to soliloquize. Her dim 

intellect earned her the nickname “High 

Q, Low IQ" from NBC staffers. 

Chung and Lack bicker often; shes 

been known to hurl cassettes at him, 

They don't battle over flash vs. substance, 

though; the two are more or less in agree¬ 

ment about the absolute virtues of glitz, 

Their fights are of the Hollywood back- 

lot variety, between star and director. Not 

long ago Chung demanded that CBS 

build a closet in her office so that her fur 

coat wouldn’t have to rest on a pedestrian 

door-mounted hanger. She also requested 

a special desk — she was afraid of bruising 

herself on the sharp comers of the stan¬ 

dard CBS-issue model. 

The mood at Face to Face is bleak at 

best. As Chung embarked on her 

aggressive procreation campaign 

and the show's weekly commit¬ 

ment was trimmed to a handful of 

specials, the staff knew it was 

only a matter of rime before they 

while screaming in his best Cary- f0r fell victim co recently installed 

Grant-as-Waiter-Burns voice, You news president Brie “the Ax” 

can't do this to me! ten minutes Ober’s budget curs. Lack and 

As difficult as Lack can some- Ober are old poker buddies, and 

times be, Connie "I Want a without a script, they would seem to be of a sin- 

Child' Chung is no box of gle, post-Murrow-and-Cronkite 

chocolates, either. When the she Bed the set mind. When children filmed for 

$L5-million-a-year pseudostar a Saturday Night With Connie 

came to CBS from NBC in 1989, there Chung Mother's Day segment weren’t 

were more than a tew smiles at Rocke¬ 

feller Center. Among them was Bryant 

Gumbel's, Gumbel, after all, had led a 

drive several years earlier to have Chung 

banished from Today after an incident 

that occurred when she was substituting 

for Jane Pauley: Chung and Gumbel were 

cute or tunny enough. Lack insisted 

child actors be hired in their stead. And 

one of Ober’s greatest coups when he was 

head of network affiliates was getting the 

CBS Evening News moved up a half hour 

in order to accommodate Wheel of Fortune 

at7:00p.m, —Laureen Hobbs 
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The Marvelous History of George Steinbrenner s Florida Hideaway 

ast summer Tampa Bay magazine honored George 

Steinbrenner with its Best Citizenship Award. Despite his 

criminal record (he pleaded guilty to one count of obstructing 

an investigation and one count of conspiracy bur was later par¬ 

doned by Ronald Reagan), his ouster by baseball commissioner 

Fay Vincent and the FBI’s ongoing inquiry into reports that 

agents helped him gather information on gambler Howard Spira, 

Steiobrenner enjoys folk-hero status in Tampa for having 

hrought big business (his company, American Ship Building) 

and big names (Donald Trump) to the sleepy town. 

Steinbrenner and his wife, Joan, now live almost year-round 

in Tampa, in the redbrick neoclassic mansion he bought a few 

years ago. The Ionic-columned compound was the almost real¬ 

ized dream of Donald Regar, president of the Metropolitan 

Bank in Tampa, who in 1974 aimed to reproduce Thomas Jef¬ 

ferson’s Monticello, Regar never got to live in his dream house, 

though: building costs exceeded his budget, and in 1977 he 

sold the less-than-hall-built house to Frank Weaner, then chair¬ 

man of the Palm State Bank of Florida, Weaner subsequently 

(in 1979) sold the house to Harold Holder, the president of 

American Agronomics Corporation, who added a pool, a tennis 

court and a library. Holder also gave the mansion a name even 

swankier than Monticello — La Touche d’Gr ("the Touch of 

Gold"); it is unknown whether Steinbrenner has kept the name. 

All three previous owners' lives took dramatic turns during 

and after their rime on the property. In I9H2 Donald Regar 

was charged with 15 counts of conspiracy to use Metropolitan 

Bank loans ro buy up Metropolitan stocks in an attempt to 

gain control of the bank from a stockholder; three years later he 

pleaded guilty to cwro counts of falsifying loan documents, and 

Metropolitan Bank went dowrn as the biggest bank failure in 

Florida history. 

The second owner, Frank Weaner, was accused in 1982 of 

laundering some $100,000 in small bills for an Atlanta 

swindler named Leon Cohen, who had made most of the money 

by convincing a heroin dealer that he was a prosecutor on the 

cake. Weaner, who has always denied any complicity with 

Cohen, was convicted of two misdemeanor charges of failing to 

file IRS-required reports of cash transactions of more than 

$10,000 and was sentenced to six months in jail. 

Well before he moved into La Touche d'Or, Harold Hold¬ 

er’s company, the largest citrus grower in Florida, had already 

been investigated by the Securities and Exchange Commission; 

the company's previous owner had allegedly used illegal tac¬ 

tics to sell its orange groves, overstating investors' potential 

returns and paying accountants and investment advisers to rec¬ 

ommend Agronomics properties co clients. In 1987 his compa¬ 

ny filed for bankruptcy, Holder and his wife divorced, and he 

sold the Touch of Gold, To a man named George Steinbrenner. 

-Steve Garharim 

Ask Dr. Nick 
Timely Advice from an Actual Psychiatrist 

Dear Dr. Nick, 

I am worried about a friend. The amiable bur 

not very bright son of a successful, well-known 

^tm man, the lad has often managed to get along by 

trading on his dad’s name. Lately the boy has got himself into 

some very serious trouble involving his participation in a $500- 

bilhon business scandal. What s troubling is not that the boy 

was involved; his dad would nor be judgmental, having been 

ankle-deep in a scandal or two himself No, the odd part came 

after federal regulators offered to cancel their investigation of 

the boy's involvement in the scandal and spare his father fur¬ 

ther embarrassment if the lad would only promise not to do 

this again. Yet the boy refused, even though the scandal could 

ruin his fathers career. 

How do you explain this? By refusing the compromise deal, 

he ensured that the investigation would continue and that his 

fathers rivals would have a potent cudgel to use against both 

parent and child. Despite the boy's troubles, he remains naively 

optimistic; he even thinks he may still become a United States 

senator. Is this one of those Oedipal conflicts? Do you think my 

friend needs professional help? 

Dr. Nick replies: 

This scenario certainly suggests that there is more here than meets 

the eye. At first glance one might say that this youngster has impaired 

judgment. Also. we would not want to rule out an antisocial per¬ 

sonality disorder in light oj the likely criminality of his actions and 

the fact that his father has some history of behaving in a sociopat hie 

fashion. However, we mast look further: you mention the Oedipal situ¬ 

ation, which may indeed he important here. Is an unconscious wish 

to destroy his father—his Oedipal rival—being expressed in this 

multimill ton-dollar fashion? Sadistic and masochistic impulses 

are suggested by your story. Both may be contained in this seemingly 

irrational course of action„ which we would call a neurotic 

symptom. If these suppositions are correct, then your friend might well 

benefit from psychotherapeutic intervention — if he thinks there is a 

problem, too, 

(Dr. Nick is the nom de plume of a practicing New York City 

psychiatrist who points out that he has never seen or spoken to 

the subject and that it s highly irresponsible of him to offer a 

diagnosis in a magazine. The subject. Dr. Nick notes, might be 

just fine ) > 
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lit belt-tightening con¬ 

tinues at the world's 

most important news¬ 

paper, where employee 

health benefits have 

been scaled back, merit 

raises all but eliminated and taxicab trav¬ 

el deemed a wastelul extravagance by 

Pinch Sulzberger, the paper s anxious 

publisher-in-waiting. Pinch s father. 

Punch, the actual publisher, has good- 

naturedly but firmly instructed his 

underlings to cut costs wherever possible. 

"New York City's sluggish economy con¬ 

tinues to plague us, ' he explained in a 

staffwide memo earlier this year. ' Clearly, 

as economic conditions worsen, we must 

be constantly vigilant and creative as we 

find new ways to do what we must at the 

lowest possible cost. 

All of Punch probably meant to 

say, except the assistant managing editors. 

For Warren “No" Hoge, Al Siegal, John 

Lee and David Jones — men whose 

responsibilities keep them largely 

deskbound — have somehow managed to 

file four-figure expense-account vouchers 

every month with no punitive conse¬ 

quences. Indeed, during the lunch hour 

at stylish Orso on West 46th Street, one 

must hack through cables of senior Times 

editors to get to the back. Moreover, this 

past spring Hoge, Siegal, Lee and Jones, 

along with executive editor Max Frankel 

and managing editor Joseph Lelyveld, 

were all rewarded for their efforts with 

handsome bonuses. 

Up on the tenth floor, the disparity 

between haves and have-nots is ever 

more apparent. After a lifetime of being a 

groveling lago to his old master Abe 

Rosenthal, Arthur Geib was rewarded 

with a post retirement sinecure as head of 

the New York Times Company Founda¬ 

tion, at a salary of $300,000 per year. This 

while workmen down the hall slowly dis¬ 

mantled the Times's clip library — the leg¬ 

endary “morgue" — in order to make way 

for a more cost- and space-efficient com¬ 

puterized system. The morgue, which 

arranged all past Times stories by both sub¬ 

ject and byline, had long been an invalu¬ 

able resource to reporters such as the 

extraordinarily talented John Kifner and 

Robert D. McFadden Jr., the legendary 

rewrite man whose deft, late-breaking 

crime and disaster stories were often 

enriched by the ready availability of past 

Times dippings. They and other reporters 

relished being able to go upstairs to the 

morgue and spread out the relevant clips 

on a table; having the actual stories from 

old issues gave a reporter an immediate 

sense of how the Times had played a story, 

where it had been positioned in the paper. 

Furthermore, ir instilled a sense of institu¬ 

tion and continuity. 

McFadden relied almost entirely on 

the morgue when, in the astounding 

days that shook the East German regime 

from power last fall, he was 

required to write a history of the 

Berlin Wall in two hours. Those 

old dips, like all the others, have 

since been buried—er, relocat¬ 

ed— in a rat-infested leased stor¬ 

age facility beneath l Times 

Square. When McFadden and 

Kifner learned that the Times's 

grand old library was to be dis¬ 

mantled, they protested to Lely¬ 

veld. He commiserated but said 

there was nothing he could do, 

even though impeccable, Hghr- 

speed distillations like McFadden fs will 

be impossible under the new system, 

which can require up to 40 minutes of 

sifting through electronic menus just to 

find the appropriate stories. 

Happily, there is one Times reporter 

the circumstances of whose work reflect 

none of the paper's economic and jour¬ 

nalistic decline. That's because she's 

Ales sandra Stanley, the young Metro-sec¬ 

tion luminary who was lured from Times 

Washington bureau with some attendant 

commotion in D.C press circles. Stanley 

has since become something of a pet of 

Frankd s; he recently meted out to her a 

$2 50 publisher s award solely on the 

basis of her four-word characterization of 

Jesse Jackson as the "Zelig of modern 

politics.' The phrase, denoting Jackson's 

proclivity for turning up at any major 

newsworthy event, offended some, but 

Frankel, who had just hired a platoon of 

black journalists, deemed it a fine writer- 

ly achievement. 

Stanley’s stock has also benefited from 

her well-received Reporter's Notebooks, 

the montages of reporters short, telling 

bits that tend to be the most readable sto¬ 

ry in any given issue. One particularly 

memorable piece drolly examined George 

Bush's efforts to engage Mikhail Gor¬ 

bachev in a game of horseshoes during the 

Soviet premiers last visit. Ir was 

just the sort of witty take on 

Bush’s goofy, overly personal 

brand of diplomacy that might 

have been written by another tal¬ 

ented Times reporter — a reporter 

named Maureen Dowd, who still 

happens to be the paper's White 

House correspondent and has 

been an on-again, off-again friend 

of Stanley s since their days 

together at Time. Washington 

bureau chief and hard-ass—man¬ 

que Howell Raines, recognizing 

that Dowd is too valuable an asser to ruf¬ 

fle, knew that such glaring beat overlaps 

might occur and at rhe time of Stanley s 

arrival tried to preemptively placate his 

star. I just hired Alessandra Stanley,’ he 

told Dowd, "but I don't want you to feel 

threatened." To which Dowd responded, 

“Don't kid yourself." — J,J< Httmetker 

During the lunch 

hour at stylish 

Orso, one must 

hack through 

tables of senior 

Times editors to 

get to the back 
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Even in these recession- 

racked times there exists at 

least one field whose com¬ 

panies show very healthy 

profits and are in a constant 

state of diversification. Al¬ 

though a mature industry, La Cosa Nostra—“our thing,” 

literally; “organized crime,” colloquially—continues to 

This highly competitive field is crowded with thrive. 

comers and goers, but in 1990 there is only one true capo di 

tutti capi. He is the so-called Dapper Don, John Gotti, boss 

of the Gambino family. ^8?^ Gotti, like Michael Corleone, has often 

protested that he is no more sinister than any other hardworking businessman, 

and we have decided to take him at his word. Seeking to distill Gotti's far- 

flung operations into exactly the sort of comprehensive, self-flattering report 

the Gambino family might itself issue if it were incorporated and had middle- 

American stockholders it needed to impress, JOHN RRODIE actually traveled to 

Howard Beach and Ozone Park, combed through public records of mortgages, 

deeds, Department of Motor Vehicles registrations and Casino Control Com¬ 

mission findings, and conducted interviews with FBI agents, federal marshals, 

prosecutors, retired law-enforcement officials and even a onetime orga¬ 

nized-crime operative who is now serving a triple life sentence for racke¬ 

teering, extortion and, as he puts it, “acts involving murder.” In other 

words, although what you are about to read is parody, everything ostensibly 

factual is suggested by bona fide research and reporting.-® 
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On our cover: 

Ozone Park residents enjoy a Gambino Croup good 

lime cH our unminl Fonnh of July corporal*1 picnic. Salute! 

John 

Chairman 
.eeutive Officer 
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Met Sales.$500,000,000 

Sales by Division 

Food and Beverage ..  .$100,000,000 

Family Entertainment .$100,000,000 

Construction * ......♦ .......... . .$100,000,000 

Finance ................. « .$50,000,000 

Fashion ........................ $40,000,000 

Impurt-Expon . . . . . * . . *........ . .$40,000,000 

Waste-Disposal Services.$30,000,000 

Plumbing, Zippers and Miscellaneous. , .$30,000,000 

Maritime Insurance... $10,000,000 

Operating Expenses 

CEOs Gambling Debis .......$1,000,000 

Provision for Taxes .. , * , $0 

(All figures are projections.) 



The Gambino Group in Brief 

A Gambino Group-Size 

Piece of the Pie 

Big Five Market Share 

Gambino 

Colombo Lucchese 

Bononno Genovese 

We See Business Opportunities That Never Were and SayT "Perche No?" 

A Ultateiry 

I Ilf5 Ciimhmo Group traces its roots to cl an (if* 1 stint1 leisure-and-services guilds ihut originated in Siniv 

during medieval times, When descendants of these humble tradesmen immigrated to America, they 

brought with them such old-world customs &&omerta—the code of silence—and blood oaths for 

employees, Tiie Camhmo Croup's corporate predecessor,, Anastasia Limited Partners, wrote these 

useful management techniques into its charter in the early part of this centurv. 

The firm grew steadily over the decades. Bill in many ways it remained an old-world-si vie operation 

until die watershed year of 1977, w hen an eager new plumbing salesman was hired fresh nui of the 

government's Green Haven and Lewisburg facilities. 

I hat young salesman s name? John Joseph Gotti. 

Gotti and his new management team dedicated themselves to modernizing Gambino, opening a 

profitable new under-the-counter pharmaceuticals-distrihufion division. This bold move drew the 

scrutiny <>l Paul Castellano, who was then the company's CKO, Bui the limes they wen* "a-changiu,’ 

and Com was installed as CEO in 1985 after a brief management consultation on die sidewalk m front 

of a mid town Manhattan steak house. Thus began the exciting task of furging a corporate identify lor 

the nineties and beyond. 

\\ till roughly 30 corporate officers, more iIihu 500employees and thousands more associates, 

the Gambino Group is today at the vanguard of the management evolution, l nder our w idely imitated 

Tribute Plan—similar profit-sharing programs have been instituted ul corporations us diverse as Carvel 

and Mary Kay Cosmetics-—each lower-level employee, as well as each freelancer, turns over a percentage 

of his earnings to his division president. They in turn pass along a share of their profits to more-senior 

officers, w ho in mm pass along part of their share to the CEO and a few others in top management. An 

employee turnover rate approaching zero—not including unexpected early retirements—is proof positive 

that the Gambino Group wav works best for everyone concerned. 



Operating-Unit Highlights 

— At the Gambino Group, Time and Tide 
look for the Union Label! Wait for No Man 
Ga mbino Group Brand 9 [| i/j^ u j*lj jj © & 
Names Get Respect 

International Longshore* 
men's Association, Locals 
1804-11814 

Hotel Employees and Res¬ 
taurant Employees Interna* 
tlonal Union, Locals 6,100 

It s safe 10 say that wherever there are longshoremen, 

1311*re will inevitably be accidents, work stoppages and 

high union wages. It's also safe to say that shipping 

firms will he eager to minimize, these labor-related 

costs. In response, the Gambino Group (in a joint 

venture with Genovese Industries) established a unique 

brand of maritime insurance, one dial became available 

when our officers acquired the Manhattan and Brooklyn 

locals nfihe International I longshoremen's Association. 

But ihere's another side lu the story. Widi a 

multidimensional corporation like die Gambino Group, 

the "hide guy" benefits, too. Instead of letting union 

pension funds stagnate in law-yield markets. Gambino 

Croup officers can invest die funds in more-lucrative 

ventures right 111 the local community, such as high- 

interest employee loans. This way, employees" money 

works for them twice—Gambino Croup synergy 

m action! 

Architectural and Ornamen¬ 
tal Ironworker* Union, Local 
580* 

Anchors Awelgh for New Sources 
of Revenue 

Gambino of liters oversaw a number of profitable 

entertainmems l his past year. Our line of instructional 

videos for mature audiences is prospering* and the 

Weslies Group, a duly licensed subsidiary, contracts 

personnel services at Manhattan's successful theme 

park the Intrepid $ea-Atr-Space Museum. Since this 

subsidiary acquired the unions that operate die 

attraction. We sties officers have been able to freely 

invest profits from the museum in other areas, like 

our Off-Off-Track-Bemng services. 

On a less upbeat note: A promising associate, Robert 

DiBemurdo* took a permanent leave of absence four 

years ago when it was learned that he had drawn die 

interest of overzealous federal agents Since that time, a 

standout entertainment venture fur Camhttio—limited- 

edition connoisseur photos of consenting minors—has 

had sluggish returns, 

4 Bambino Brau p righti Id thli brand rram a ore currently being diiputed In Unil*<t Stuiat Eortarn Dkilrlcl Court 

.Tl 



Many Hands Make Light Work 

eDiJSitiiPill'll un 

Gambino Group 

Family Portrait: 
Peter Gotti 

Peter is the older brother of 

our LEO. Affectionately 

known ns “Retard." Peter h 

preparing for his celebrated 

Eastern District lecture se¬ 

ries, highlights of which w ill 

certainly include a detailed 

examination of how Lieut 

580 of the Architectural and 

Ornamental Ironworkers 

Union paid Peter and his 

join Hen lure partners at 

Luechese Associates a $2 

consulting fee on each of I- 

million windows the union 

installed in New York Lily 
9 

Housing Authority properties. 

Concrete: there's not a kit you cun build without it. - 

And tn Manhattan, there’s not a lot of it you 

can get without the Gambino Group. Premium prices 

prove our pace-setting leadership in this Lev market. 

I hnnk? to a joint venture with the rest of she Rig 

hive. Comb urn is in a position in oiler imiijue benefits 

to New \brk-area budderc. f or instance, what do 

contractors receive lor the 2 percent lee Gambino 

charges against a project's overall budget? Gambino 

Group L‘know--how. that? what l I moil troubles get 

resolver I ffusL And instead ol having to choose among 

numerous concrete firms I adding on a prospective 

job. builders are freed for more important tasks 

while Gambino Group consultants deal wall pesky 

underbidders and suggest the two or three firms dial 

Gambino knows will deliver the goods on tune— 

market-dominating firms like Transit-Mix and Certified, 

two of our subsidiaries. Satisfied clients know [hat die 

Gambino Group s premium serv ices are worth every 

penny, because those who take their business to 

bargain outfits invariably have problems with concrete 

nondelivery and no-show labor—one more example ol 

Gambino Group synergy at work1 

Gur Price: Not Cheap 

Concrete Costs per 
Cubic Yard, Manhattan 
vs. Philadelphia 

Philadelphia 

Manhattan 

$65 

Raise High the Landfill 

Wsj€iia-Dlsl)£>53jl 

Alas, not every Star in the Gumhinn Group ronsiellnlioh 

can burn brightest. Corporate vice president James 

’Jimmy Brow if Failla reports that over/ealous 

regulators siiiii down two ol his waste-disposal 

division's more profitable ventures—Rose dale Carting 

and National-Stage Carting Company. A particularly 

vexing aspect of the (bre ed divestiture of National- 

Stage (Lining is that the Bay Ridge phmt was an 

efficient plat e to house former employees. 

Yet despite setbacks, this division brought in more 

than Sdb million last year. Rosed ale distinguished ilsell 

thanks to an innovative, cost-effective process whereby 

used surgical gloves, catheters and hypodermic needles 

are reel ass died as laiidldl and dumped in Staten Islam! s 

Arlington railroad yard. (hereby avoiding expensive, 

unnecessary procedures associated with the disposal 

of so-called “medical w aste.' 

\-\rj\- 



Gambino Group 
Family Portrait: 

Tony "the Roach" 
Rampino 

Ton? is one of the stars of our 
w 

import-export sales divi¬ 

sion, More impnrlant, he dis¬ 

plays an unfettered personal 

style that is unmistakably 

bambino. When some over 

zeal (ms members of the IIS. 

Attorney's office invited Tony 

in for a fact-finding session, 

he unzipped his fly and 

charmed (he ladies and 

gentlemen of (he press who 

were waiting for him in Foley 

Square. Here's betting that 

Tony s brand of wit goes over 

just as well with his current 

colleagues at Manhattan's 

Metropolitan Correctional 

Center. 

Just Say Yes— 

to Long-term Consistent Earnings 

Over the years, the Gambino Group has maintained 

close lies with European pharmaceuticals cartels, ties 

(hat have proved profitable to leisure-and-services 

corporations in Sicily and New York City alike. 

Despite constantly shifting consumer preferences, the 

Gambino Group has found the old standitys—non- 

nonaddictive painkillers and cannabis derivatives—to 

be consistent earners. In the past, Alitalia Airlines 

aircraft delivered the raw materials to John F, Kennedy 

International Airport, and we responded by paying our 

Sicilian partners back either in cash or in topical 

anesthetics shipped up from our regional hub in 

Florida, New' delivery arrangements are a closely held 

corporate secret, but rest assured that our distribution 

networks make certain the finished product gets to 

very loyal customers in only the most appropriate 

neighborhoods. It must be Gambino quality that keeps 

'em coming back for more! 

If You Can’t Stand the Heat, Get Out of the 
Gambino Group’s Kitchen 

u juil DswatHiS® Itoyr# 0<sesa 

Since Gambino works closely w ith locals 6 and 100 

of the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees 

International Union, restaurant owners who subscribe 

to our management-consulting service generally pay 

reduced wages and pension contributions. And that's 

not all. Gambino clients may also hire and lire as they 

please, unfettered by excessively bureaucratic union red 

tape. {Sadly, Gambino cannot yet take all the credit 

here, for many of ihese Manhattan businessmen are 

also advised by our competitors at Colombo.} 

But wrhen it comes to “putting meat on the table? 

the Gambino Group leads all rivals: thanks to 

distributors like our Quarex Industries and Dial Meal 

Purveyors subsidiaries, a big cut of the chicken and 

beef eaten in New York City passes through Gambino 

hands. Whether die brand name is Frank Perdue nr 

Cookin'1 Good, chances are the Surd is distributed by 

us. Freshness is our watchword: meat inspectors know 

the Gambino name and so accord our products the 

speedy official certification and respect they deserve, 



Where Hard Bargaining Never Goes 
Oat of Style 

1® iu 

Coming On Strong 

Gross Revenues, 
Gambino Gaming 
Services vs, OTB 

$4a,7 miL 

$30 mil. 
^ 

pj-.. 

L r 
Gambino OTB 

When Your Bank Says No, the Gambino 
Group Says, 11 Let's Talk” 

One of the Gambino Group’s most consistent profit 

centers over the years has been its high-interest, 

high-yield loan division. While sav uigs-aml-loans are 

disappearing and commercial hanks increasingly turn 

a deaf ear to those who need money die most, Gambino 

listens to the simple homeowner trying to make a 

mortgage payment, the small-business man with 

cash-flow troubles, the risk-taking “average Joe" who's 

not afraid to stake it all on die next mil of the dice. 

Thanks to Gamhinu's elaborate network of loan 

officers, a simple "six for five financing package has 

become the cornerstone of our grass-roots hanking 

division. W ith das popular plain every $5 borrowed on 

a Monday is paid hack whh $6 the following Monday, 

In another popular package, loans of S t ,000 are paid 

hack in convenient weekly $100 installments over 13 

weeks. Our dedicated customer-service force ensures a 

very low delinquency rate. In fact, we think we can 

safely claim that there is no customer living who has 

defaulted on a .significant Gambino Group loan. 

Despite the fact that our CKO is known in the media 

us the ^Dapper Corporal e Executive. the Cumhino 

Group's generally rough-and-tumble image may at first 

glance seem out o( step with the glamorous, sophisticated 

world of fashion. Guess again: our retail clothing 

division brought in "model profits last year-—pun 

intended! Corporate vice president Thomas Gambino, 

a son ud former GEO Carlo Gambino, presides over 

our Consolidated trucking subsidiary, which grossed 

approximately $40 million last year serving America’s 

top designers. 

Consolidated and its many New Sork Gily affiliates 

have successfully convinced many on Fashion \venue 

that die firm's dynamic, state-of-the-art transportation 

services are worth double the going rate for getting 

clothes to market. As truckers have realized that they 

are up again si a superior contractor. Gambino- 

controlled trucks have become a practically ubiquitous 

sight on the streets of New York's Garment District, 

Pay Stubs? Anyone? 
P] ucrxji>5ng siftd 

Our \re [Numbing and Heating subsidiary ronimiies to 

enjoy die special attention of (]EO John Gotti. So does 

our Scorpio Enterprises, which is cornering the New 

\ork Giiy wholesale zipper market faster than you can 

say ' gainfully employed '' 



The Competitive Outlook 

Gambino Group 
Family Portrait: 

Gene Gotti 

ficnr. younger brother «f 

our (TO, was an outstanding 

president of our pharma¬ 

ceuticals division and a val¬ 

ued personnel officer. At the 

beginning of this fiscal year, 

however, bene embarked on 

a leave of absence at a fed¬ 

eral wellness center in Kl 

He no, Oklahoma, Everyone 

at (iambino will miss his 

sense of humor. Once, w hen 

They No Play-a the Game, They No IVlake-a the Rules 

site ©•? '£)y® pa© all ©an a !Sl©'y®i?niiBsaai ^©gaiilJa'id®© 

The (>aml)imi Group «JI>T off to » {treat competitive start this year when non-oveiTealous U.S. district 

judge Maryanne Trump Barry found rival Genovese Industries officers guilty of engaging in unfair 

competitive practices—practices (hot could have forced the involuntary retirement of our own CEO. 

Down in Atlantic City, government interference actually helped the Gambino Group avoid a 

potentially messy entanglement. Through a junior vice president. Ernie B&rbella, the firm had the 

opportunity to join forces with en ten a iner- businessman Merv Griffin in Resorts International* Oliviously. 

our various consulting firms could have been of great use on the boardwalk. But considering the general 

gam mg-industry recession in New Jersey—and Resorts" subsequent bankruptcy—Griffin no doubt (lid us 

a favor by informing the Casino Control Commission of our negotiations. 

Si ill, overaealous regulation by and large presents only a down side, So when Gambino Group officers 

discovered that senior vice president W ilfred Johnson had leaked a number of critical corporate secrets 

in federal authorities, management decided that Johnson would be leaving the firm after more than 

30 years of sen ice. Many members of uur team have fond memories of the man who wore the words 
m tr 

VRl E and EO\ E tattooed on Ins knuckles and W lilie s retirement gala was such an unqualified hit 

(Bii-ba-ba-BI\(j! Bn-lm-lm-BOOM!) that law -enforcement officials dragged freelance party consultant 

l homes ‘“Tommy Karate" Piters in for questioning afterward. 

FBI agents armed at lias 
home in Talley Stream, 
Gene, always (he card, 
quipped “Who is this Mr. 
Rico, am wav ?" m m- 

The Challenge from the East 

D u jlfj & 31 £ DQud 0iiiitt£7(nffl<i0i&l1D&ll (GO £] orb Site Pl^lViB 

Foreign firms seem all too willing to lake over the smaller and more problematic 

markets abandoned by Gambino anti other Big Five firms, Jamaican “boutiques" 

now service many of our old pharmaceu t ica! s-sales routes m Crown Heights, Fluthush 

and smith Queens. Similarly, Colombian nationals now compete aggressively in the 

American import-export markets, Fortunately, the majority of their irade is in a single 

sector of the under-the-counter pharmaceuticals market. 

The more serious threat to market dominance comes not from the Caribbean but 

from die Pacific Rim. In an effort to avoid an all-out trade war. the Gambino Group is 

try ing to form joint ventures with certain Japanese firms—the so-called Yakuza. Like 

the Big Five, these cartels have quaint historical origins and hire corporate officers 

lor life. In an effort to negotiate a ceiling on their inroads into our market share, 

Caiuhnio works wtih Yakuza officers to run a number nl host services for visiting 

Japanese ilusmessmen, 

©®rp©i?all9 !0/Jlc93 

Manhattan office. Little Italv 
r 

The Gambino Group and You; Insurance for a Continuing Tomorrow 
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f r hief among the injustices of fashion photography— besides its implicit reminder that so few of 

us, even in the most flattering light, ever inspire professional photographic documentation —is 

that clothing designers are at the mercy of the people who shoot their clothing. Shouldn’t the people who 

create a garment be the ones to portray this garment for the public? At least sometimes? 

We think $0* 

N’OVrMBER 1990 



And so wt present this, the first in a semiregular series of designers' photographs of their own work. 

This month British fashion designer Paul Smith used a Hasselbiad to shoot Ins suits. But first he 

had to dye 20 bolts of fabric in order to make these 20 suits. Then he had another suit made up from 

fabric from all 20 bolts. It was sold at auction, and the proceeds (£600) were donated to Greenpeace. 

— Henry Alford 

NOVEMBER 1990 SPY ">E 



This is a hysterical distortion 

of what the NEA is all about. V 

APT TQHiCh> 

THANK you 
mR-Smitr/ 

thank you, 
tAR. JONES 

If Jesse Helms weren't a pan¬ 

dering prig blinded,by pic¬ 

tures of urine and bullwhips, 

he might have accused the 

National Endowment for the 

Arts of fostering conflicts of 

interest and wasting federal 

money on successful artists 

who don't really need it. For 

once. Jesse Helms would have 

been right. 

opyrigh 52 $Ft NOVEMBER 195HJ 



T WAS A GOOD SUMMER FOR NEW YORK PAINTER DONALD BAECHLER, WHEN THE KaSMIN GALLERY IN 

SoHo showed his works On paper last June, eager buyers not only snapped up all eight pieces at prices 

ranging from $8,000 to $25,000, but they also spotted two Baechlers hanging in the office area and bought 

those as well. Meanwhile, at the Tony Shafrazi Gallery, which sells the 34-year-old artists larger and pricier faux-naif 

paintings, Baechlers Onion Eater hung in a nearly sold-out summer group show that included works by Kenny Scharf 

and the late Keith Haring. Having established a worldwide reputation over the past ten years with 27 solo exhibitions 

in galleries from Japan to Brazil to Sweden, Baechler couldn't be more secure professionally. And a grant from the 

National Endowment for the Arts — designed H'to encourage the creative development of professional artists by enabling 

them to set aside time to pursue their work," as an NEA guide describes the $15,000 visual-arts fellowship Baechler 

won last fall —couldn't have been more superfluous. 

“1 paid about a quarter of my raxes with my NEA grant" Baechler says. 

For an artist under consideration by the NEA, where the panel that recommended Baechlers grant was well irware 

of his credentials, already enjoying a successful, lucrative career isn’t an impediment to having the 

shackles of worldly care further loosened by federal money; its one of the criteria. In fact, that kind 

of bureaucratic illogic is a hallmark of the beleaguered endowment, which operates with a combi¬ 

nation of coyness and arrogance that could result only from the marriage of government and the 

arts. But despite the recenr controversy, despite all the ludicrous election-year rhetoric, despite the fact that The New York 

Timess very responsible culture desk this past summer trundled out nearly an article a day on the NEA, lew outside the 

art wrorId understand how the endow ment really wrorks or what, precisely, it docs. As we shall see, given the agency’s mud¬ 

dled sense of mission, its naive approach to conflicts of interest, its willful tossing of money at those who need it least 

and its disregard for the spirit of the congressional act that established it in 1965, the NEA is begging for criticism —only 

not the sort that has been heaped on it by right-wing moralists for the past 16 months. 

Not that the recent controversy hasn’t been gratifying to those wrho enjoy watching politicians at their most venal. 

And for sheer entertainment value, the art-porn issue has already beaten 40 years of anticommunism as a conservative 

fundraising tactic. Which isn't to say the other side hasn’t had its moments* New York Shakespeare Festival director 

Joseph Papp, for instance, milked the controversy with his high-profile agonizing over whether to sign the NEAs anti- 

obscenity pledge or, as he eventually decided, to turn down a $50,000 grant that would have represented less than 

one-half of 1 percent of the Shakespeare Festival's annual budget. 

As with most national debates, the NEA controversy has disregarded the interesting questions and focused on issues 

that could be dispatched in the course of an elevator ride: Of course taxpayers have to subsidize programs they don’t like; 

if not, when's the referendum on Quayles salary? And yes, the NEA is already a ministry of culture; its just that 

until recently, the agency encouraged a downtown sensibility tn which photographs of bullwhip handles being used as 

UU/STdATlONS BY ROBERT KOPECKV NOVEMBER 199PSMM3 



recta! probes arc preferable to paintings of fuzzy kittens 

with big, sad eyes. But if the discussion hasn't risen much 

above right-wing yahoos yelling Pervert! at art-wing ya¬ 

hoos yelling Censor\ that doesn't mean the endowment 

isn't ripe for scrutiny 

The; NEA was created with the signing of the 

National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act 

of 1965, but the agency's inconsequential budgets kept 

it from having much influence until newly elected pres¬ 

ident Richard Nixon appointed Nancy Hanks chair¬ 

woman in 1969. Formerly an aide to Nelson Rockefeller, 

Hanks held the job until 1977. Congress had appropri¬ 

ated $8.2 million for the fiscal year when she took over; 

after eight years of wielding her relentless charm on 

Capitol Hill, Hanks had ratcheted the annual appropria¬ 

tion to $94 million. Congress happily continued this ex- 

Grants for giants' ioko: "I paid about a quarter of my taxei with my NEA fellowship'* says 
puckish, federally funded artist Donald BaccSItr. 

pansive tradition, jacking the appropriation to $171- 

million before pausing this year to consider whether the 

endowment should be funded at all, 

When used for institutional support, the NEAs 

money is often admirably well spent: $6 million awarded 

to dance companies last year, $2.5 million to folk-arts 

organizations, $1.4 million to literary publishers, $6/4- 

million to orchestras, $4.8 million for special museum 

exhibitions, $7.7 million for nonprofit theater. The NEA 

challenge-grant program requires institutions to raise at 

least three dollars for every federal dollar; in Dallas 

alone, challenge grants have generated $26 million in 

donations to the city's symphony, art museum, opera 

company and public-television station. 

But when NEA money goes to individuals, the endow¬ 

ment opens itself to criticism on every front. 

When it became clear in rhe late 1960s that the nas¬ 

cent agency was interested in funding individual artists 

even though the act that created it says nothing about 

giving grants to individuals and in fact directs the en¬ 

dowment never to become the majority sponsor of any 

project, Republicans in Congress briefly rebelled. But 

chairwoman Hanks promised that as an incoming 

Republican, she'd handle their concerns. She didn't, bow¬ 

ing instead to the then wishes of the National Council on 

the Arts, an NEA advisory group composed of private 

citizens appointed by the president. Since then, grants to 

individual artists have been enshrined as an agency tra¬ 

dition. (Last year $8.7 million in fellowships, or 10 per¬ 

cent of the endowment's total budget for grants, was 

awarded through various programs to writers, jazz musi¬ 

cians, choreographers, museum professionals, classical 

musicians, painters, mimes, stage designers and others.) 

One result of the NEA's eagerness to be identified as the 

artists' rich uncle: the agency has had to spend the past 

year furiously explaining to a public that doesn't quite 

appreciate the distinction that the endowment didn't 

commission Andres Serrano to photograph a crucifix sub¬ 

merged in urine; it merely cofunded a museum show that 

happened to feature Serrano's Piss Christ. 

Michael Straight, a former New Republic editor who 

was deputy chairman of die NEA from 1969 to 1978, 

doesn’t think the distinction matters, 

"This is a catastrophe that has been in the making for 

25 years^' he says. The arts endowment was created to 

enrich the lives of Americans through the arcs; it was not 

created to support artists.” 

Then again, some artists wouldn't exactly consider an 

NEA fellowship support. Donald Bacchler isn't the only 

grantee whose tax-funded fellowship was recycled to the 

IRS this yean "In this case, I wrote a check to the IRS," 

a 1989 NEA painting-fellowship winner sheepishly ad¬ 

mits of the use he found for the $15,000 he got last fall. 

Many NEA grant winners have no doubt met the stated 

intent of the fellowships, gratefully fleeing jobs waiting 

cables or teaching Mdcon to stuporous undergraduates 

in order to devote themselves wholly to their work. For 

others, though, setting aside time to work is simply an al¬ 

ter native to promoting a book, planning a museum exhi¬ 

bition or acting in a big-budget movie. (Indeed, the roots 

of the current controversy go back to 1975, when Sena¬ 

tor Jesse Helms noticed that Erica Jong had thanked 

the endowment for a $5,000 grant on the acknowledg¬ 

ments page of her best-selling, sexually explicit novel 

Tear of Flying.) 

More recently, a $20,000 creative-writing fellowship 

in the fall of 1986 encouraged Tama Janowitz to take a 

break from promoting Slaves of New York and clear her 

desk to work on revising A Cannibal tn Manhattan. A 

$20,000 play writing grant in 1987 allowed Wallace 
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Shawn, who had a number of well*regarded plays under 

his belt, to consider turning a deaf ear to casting di¬ 

rectors who had dogged his schedule with more than a 

dozen him foies in the previous seven years. In a burst of 

sadistic grantsmanship, the NEA awarded a $20,000 

creative-writing fellowship to Harold Brodkey in 1985* 

enabling the author; who had built an entire career on 

an unfinished novel, to think about setting aside just a 

little more time lor perfecting his nearly-three-decades- 

old master pieces A Party of Animals. 

The NEAs lust to assist distinguished artists extends 

even ro ceramists. “I find crafts people whose sale of work 

amounts to approximately 5100,000 a year, ones who 

maintain two or three studios and houses on several 

continents,1 a disconsolate Warren Mac Ken He wrote in 

Ceramics Monthly after surveying the rolls of NEA award 

winners three years ago. These people are applying for 

and receiving support from the NEA sometimes two or 

three rimes in succession, r., Let the established artists 

showr a little restraint." 

They do, they do, according to the rwencieth-anni¬ 

versary edition of the NEAs own quarterly magazine, 

Ansjtvmv. 'Most artists done apply for grants after they 

no longer need the money' artist Chuck Close writes. 

The unwritten rule of the art world is that you do not 

rake grant money away from people who need it if you’re 

living oft your work." 

We decided to double-check and see if this was so, ven 

curing into the New York art world with the most recent 

list of NEA visual-arts-fellowship winners as our guide, 

“Rafael's work always does well here,1' an eager assistant 

told us at the Nancy Hoffman Gallery. A 1989 NEA 

grant winner, Rafael Ferrer, actor Jose Ferrer's brother, 

does so well at the Hoffman Gallery that not lung ago the 

Philadelphia-based painter built a second home Ira the 

Dominican Republic, where he now spends half of his 

time. Ferrers colorful scenes of everyday life in the Ca¬ 

ribbean sell for between £8,800 and 52 5,000 (artists 

usually get 50 percent of the sale price) and Eiave 

afforded him a secure spot in the art world: his gallery 

bio lists 53 one-man shows and 127 group shows over the 

past 25 years, and his work is in 21 public collections. 

The $15>000 he won last fall was his third NEA gram. 

Sam Gilliams show at the Barbara Fend rick Gallery 

last March “virtually sold out," we were informed as we 

contemplated one of the few three-dimensional, heavily 

painted canvas-and-aluminum pieces that hadn't moved 

at the gallery's $25,OGO-$45,OGQ asking prices. Not that 

Gilliams work is hard to find. His commissions include 

pieces at the Atlanta International Airport letminalT the 

McNamara Federal Building in Detroit, subway stations 

in Boston and Buffalo, and convention centers in San 

Francisco and Washington, D.C Gilliam’s large, sculp¬ 

tural paintings can be seen in less hectic surroundings 

when they’re on display at the Museum of Modern Art 

and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, at 

the Corcoran Gallery and the Smithsonian Institution in 

Washington, at the Tate Gallery in London or at more 

than two dozen other museums and galleries around the 

world. His record at the NEA is just as impressive. Be¬ 

fore winning a $15,000 visual-arcs fellowship last year, 

Gilliam won NEA activities grants in 1973* 1974 and 

1975, and NEA individual fellowships in 1967> 1973 

and 1974. 

Stopping by the Phyllis Kind Gallery in SoHo to 

inquire about another $15,000 NLA grantee, we were 

disappointed to End not only that the gallery didn't have 

any of Jim Nutt's paintings on hand but also that there 

was a substantial list of buyers in New York waiting to 

spend $30,000 for a painting by an artist who had be¬ 

come notorious in the 1960s as a member of the Hairy 

Who art group in Chicago. "He's very collectible," Kind's 

daughter assured us. 

Its not like fm a media staff painter Rodney Ripps 

says on the phone from his home in the Berkshire hills 

when we ask about his NEA grant '1 do work, and I make 

a living, and that's about it. I deserve it. I’m not David 

Salle, I'm not out there really pounding the llesh or 

hustling.' Indeed, Ripps doesn't sound greedy. But ap¬ 

parently he takes little solace In the knowledge that his 

work is widely collected, selling for between 512,000 and 

$18,000 at the Marisa Del Re Gallery on 57th Street. 

Even though Ripps isn't as impressed by the $15,000 fel¬ 

lowship he won last fall as he was by the one he got in 

1979 ("Now things cost so much — it’s a nice sum, but its 

not like winning megabucks"), he says he still values the 

approval of the peer panelists involved in the NEA selec¬ 

tion process. 

With only one NEA grant under his belt so for, 

Donald Baechler takes an even less sentimental view of 

the NEA. “My whole attitude about grants is, l don't give 

a shit, because when I needed them, [the NEA] didn't 

give me the money," he says, “Now that l don’t need it, 

they’re throwing money at me," Baechler says that in light 

of the NEAs potentially contradictory insistence that its 

individual grants are awarded solely on merit yet are 

also intended to help artists buy time to paint, he’s not 

convinced the endowment knows what a fellowship is 

supposed to signify:: Ts it actually to support work, or is 

it a reward for achievement?" 

That very question surfaced during a peer-panel dis¬ 

cussion when Robert Mapplethorpe applied for and won 

a visual-arts grant in 1984, A photographer on the panel 
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balked at the prospect of awarding money to one of the 

most successful members of his profession, but he was 

swayed by a panelist who pointed out that Mapple¬ 

thorpe's income was irrelevant, that it was obvious he 

had applied because he wanted the validation of the pho¬ 

tography community. (The recent controversy over bis 

work was sparked by a later, museum-directed grant that 

was used to sponsor a Mapplethorpe retrospective,) 

Asked about endowment grants to well-heeled artists, 

NEA spokesman Josh Dare said, "Obviously, there is no 

means testing with regard to grant applications, just as 

there is no means testing for subsidies from the govern¬ 

ment across the board, by farmers or by anybody else 

who does business with the government'1 Hardly a reas¬ 

suring comparison. Nevertheless, Dare claims to have 

the impression that the concentration of grants is on 

emerging artists and those who most need the money"' In 

fact, the painting fellowships were divided last year into 

$5*000 and $15,000 amounts, with die more generous 

awards targeted for more established artists. 

Obscure, penniless artists do win grants. But the fact 

that they're mixed in with successful names leaves the 

fens of thousands of losing applicants “and countless 

thousands more who never bother to apply—grumbling 

that the annual NEA winner lists are nothing but up¬ 

dated rosters of the well-known and well-connected, that 

the grants have evolved into obvious. Oscar-like tributes 

to success. 

The NEA's fellowships arh made all the more 

questionable by the endowments awkward selection 

process and by its ostrichlike attitude toward possible 

conflicts of interest. According to the NEAs literature, 

grants are made only after a rigorous review of applb 
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cations by a panel of artists and art-world professionals, 

whose recommendations are then reviewed by the presi- 

denriatly appointed members of the Nan on a I Council 

on the Arts; the NEAs chairman considers the council's 

advice and then makes a final decision. 

This is all true, as far as it goes. However, endowment 

officials freely admit that the peer panels have histori¬ 

cally dictated the NBAs grant-making and that rhe ap¬ 

proval of the council and the chairman are pro forma (in 

the seven years before !9S9, the chairman vetoed only 35 

out of 33,700 grants). That was the case, anyway, until 

last May; when the council members, aware that Jesse 

Helms might be looking over their shoulders, hesitated 

to sign off on a list of names and dollar amounts that was 

shoved in front o! them. They meekly asked to see 

descriptions of exactly what works they were recom¬ 

mending. Thus began the tribulations of Karen Finley, a 

brilliant but indecorous performance artist whose grant, 

along with awards to three others, was ultimately can¬ 

celed by John Frohnmayei; the endowment's cur tent 

president and a former member of the Oregon Arts 

Commission. (Taking some of the sting out of the rejec¬ 

tion for Finley —besides the fact that she had previously 

won NEA grants in 1984, '87 and ’89 — was the atten¬ 

dant publicity, which helped sell out the $25 tickets for 

her performance this summer at the NEA-supported 

Serious Fun Festival at Lincoln Center; a second show 

was added. Holly Hughes, one of the other perfor¬ 

mance-art rejectees, had had the foresight to apply also 

for an NEA playwriting grant this year, using the same 

scripts with which she almost won the performs nee-art 

grant, and quietly won a $15,000 award despite her pub¬ 

lic status as an NEA martyr.) 

The selection process Itself isn't nearly as rigorous for 

applicants as it is for peer panelists, who must cope with 

a blinding number of applications. For instance: a panel 

of five artists and one curator, selected primarily tor their 

demographic correctness (a Californian and a New 

Yorker, three men and three women, etc.), reviewed appli¬ 

cations for painting fellowships Ja&t year. The panelists 

spent five days working in Washington, D,C, reviewing 

3,483 applications for scores of grants worth $5,000 and 

$15,000 apiece In the first round of judging, the panel 

looked at all of the applications (ten slides seen five at a 

time) in two ten-hour days. Assuming chat the panelists 

worked every minute of the two sessions, they spent no 

more than two seconds per slide while determining the 

artistic merit of $4,830 images. With each succeeding 

round, voting winnowed the held down until, in the last 

round, applicants getting favorable votes from four out 

of six panelists received grant recommendations. (The 

load is said to be lighter for panelists in other dis¬ 

ciplines; an unsuccessful applicant for a 1990 choreog¬ 

raphy grant discovered that her work had been consid¬ 

ered for a full ten seconds, judging from where the tape 

was on her returned videocassette.) 

Meanwhile, the endowment —and the realities of the 

art world—throws temptation in the panelists’ path at 

every stage of the process. This isn’t to say rh&c anyone 

actually exploits the panel system. But the suspicion that 

getting a grant is a3most impossible without an ’'iff has 

become so pervasive in die art world that even the be¬ 

nighted NEA seems to be catching on. The endowment 

has begun participating in regional artists' workshops, 

explaining the panel process "to dispel some of the mys¬ 

tique,” says Michael Faubion, assistant director of the 

visual-arts program. 

Its the sort of mystique engendered when, say, the 

writer Geoffrey Wolff, who would go on to win a $20,000 

NEA fellowship in 1987, served on the literature panel 
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Hustler, y*s; Juggs, no 

-3Li«x—S_i Giui 
In Search of the Library of Congress's 

Secret Pornography Collection 

THI Hi: ARF- MORE THAN 535 MILES OF SHELVES IN THF LIBRARY OF CON- 

gress. It is the worlds largest, containing more chan 26 million books, 

publications and incunabula on copies ranging from Albanian archaeol¬ 

ogy to Zambian zoology, 

Bin is there anything dirty? 

Contrary cm popular belief, the Library of Congress does not keep a 

copy ol every single work published in the United States. So our com- 

purer search of the library's allegedly complete database lurned up no 

back issues nijuggs (the closest listing h Jugoslavia). Nor is Ihrttfw repre¬ 

sented. A request for Playho) struck pay dirt, sort of. The screen flashed 

this off-putting message: locations, | ^ 

SJ i: CATALOGS OK STAFF— no doubt |J. 

intended to deter anyone with the gall ftR'jj.'* 5 

to want to look at pictures of naked ^ J / j 

ladies in a library run by the U.S. Con- ” - 

gross, Asking for Hustler produced an ifcv 

even greater deterrent —a bearded, 

bespectacled librarian leaning over 

our shoulders and inquiring damply, 

"May I help you?" 

Wc chose to "see catalogs’ and learned that the library does indeed 

h on se b ou n d volu mes o f Playboy {A I-’ 2, P69), Pent must (AP2.P-U3) and 

Hustler (AP2.11967). Preserved as well arc a myriad of other Playboy 

titles, including Play buys Ribald Classics < PN6071.L7P53). Curiously 

although these publications are available at almost any American con¬ 

venience store, in the Library of Congress they arc stored in humidi¬ 

ty- and temperature-controlled stacks under the watchful, off-hmits- 

to- minors auspices of the Rare Book anil Special Collections Division, 

The reason is that once upon a time at the library there was a largely 

secret trove of works considered far too provocative for general consump- 

tit>n rhe so-ca!led Ddta Colleetion, which included n ot o nly gi rls e maga• 

zincs but also works as disparate as Pa/in \ Hill, Tin Hygiene of Marriage, 

Ulysses and The Sis rim Chapel. The collection was officially "dispersed"" in 

1964, but most of it has remained together, effectively under wraps. Be¬ 

cause it is a public library, the Library of Congress cannot withhold any 

of its volumes from interested patrons — but it can make them hard to get 

hold of Decisions as to which of today s dirty books and magazines merit 

Rare Book preservation are made by a committee of librarians, based on 

whether the publication in question i1 j is of "redeeming social and schol¬ 

arly value"; (2> is informative such that it will be of pertinent value'; 

(3) is "so widely known by the general publji as to merit inclusion; or 

(4) contains "pertinenr technical information," No one at the library could 

explain why Juggs did not meet any of these criteria, or why Hustler did 

If you visit the library, wc suggest that you take full advantage of 

the Rare Book and Special Collections Division. Why waste yotir time 

thumbing through the him i liar pages of The joy of Sex when you can ask 

a librarian to bring you the book bound in human skin or the blood¬ 

stained program for Quo American Cot/sin found in the theater box where 

Lincoln was shot? Adults only, please. Bill Oakley amiJosh Weinstein 
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that awarded his brother, writer Tobias WolfF, a $20,000 

grant in 1985. Its the sort of mystique attached to the 

panel that awarded painting fellowships last year, when a 

young artist named Amanda barber won a $5,000 aurard 

based on the recommendation of a panel that included 

her stepmother* Patricia Patterson. Ids the sort of mys¬ 

tique that reached an apotheosis this spring, when the 

peer panel that recommended Karen Finley and Holly 

Hughes for their disputed grants included Jerry Hunt* a 

musician wdio has frequently collaborated with Finley, 

and Ellen Sebastian* a director who has worked with 

Hughes. But wait* it gets better: the panel also recommended 

awards to Hunt and Sebastian, 

I know that kind of thing, to somebody w ho doesn't 

understand how the system works, might appear to be 

kind of weirdy admits NEA assistant director Faubion, 

An oddity' in a government w ith a paranoid fondness for 

security checks and lie-detector tests, the NEA protects 

its integrity the old-fashioned wTay* simply by counting on 

the honesty of its panelists. Should they perceive a per¬ 

sonal conflict of interest* panelists who feel they cant be 

objective are expected to leave the room until the discus¬ 

sion moves on to the next application. Which leaves the 

other panelists to decide whether they wdll put them¬ 

selves in the position of having to tell their returning col¬ 

league, “Sorry, we just dinged your brother/your collabo¬ 

rator/your stepdaughter/you. Next slide.' 

‘1 done see how a panel can function that way," says 

Mary Judge, associate secretary of the Guggenheim 

Foundation {which itself received flack last year w'hen 

two young artists who were associated with the same 

gallery as panelist Robert Motherwell won grants). "Ex¬ 

cusing yourself from considering a single application has 

to have some effect on the other jurors." Judge says that to 

be fair to everyone concerned in a competition* panelists 

with conflicts of interest simply ought to disqualify 

themselves altogether One of Patricia Patterson’s col¬ 

leagues on last year’s visual-arts panel, Patricia Gonza¬ 

lez* disagrees, saying that even though she wras aware that 

Patterson was the stepmother of the applicant they were 

reviewing ( M was sitting near her when she got up, so I 

remember knowing why—I’m pretty sure most people 

knew" ), she diinks the panel process brought out the best 

in the panelists* who were "very concerned with being 

absolutely, scrupulously fair.' 

Still* those who know a few things about the gallery 

wrorld might have been intrigued by a sudden surge of 

NEA-recognized artistic excellence concentrated last 

year at the Dietrich Jenny Gallery in San Diego. Accord¬ 

ing to the !989“9Q edition of Art in Americas annual 

guide to galleries, museums and artists* the lisr of artists 

writh one-person shows scheduled at the Dietrich Jenny 

included NEA panelist Patricia Patterson as well as her 

husband (the respected local artist Manny Farber), her 

grant-winning stepdaughter and the winners of two 

other of last years painting fellowships, Ernest Silva and 

Wick Alexander. No problem, says the NEA, whose 

blithe current stance is that it's not a conflict of interest 

for panelists to recommend grants for artists w'ho showr 
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at a gallery in which both granter and grantee share an 

interest, (Anyway, the NEA-blessed Dietrich jenny has 

since folded.) 

Michael Straight, the former NEA deputy chairman, 

says the panel system shouldn’t be fiddled with; rather, 

where grants to individual artists are concerned, it should 

be tossed out. "When 900,000 people call themselves 

artists in the census, it’s preposterous for the federal 

"He more of that nonsense”: Sister Rosalia Haber!, reluctant $5,000 NEA grant winner, who hos 

been honoring a vow of poverty since 1917 

government to pick out 500 of them and say. These are 

the ones who deserve support! ’ Straight would have 

the agency concentrate on supporting arts education and 

institutions and on creating an atmosphere in which 

the arts thrive. But he’s nor hopeful, "It's a hell of a lot 

more fun to look at a bunch of paintings or essays and 

say, Well, I like this one or T don't like that than it is to 

investigate [institutional problems like] the air-condi¬ 

tioning system at a museum of fine art. One, you’re being 

a plumber; the other, you’re playing God" 

Despite a lot of dark talk about banishing the 

NEA entirely and despite a lot of brave talk about 

reauthorizing it for another five years without restric¬ 

tions (well, not m brave — President Bush lapsed into his 

usual craven absenteeism after taking a fleeting stand on 

the issue this spring), it was apparent by early fall that 

Congress would reauthorize the agency after grafting a 

few face-saving, discomfiting but ultimately pointless 

obscenity restrictions onto the bill. Nonprofit organiza¬ 

tions will still be able to point to the endowment as a seal 

of approval when mining the far richer lode of support 

in the public sector (5119 million in 1988 grants by the 

endowment prompted private contributions of $1.3 bil¬ 

lion), and Senator Helms and his colleagues on the right 

will find some new horror to keep the troops boiling. 

After Congress rolls over and goes back to sleep this 

month, maybe the endow-ment and its supporters will 

come out from behind the skirts of Sister Rosalia Haberl, 

who makes intricately patterned bobbin lace. Rattled 

by the constant harping about the NEAs association 

with the gay-bondage and renal iconography of Map¬ 

plethorpe and Serrano, NEA supporters last year cast 

about for an indisputably "nice1 beneficiary of the 

agency's largess. They found Sister Rosalia, who had 

received a grant in 1988. 

The NEA has nourished an astonishing range of 

creativity," declared a New York Times editorial last May 

'Small museums and great art institutions; hundreds of 

theater and dance companies across the country; a 92- 

year-old maker of bobbin lace in South [jir] Dakota.,, 

who might never have been heard from otherwise" The 

nonagenarian knotter was similarly cited in official NEA 

literature and in supportive editorials and pamphlets 

across the country Nevertheless, conservative critics 

managed to find fault even with as innocuous a grant as 

this one, Sourpuss congressman Philip Crane groused in 

a Times Op-Ed piece that ’’the Federal Government has 

more necessary and important things to fund than a bob- 

bin lace maker" 

Again, as with just about everything else relating to 

the NEA, the truth is far muddier than either sides 

rhetoric allows. It turns out that Sister Rosalia learned to 

make bobbin lace as a child in Bavaria. She now lives in 

Hankinson, North Dakota, at the St. Francis convent 

(the 100 nuns there represent about 10 percent of the 

towns population). Now 93, Sister Rosalia suffers from 

hearing loss* a general bashfulness and not much con¬ 

fidence in her English; she prefers to have her colleague 

Sister Mathilde speak for her on the telephone. 

The spokesnun paints a bleak picture. Sister Rosalia 

was quietly enjoying the challenge of her retirement 

hobby sometimes keeping up to 100 bobbins working 

at a time, when she was set upon by that bane of crafts 

people everywhere: the folklorist. Knowing a craft that 

needed honoring when he saw one, the folklorist scooped 

up the elderly nun, successfully nominated her for an 

award from the North Dakota Council on rhe Arts and 

"kind of promoted her," as Sister Mathilde diplomatically 

describes the campaign— which resulted in an onslaught 

of craft-show appearances, the attention of a local tele¬ 

vision crew and a backlog of hundreds of guilt-induc¬ 

ing orders for her intricate work, The folklorist, still 

not satisfied that his discovery had been sufficiently 

recognized, decided to take her national, successfully 

applying for a 1988 NEA-sponsored National Heritage 

Fellowship in her name and winning a $5,000 prize 

for someone who had been honoring a vow of poverty 

since 1917, 

And how did the fragile nun bear up under all the 

unsought money and attention? "To be honest, it made 

her tired," says Sister Mathilde. ’She takes it all in great 

stride, but now she says, That's the end of it. No more 

of that nonsense.”’ > 
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September 1988 
Life style Hell! Our Special 
Los Angeles Issue 

The sex, the spandexT the pastels, 
the car phones, the irony shortage 

and ihe general uncemored dude- 
osity that make Los Angeles a 
shrine to vapid fun. '* 

May 1989 

[VAN Aft A MA! 

"You know her as an Olympic skier, 

fashion leader, licensed interior 

designer, hotel executive and wife 
rn a certain billionaire casino oper¬ 

ator from Queens. But of course, 

cheres more. With Jvana, there's 
always more." 

July 1989 
SuMMfcK Fun IsSUll! 

'A really, really long article about 
William H Buckley Jr.! Ugly Euro¬ 
peans! How to make Twinkles!" 

August 1989 
Who Was Who 

"How time travel could really 
work. Awful moviemaking with 

Dino DeLaurentiis. Flus, the super- 
sake ious pullout index to The Andy 

WaM Diantsl" 

September 1989 
Village Idiots 

"Smart girls in chains—rhe shame 

of The New Yorkert Conjugal net¬ 

working in Hollywood." 

For bock issues of SPY, send $4.00 per copy to SPY, 

The SPY Building, 5 Union Square West, New York, N.Y, 10003. 

October 1989 

The .SPY 100 

"Our annual census of the 101) most 
annoying, alarming and appalling 
people, places and things." 

November 1989 
Wild and Crazy VI.P.'s! 

SPY goes undercover to Bohemian 
Grove. Plus, supers pec tal keepsake 

facsimile edition of SPY's l%4 de¬ 

but issue!” 

December 1989 
Buy This Magazine op We'll 

Burn This Flag 

"The most hated man in t ash ion 

SPYs guide to year-end bribery," 

January 1990 

Building a Better Celebrity 
"SPY's nationwide, statistically 
valid poll reveals what America 
wants from its celebrities! Plus, rhe 
Ovirz-Eszrerhas letters." 

February 1990 

SPLAT! 
“Wall Street goes wacko! Dirty 
jokes about Donald Trump!" 

March 1990 

Sex. Drugs and Post-it Notes 
"Special Bad-Buss Issue, including 
the Nightmare Boss of Beverly 

Hills. Don Simpson, and rhe Media 

Monster of Park Avenue, Judy 
Price!” 

April 1990 

McInerney Dearest! 
"Mrs. Mclnemeys ultravoyeur is tic 

account of her doomed marriage to 
the author of Bright Lights* Beg City. 
Plus, basketshots of the rich and 
famous." 

May 1990 
Washington Road Trip! 
"Encounters with Buz Luke ns and 

Lee A rwater.' 

June 1990 

Whose Is Rigger? 
"Unedited mound-side conversa¬ 

tions with Tommy Lasorda, plus 
sibling rivalry and Inside Every¬ 
thing.1' 

July 1990 

America's Cheapest 
Zilmonaifle! 
"spy plays a prank on Donald 

Trump, Cher, Henry Kravis and 

Rupert Murdoch! Plus, fash it m po¬ 

lice at America's top companies!" 

August 1990 
Trumps Final Days! 
"Crybabies' Cavalcade! The Tina 
Brown-Mike Ovitz letters! Plus, 
the Hitler Channel!" 
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Was it the 1990s that killed Manhattan, inc., the best business magazine to come along in decades? Or was 
the culprit Clay Felker, the man of a thousand mastheads and precisely one great idea? From Life to the New 

York Herald Tribune to New York; from Esquire to the Battery News to the strange 

a T FIRST IT SEEMED TO BE JUST ANOTHER WEEKNIGHT AT ELAINES. THE YEAR WAS 1987, AND THE USUAL 

crowd was out in force. Frank Rich was at a front table with a couple of friends. The actor John Paul 

Henry was reenacting an obscure Civil War battle for the TV producer David Black and a gather¬ 

ing of writers and editors two tables back. Elsewhere along the middle wall, screenwriters, novelises, 

actors and real estate speculators discussed, in minute detail, the week's events —not the ongoing 

Iran-contra hearings, but the large advances Andrew Wylie was V# 

getting for his writers. 4^ But then the door swrung open and 
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a slightly paunchy, balding man stepped into the crowd. 

He was a familiar sight, an Elaines regular. That night, 

though, there was something different about him. He stood 

call in his Huntsman jacket, frayed Turnbull & Asser 

shirt and wide necktie, striding through the door with the 

renewed confidence of a former major 

leaguer back in the lineup again. As he 

surveyed the gathering before him with 

darting eyes, his look was charged, an* 

nouncing to anyone who looked his way, 

Vm back. 

And everyone looked his way. 

"Clay! Congratulations!" 

“Clay! Nice going!" 

'Hey, Clay, great news! ♦.." 

Ir took Clay Felker, who had that day 

been named the new editor of Manhattan, 

inc., 40 minutes to work his way to his table 

at the back of the room. Forty glorious 

minutes that had been a long time coming. These days especially, everyone loves 

comeback stories — bruised, aging, once- 

triumphant actors, athletes, politicians, 

artists, financiers scratching and scrab¬ 

bling away in an effort to make a second 

ascent. With each attempt the crowd of on¬ 

lookers gets smaller and the jeers louder when, 

as happens more often than nor, the hero falls. 

And depending on the risks involved —die 

budget of the movie, the prominence of the elec¬ 

tion, the size of the attempted takeover—those 

descents can be spectacular, hurtling free-falls. That, of 

course, is tint- unspoken reason people love a prospective 

comeback: the distinct and titillating possibility that 

someone might fail. Again. And again. And then again. 

In this way. Clay Felker —the 65-year-oid son of a St. 

Louis sports editor —has been delighting the publishing 

community for more than a decade now'. The man who 

created New York magazine, he is perhaps the most famous 

magazine editor ever, certainly the most celebrated of his 

day. And yet on that intoxicating L987 evening at Elaines, 

Felker hadn't been an active, serious force in journalism for 

almost ten years. He wras, instead, a legend —that often 

dubious honor —and it was a testament to long-past achieve¬ 

ments that New Yorks publishing world stirred w hen it was 

announced he would take over Manhattan, inc. There has 

always been about him, even in his grimmest days, a sense 

of possible magic, a perception that he might take some* 

thing pedestrian and Felkerize it, the way he did the city 

magazine. Manhattan, inc.y moreover, was far from pedestrian; 

one of the most successful new magazines of the 1980s, it 

was helping to set newr standards of quality' and aggressive¬ 

ness, much as Felkers New York had in the late 1960s and 

the 1970s. At the outset, Felker and Manhattaninc. looked 

like a potentially winning match. 

But then, so do most marriages. 

Felker (who, despite repeated requests, did not respond to 

spy’s questions) began his career as an editor and waiter at 

readers, llewM 
under Felker was one of 
lie liveliest magazines 

Life and then Esquire— both viral publications in Felker s day. 

At the New York Herald Tribune, he helped edit Jock Whitney's 

popular and innovative Sunday magazine until the Tribune 

folded in 1967. Felker bought the rights to the magazine's 

name. New York, and relaunched it as a glossy freestanding 

0 weekly. Over the next ten 

years, with the help of 

graphic designer Milton 

Glaser and writers such as Tom 

Wolfe, Ken Aulecm, Gad 

Greene, Peter Maas, Gail 

Shcehy (now' Felkers 

wife), Nora Ephron, 

Nicholas Pileggi and 

many others, Felker 

created a graphic and 

editorial style that made 

magazine history. 

As unlikely as it 

may seem to younger 

readers who know only the New York of the 

eighties and nineties, Felkers New York was 

one of the liveliest and best magazines in the 

country. Along with Harold Hayes, his former 

boss at Esquire, Felker wras one of the earliest 

Power replay: de.o- champions of the New 
lutionifbmNtfM'Foi'A Journalism, of waiters like 

IrhowA he,, with Wolfe and Jimmy Breslin. 
publisher Herb Lip- As his magazine grew 
son)to M fnc♦ i , , . 

during the seventies, Felker 

successfully adapted to those times by 

pioneering "life-style” journalism (New 

Yhrk practically coined the word) and 

the sort of just-the-facts short-form 

stories — the ten best this, the hottest that— 

that have since informed virtually every 

publication in America, The very first 

issue offered Wolfe classifying New Yorkers 

by accent as either "Honks" or "Wonksf 

and Milton Glaser and Jerome Snyder's Underground 

Gourmet exploring an outdoor market in Spanish Harlem. 

Later issues asked and answered such once-pertinent 

questions as Hls Woody Allen Really Charlie Brown?" 'Is the 

Money Moving South of Generation Gap?11 and “23 Things 

You Can Live Without —but Why Should You? For better 

or worse, the magazine defined its times. 

The lace sixties and early seventies wfere heady years for 

Felker He fed off the social heat generated by his magazine, 

and the magazine in turn thrived on his energy ‘Clay had 

passion,1 says Ellen Stern, who was at New York in its early 

days and is nowr a senior w'riter at GQ< “He had passion for the 

city and the people who did the stuff that interested him, 

and a real sensitivity for what was a story. He'd come back 

from a lunch or a party with little scraps of paper in his 

pocket, and he'd say Go call this guy and find out about this,' 

or 1 heard that so-and-so did such and such — look into it.' 

Clay went, he did, he was out all the time. He knew the town7 

In New York's offices, on the fourth floor of an East 32nd 

Street walk-up, die magazines staff shared a long and 
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cluttered room and a dingy cold*water bathroom, "Sitting on 

that top floor;' says Stern, "I remember you never knew who 

was going to come up the stairs. The door would open and 

everyone would look up. And it was Tom Wolfe in his white 

suit, or it was Jimmy Bresfin* huffing and puffing as if he 

were going to have a heart attack from the four flights of 

stairs. Or it was Gael Greene or Gloria Steinem.” 

Felker s troubles started in 19?6S when he began, a period 

of expansion. In an effort to create something of a media 

empire, he founded New West {now California magazine}, a 

West Coast clone of New York that was plagued by debt from 

its $4 million start-up costs (way over the original budget). He 

had taken over control of The Village Voice in 1974, then tried 

to snazz it up New Y&rjfe-style and take it national — which 

had proved disastrous, both editorially and financially, Even 

New Y&rk^ for all its vaunted success, was losing money after 

nine years of existence. The board of directors of New York 

Magazine Company, the parent company* of which Felker 

owned 10 percent; began to get restive. Felker approached 

Rupert Murdoch for help with the squabbling board 

members, but Murdoch was no white knight. He turned 

around and bought up their shares, thereby obtaining 

majority ownership of the company and forcing Felker out, 

giving him a $1,8 million severance payment as balm. WITH THE RISE AND FALL OF NEW YfofiK BEHIND HIM, 

Felker began the long, arduous effort to top himself— 

or at least to enjoy a face-saving degree of success in 

some new endeavor. Even the latter didn't come easy. 

In 1977 he talked the British newspaper baron Vere 

Harmsworth into buying Esquire for him. Felker scrapped the 

magazines venerable logo and actually changed the name to 

Esquire Fortnightly. It was intended to be something of a 

national version of New York — the New York of biweekly men's 

magazines — and as such* Esquire became little more than 

Felker $ attempt to compete with Rupert Murdoch, He 

expanded the staff and ditched Esquires usual literary mix of 

wit and cheesecake, replacing it with New Yfcri-Iike service 

pieces, such as " When a Woman Is Your Boss," Editorially 

and graphically—his pal Milton Glaser had redesigned the 

magazine — FeIkers Esquire was less highbrow and less 

interesting than its predecessor. And unfortunately by upping 

the magazine’s frequency to biweekly Felker ran through the 

$5 million Harmsworth had set aside for it twice as quickly 

In 1979, when Chris Whittle and Phillip Moffitt bought 

into the magazine* Felker was once again forced out. 

After a brief stint in California as a film consultant to 

20th Century Fox - where he was hired to develop New York— 

like stories— Felker was hired in 1980 by the New York Daily 

New.f to edit us daily Tonight edition, the blue-coliar tabloid's 

attempt at attracting young, upscale readers. The result was a 

Sexy, well-edited mix of service pieces, frothy entertainment 

features, celebrity profiles and a gossip page —the New York 

ot formerly downscale tabloids. This particular editorial 

concept befuddled the paper's traditional readership and 

failed to w in :i new one. Felker lasted less chan a year. Tonight 

but a few months more! the News had lost $8 million on an 

ill-conceived attempt to gentrify its readership, and Felker 

had a second high-profile failure on his resume. 

Licking his wounds, Felker left for the West Coast once 

again, this time to run a string of weekly shoppers. This proved 

to be a brief exile. In 1982 Felker returned to New York 

under the auspices of Adwetk, where he stayed as a consultant 

until —restless, eager to leap fully into the journalistic 

fray—he started the East Side Express^ an Upper East Side 

weekly newspaper that was to focus, according to Advertising 

Ag£\ dm a chatty way, on life-styles, trends, marketing, media 

and the social scene." It was a familiar Felker brew—the New 

York of weekly uptown-neighborhood giveaways — and it 

suffered what was becoming a familiar Felker fate. Losing an 

estimated $50,000 per week, the Express lasted less than tout 

months before Leonard Stern, who bought the paper from 

Felker and bis partner, pulled the plug, 

Felker continued on, the former thoroughbred now 

something of a plow horse. He returned to Adweek as its 

editor in chief in 1985. To no Ones surprise, Felker tarted 

up the magazine with a gossip column* a “Hoff list and a 

new* breezy tone —the New Y>rk of advertising-industry trade 

magazines* He left* of course, after six months* to serve as a 

consultant at UN. News & World Report — perhaps in an effort 

to turn it into the New York of third-string newsweeklies. It 

was from such backwaters that Manhattan, ate. owner 

D. Herbert Lipson plucked Fdker to take over his magazine. 

“Hey Clay, gnat news...." 

Fdkers appointment signaled to the fickle magazine 

crowd that they should once again start paying attention, to 

his pronouncements, which had over the years evolved into 

increasingly vague, ethereal mumblings. The well-written, 

smart-ass brainchild of editor Jane Amsterdam* Manhattan, 

inCr had been the new magazine since it was launched in 

1984. Writers such as Ron Rosenbaum, Michael Thomas 

and John Taylor fenced politely but devilishly with their 

businessman subjects — rarely shedding blood, but almost 

always tattering their targets1 pin-striped suits enough to 

reveal vanity, arrogance or greed where they existed. 

And m those mergers-and-acquisitions-ctazed days, they 

existed everywhere — even within the breast of Manhattan, ittc!% 

owner. Herb Lipson had fought with Amsterdam over her refusal 

to cozy up sufficiently to advertisers. He had argued with editors 

over an article that made fun of men who wear red suspenders 

(apparently Lip son's son affected the look). Unable to bear 

his meddling, Amsterdam had resigned in the spring of 1987, 

with many of the magazine's senior staff not far behind her. 

In the wake of these walkouts, Felker s task was a daunting 

one. The remaining staff was shell-shocked after being leaderless 

for the month following Amsterdam's departure* a problem 

compounded by the fact that Felker let several issues go by 

before hi ring the bulk of his own group of writers to commence 

what many— inside and outside the magazine —assumed 

would be the inevitable New Yffi-ificatfon of Manhattan, inc. 

El.KER, BY NOT A VETERAN OF MORE THAN TEN 

magazines, wfas accustomed to handling an apprehensive 

and vaguely resentful work force. He knew wrhat to do. 

He held a staff meeting* invited everyone in to talk to 

him individually gave them raises and, in many cases* 

doled out promotions to fill some of the empty spots ■where 

Jane’s people had been. Then he went on vacation. 
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He had been at the magazine little more than a week. 

Still* the staff was happy simply to have an editor. And 

Felker seemed a nice enough boss, for a legend. What came as 

a surprise to those who had never worked with Felker was his 

method of expression. Contrary to what one might imagine — 

the founding editor of Neu> York magazine firing out clever 

story ideas like rounds 

from an AK-47 —Felker 

tends to have a dreamy, 

elliptical way of speaking. 

That's the charitable w'ay 

of Looking at it. The un¬ 

charitable way is chat he 

often doesn’t make sense. 

In the first all-staff 

meeting Felker attended at 

Manhattan, inc.% everyone 

was asked to stand around 

their newr leader in the art 

department —a telling 

venue, for Felker cared 

deeply about the way his 

magazines looked and 

would often stress style 

over substance in the next 

three years (good photos 

were often criteria enough 

to qualify a story for Man¬ 

hattan, me!s cover during his tenure). After 

a brief introduction by Lipson, Felker out¬ 

lined his agenda. It wras an interminable 

talk-repetitive and full of the names of 

Felker s famous friends — that left many mys¬ 

tified. He spoke, in disjointed catchphrases, 

about the global economy about Japan, about interconnection 

and especially about power. 

' Manhattan,'' he said as he looked over the eager, 

bewildered faces of his new staff, "is... a state of mind” 

After the meeting, there was much intercubicle discussion. 

Was their new editor a drinker? Was it age? Had they all 

somehow missed the point? The confused staff finally decided 

that what Felker was trying to say wfas that everything is 

connected to Manhattan in some way so therefore Manhattan, 

me. could feel tree to write about the whole world. It was the 

first sign that as he had done at every other magazine he 

had editedj Felker wanted to broaden Manhattan, me!S focus 

so he could try to take die magazine national 

More details about how the specialized, borough-specific 

magazine should now tackle the planet were supplied a few 

weeks later. 

"Think of New York,” Felker said at a staff meeting, as 

Manhattan." That seemed clear enough. Felker forged ahead, 

"Think of Staten Island. ..as Los Angeles! Think of Queens... 

as Washington! Think of the Bronx as.. .London!” Once 

again, staffers filed out into the halls wandering just exactly 

how to decipher this latest ersatz haiku. 

There are endless stories about Fdker's vagueness, most of 

them told —in a kind of affectionate, that-crazy-guy tone — 

by former staffers from his various magazines. His otherworldly 

Manhattan then: fcl- 
k*i [$eeon4 from left) 

with Jimmy 9rci- 
lln, Tam Walfe and 
publisher George 
Hirseh in the hat- 
cyan days of Hew 
York's infancy 

desk manner —tipping back in his chair to place one very 

small, custom-clad foot on his desk, smoothing his hair over 

and over as he ruminates —is widely imitated by those who 

have worked with him. He once failed to recognize an editorial 

staffer who had been with him for half a year (“Do you work 

here?" he asked. "What do you doT). He asked Newsweek 

writer jennet Conant (later Manhattan 

I nlfPP SerL*or writer) to lunch for what 
Illy IV VUI she assumed would be a job interview — 

but to her surprise, he also invited his friend 

Taki, the society writer. Toward the end of the 

p lunch, during which discussion centered 

primarily on sex on Greek 

yachts, Taki excused himself. 

Felker looked at Conant and 

. * I || discreetly asked, "So how long have 

|)IS new SI3II,you been sedns Ta!f;rhr.rthe ' t wtiters suspicion that relker had no 

ai* ^ !mjm idea who she was or why she 

uiuiu 111 iiiiiiu Biu if Fdker often seemea 

befuddled, he could also be forcelul and incisive. "Felker's 

impressive to listen to," says Philip Weiss, a SPY contributing 

editor who wrote for Manhattan, im. under bodi Amsterdam 

and Felker. 'Tie’s smart, and certain parts of the New 

York power structure he really knowrs cold. But editors 

exist in time, and he came out of a classic age of magazine 

journalism —the sixties and seventies. I don't think he 

understands the younger generation quite so well,” 

"Felker has aged worse than most editors" says another of 

his writers, "because he has always tried to make it with these 

finger-on-the-pulse-type magazines. You get old fast that way’ 

At Manhattan, tnc.y Felker did a lor to solidify his reputation 

as an editor slightly out of step with the times. The magazine's 

1988 List of "New York Powrer Brokers,” a retread of an 

annual New York feature, included such relics — and Felker 

cronies —as Gloria Steinem* Betty Friedan, Jimmy Breslin, 

Jack Newfield and Felix Rohatyn. He edited according to 

what he heard on the cocktail circuit, often letting the 

gossip he picked up from old friends take precedence over 

a writers reporting. He referred repeatedly — and rather 

touchingly—to aphorisms from Gail Sheehy's self-help 

books* and to things Gloria Steinem had once said to him. 

He filtered Manhattan, me, through a New York-cucz~\912 

time warp and helped dull the magazines cutting edge. 

Many point to the stock-market crash of October 1987 — 

five months after Felker took over—as die event that made 

Manhattant inc. irredeemably irrelevant. Felker worried that 

postcrash disaster stories —like the tall of Shearson Lehmans 

Peter Cohen* for example — were too depressing, Wkafs 

upbeat? he would ask. What's happening now? What's the new 

business? While fascinating Wall Street wreckage ivas washing 

up on the beach, Felker was out looking for the next wave. 

To me, one of the problems at Manhattan. mr, was that 

Clay never stopped thinking in a weekly frame? says former 

Manhattan, im. senior editor Amy Virshup. JA monthly 

magazine shouldnt simply be reacting to the news, it should 

somehow set an agenda, or think deeply about what's going 

On in a new way? A former Manhattan, inc. w riter agrees; ‘A 
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more nuanced* institutional, anthropological focus on things 

is not Felker's worldview" 

There were other obstacles. Fdker is not an editor who 

likes to be argued with. When confronted with an opinion 

different from his own, he is liable to bellow (in what Gail 

Sheehy has called his triple-testicle voice"), "Why am l 

being thwarted?' Or* when a writer turns in a story that 

doesn't reflect the view Fdker wanted it to take* '1 told you 

what the fuck to dol Why did you fucking let me down?" In 

fact, while many of the people who have worked with Fdker 

feel protective of him (a writer once noted that he could 

emanate a plaintive, compelling need.*.. You wane to help 

him because the magazine is ail he has"), his temper is so 

notorious that an editor who was with him at Esquire says if 

she ever saw' that his hair was mussed —supposedly a bad 

sign —she simply went home for the day 

In his Netv Y&r^ days Fdker was also famous for telling 

young writers that he was going to make them stars—which, 

in fact* he often did —and this highly charged style of 

mentorship continued at Manhattan, me His theory* a number 

of his proteges suspect* is char young* ambitious professionals 

tend to be less confrontational and wifi do what he asks — 

or at least disagree respectfully* "Clay does not want the 

aggravation that comes from dealing with established 

writers* says a former Manhattan. me. contributor. 

In view of Fdker s mu lei publication career, his editorial 

emphasis on media stories sometimes led to delicate situa¬ 

tion! An oft-cited example is an article on The Village Voice 

by Manhattan, m, staff writer Mary Bilkrd* The piece — 

originally a column about problems at the Voice — grew at 

Fclkers insistence into a bloated feature* complete with a 

sketch of the Voices 30-year history. Sillard was thus in the 

uncomfortable position of having to report the damage done 

to the paper by her own boss* Fdker, during his rime as editor 

of the Voice. There was no way to be both tactful and truthful* 

and before the piece was finished* Felker himself had written 

the paragraph about his tenure at the paper Unsurprisingly* 

it read nothing at all like the version of events portrayed in 

practically every other account. In bis book about die Voice, 

The Great American Newspaper, Kevin Michael McAuliffe 

wrote, "[Felker] had taken over a publication that was 

supposedly dying and reduced its profitability by almost 

half" The Felker version: Under*,* editor-in-chief Clay 

Felker* the Voice started Jt period of sustained growth..*/1 

Other times* Felkers lack of objectivity was more insidious. 

Not long before he and Felker became partners at a 

downtown weekly giveaway called the Battery News (later 

renamed th t Downtown Express), financier James Wo liens oh ns 

name came up at a Manhattanf inc, story meeting as a 

possible profile subject* Jl don't think that’s a good idea/ 

Felker said simply. A few months later* staffers found out 

why. The opportunities involved in dual editorships became 

even mote apparent when two Downtown Express advertisers — 

Century 21 Department Stores and BazzinFs nut shop—just 

happened to appear as the subjects of pieces in Manhattan, 

inc. '"Every rime we turned around to do a story/ says one 

writer; "we were staring at some allegiance' 

To Manhattan, me's credit* sacred cows were not always a 

problem* Despite owner Herb Lip so ns eagerness to count 

Donald Trump among his friends* he did not interfere with 

the fairly tough Trump profile that ran in the April 1988 

issue (Ir turned out Trump was untroubled by the story—in 

fact* soon after it came out* he was lunching at the Four 

Seasons with Lips on and Felker* trying to pitch a puff piece 

on the Tramp Princess, which eventually ran a few weeks later 

in New ybrk\) And though Philip Weiss's account earlier this 

year of the ugly dissolution of Dick Snyder and joni Fvanss 

marriage must have ruffled a few feathers in Felkers circle of 

friends, Pelket never attempted to influence Weiss or to 

water the piece down. Late in 1988, Felker hired Ken Emerson, a former 

New LSri Times Magazine editor as executive editor 

of Manhattant he, Emerson* accustomed to Times-styk 

office politics, immediately alienated most of the 

magazines stall by sucking up to Felker on the one hand 

and lording his authority over the rest of the magazine's 

editors on the other. Emerson often went straight to Felker* 

rather than to the editor of a story, when he felt a piece 

didn't work” And in one instance* while privately agreeing 

with die magazine's editors that a story Felker suggested on 

"Black Power Brokers" was a terrible idea, Emerson did a 

quick about-face and fawned over the suggestion when ft 

came time to argue the point with Felker himself* The staff* 

which had previously been cohesive even under difficult 

conditions* began to lose heart. 

That was inside the magazine Outside, Felker was 

pursuing other interests. In April 1989 he bought the 

Battery News* in partnership with James Wolfensohn* The 

investment seemed like a good idea, what with the growing 

commercial and tourist interest in places like the World 

Financial Center* South Street Seaport and TriBeCa —all of 

which were within the Battery News's franchise, 

"i own it, It’s mine. I have equity in it." Fdker uttered those 

words over and over to whoever would listen* like a public 

mantra* in the months after he and Wolfensohn poured 

roughly $750,000 into the paper He began to spend more and 

mote time away from Manhattan, inc., where he was only a 

hired gun, albeit a $25G,OOG*a-yeaf hired gun. Friday was the 

Battery Newss dosing day, a day Felker was generally absent 

from his regular job. On other weekdays he interviewed and 

hired people for the paper out of Manhattan, intis offices. His 

concern with what was going on at the Battery New — right 

down to cracks in the back window of the new offices — 

was complete. "Jt was annoying," says one Manhattan, inc. 

employee, “Our own magazine was falling apart* and he was 

spending all his fucking time running [the Battery News]7 

In happier times, Felker had always managed to keep the 

magazine's editorial offices relatively free of Herb Lipstm* a 

man who is widely disliked by his employees and whose own 

disdain lot journalists and journalism is plain ("All editors are 

neurotic/ Lipson informed die Philadelphia Inquirer in 1988* 

"Most writers know exactly what they're going to say.. * * No 

matter what the subject says* they1 re not going to change 

the writers point of view"). But now Lipson took advantage 

of Felker s absences by visiting the editorial offices more 

frequently. Upset by a flurry of bad press suggesting that 

Manhattan, inc. was in serious decline—at $6 a yeag 
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subscriptions were selling at an 83 percent discount on the 

magazine's $3 cover price —the owner tried to take hold of 

the reins. Last year, on the day that a story about Aspen was 

due to close, Lipson saw the caricatures that were to illustrate 

it and screamed at the art director, ‘What the fuck is your 

problem?! These are too California!" Was thts a New York story? 

he wondered. How many New Yorkers were mentioned in ft? At 

the eleventh hour, he ordered the illustrator to pick out Newr 

Yorkers— whether they were central to the story or not — 

and redo the illustrations. Clearly anxious about die earlier 

attempt to nationalize Manhattan, me., Lipson felt it was 

time to backpedal* 

The disintegration showed every¬ 

where. A look through the 37 issues 

of Manhattan, me. edited by Felker 

reveals a magazine adrift. There are 

the trademark Felker subjects: Holly¬ 

wood, society, the media. There is an 

obligatory Ralph Lauren cover story 

(done, of course, with the designer's 

approval), a cover on "Power Cou~ 

pies" an abysmal Jay Mclnerney short 

Story about the stock-market crash, 

a life-style story on the barmbuilding 

craze. And, adding to the sometimes 

unwieldy mix, there was Felker’s ob¬ 

session w ith Eastern Europe at story 

meetings in the last few months of the 

magazine. On the business side, the 

constantly changing focus of the magazine made "1 it'": the giv«- 
, i i i i h j i away news bax Felker 

it tough to hold on to advertisers. As one busi- on on 

ness staffer puts it, ' One month we had John 

Reed [Citicorp’s CEO], and the next it was White Russians. 

My biggest problem was that people would say, T love the 

magazine, but what is it?”' 

Meanwhile, Felker’s Battery News was having its own 

problems. Shortly after they bought it, Felker and Wolfensohn 

discovered that the paper was carrying $100,000 worth of 

un paid-for ads (they were later compensated for the deficit). 

It functioned for six months with no dear business plan and 

changed its advertising strategy in a poorly conceived attempt 

to get national and even international advertisers—Felker 

wanted to attract European travel companies rather than the 

local advertisers ordinarily associated with a community 

handout. To top it all off, the paper went through a flurry of 

name changes, finally settling on Downtown Express. Which 

may have been another blunder: a Lower East Side dub- 

listings paper called Downtown is currently fighting to get 

Felker to dowmplay the word Downtown in his paper’s logo. 

‘ Clay says Mike Hurley, one of the Battery News's former 

publishers, "is a much better editor than he is a businessman," 

Unfortunately he wasn’t doing all that well at the rime in 

the former role, and finally Lipson had had enough. On 

June 21 of this year, the New York Post's Page Six informed 

the staffs at both magazines that Manhattan, inc. had been 

bought by Fairchild Publications and would be merged, 

staff and all, with the aristocrat-manque men’s magazine My 

to form the new magazine Mine., which was quickly 

nicknamed Mink, Despite the easy meshing of titles and 

demographics, it was a move that seemed less inspired than 

desperate. Manhattan, inc. had lost more than $10 million in 

its six years of existence and needed more money, and so 

Lipson had decided to bail out, (Industry sources say Lipson 

had at one point been offered $20 million for the magazine.) 

AI was Fairchild's curiously halfhearted attempt at giving 

Esqutre and GQ a run for their money. At looked good, but 

it needed editorial ballast, which Manhattan, me. would 

putatively provide. 

Itfvas a shotgun wedding, and the initial signs were 

ominous. At an early meeting of both editorial staffs, jane 

Lane, former editor of M and now 

the editor in chief of the odd new 

* hybrid, could not name a single 

Manhattan, inc, story she had read, 

much less been impressed by Felker, 

according to sources both inside and 

outside Manhattan, inc., was as 

surprised and discouraged by the 

merger as the rest of his staff and 

responded to the news in true Felker 

fashion —by going on vacation. 

Even so — and despite the fact that 

pp he has been relegated to a 

subservient position as 

cditor-at-Iarge 0anc Lane is 

at least 20 years his junior and made her reputation as a 

fashion and society writer)—Felker's influence was readily 

apparent in M Intis surprising, generally strong debut, 

especially in its not-strong choice of another Power Brokers'1 

cover story, this one featuring Felker's Downtown Express 

partner James Wolfensohn alongside several New York and 

Manhattan, inc. power perennials. 

Felker is said to be extremely disheartened that he could 

not persuade more of his staff from Manhattan, inc♦ to join him 

in this newr venture, a failure he views as personal betrayal. 

But he is putting a good face on things, publicly denying 

the universal expectation that he will not stay long at M Inc. 

And either way, he still has the Downtown Express. 

I own it. It’s mine I have equity in it." 

T S EARLY 1990, AND CLAY FELKER ISN’T IN THE OFFICES 

of Manhattan, inc. Nor is he checking in at the Downtown 

Express —not exactly. What he's doing is standing all alone 

out on the south bridge of the World Financial Center, 

passing his hand over his hair while he stares intently at 

a stack of newly delivered Expresses. The papers have lately 

been disappearing very quickly from their various racks 

around town, particularly from this location, and Felker is 

certain the competition — a listings and phone-sex giveaway 

called New York Press — has been stealing them. He has 

wanted to hire someone to stake out the south bridge, hut 

his employees have told him no, don't bother, it’s just chat his 

paper is very popular. But he doesn't believe them, and he'll 

look inco this one himself thank you. There’s a lot at stake 

here, so w’hat’s a fewr hours spent making absolutely sure his 

Downtown Express gets into die right hands? He waits and 

watches. After all, this could be the big comeback hes been 

working for. $ 
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AND DRINK THE MOST UlL, WILL EAT 

FOR FREE? WHO'LL BEST REPRODUCE, 

IN A COUNTRY SETTING, THE STRAIN A N D 0 F 

MANHATTAN ? WHICH TEAM, THE EAST 

COAST OR THE WEST COAST, WILL DRIVE t FOR THE 

LEAST nu*' (A WEST COAST SPECIALTY)? WHICH OUT¬ 

STANDING INDIVIDUAL WILL REVEL WITH THE LEAST 

SELF-RESPECT? W E' LL fi+tJL out AS THE 1 9 9 0 TIME 

WARNER HAMPTONS CLASSIC CELEBRITY PRO-AM IRONMAN 

NIGHTLIFE OECATHLON CHAMPIONSHIP GETS ONDER WAY! 

jpyrightod rr 
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Left Mart Itickerman's 

place. Right tfw West 

Coast squad — fcH to 

right, Molly ftingwald 

fieau Bridges. Elizabeth 

Me G-orcrn „ James 

Woods, Peter Wallet 

Welcome to seaside East Hampton, home of this 

year’s Time Warner Hamptons Classic Celebrity 

Pro-Am Iron man Nightlife Decathlon Champion* 

ship. A Jot about The Classic has changed in this, its 

third year. For example, it's called The Classic. But most important. The Classic, like so 

many other major American sporting events, has acquired a corporate sponsor. With 

tremendous pride, we welcome Time Warner on board as the underwriter for this year's 

tournament—Time Warner is providing transportation and elegant accommodations for 

five of The Classic's top competitors, and the main event is a screening and party paid for by Time Warner. 

And haw abour this beautiful course? In previous years, Ironmen have competed on the rugged, wintry links of 

downtown Manhattan, where nightclubs outnumber mailboxes, and meat trucks rumbling by at dawn are only 

orie of the tricky hazards. For summer play we've shifted die scene to die South Fork of Long Island, but dune 

let the refreshing sea air and the thwork of tennis balls fool you. As well soon see, the Hamptons provide their 

ow n special challenges to die un wholesomely expert bon vivant! 

The 1990 contest pits some outstanding West Coast stars against the best the East has to offer For the West, a squad of young 

movie actors: Molly "Betsy) Wedding Ringw-aId, James "The Boost'' Woods, Beau "Not Jeff" Bridges and Elizabeth “She's Having a 

Baby" McGovern, Also Peter Weller, whose chin is known to millions. And for the East? The finest Ironmen on these Atlantic 

shores: publisher Mort Zuckerman, editor Morgan Entrekin, Abe "I Could Confess to a Murder in My Column and No One 

Would Notice'1 Rosenthal, socialite Bianca jagger and many more. (His fans will be disappointed, but master Ironman and Time 

cob reporter Carl Bernstein, like all Time Warner employees, is ineligible to participate.) 

On August 11 in East Hampton, Home Box Office, a subsidiary of Time Warner, will show its special Women & Men: Storks of 

Seduction to a select audience of 450. The West Coast squad performs in Women and M.which consists of adaptations of stories 

by Hemingway, Mary McCarthy and Dorothy Parker Publicist Peggy Siegal has arranged a fabulous dinner for the cast and the 

audience at a fashionable boite to follow' the screening of the cable show. The entire event is a promotion for a one-shot special 

on cable television, and the summer nightlife Ironmen will be out in force —no private lobster picnic on the beach for them, no 

moonlit sail with the kids, not when a publicist 

LOCATION: Aussi, Ironman venue operator Howard Stein's resort 

outpost in Sag Harbor DATE: Friday, August 10 

9:15 p.m.: Ironman Mixed Seniors champs David Brown and Helen Gurley 

Brown arrive to host ostensibly private dinner party for Beau Bridges. 

Pteter Weller and Molly Riogwold. (Brown is coproducer of Women and Aien.) They 

eat on veranda, overlooking harbor, spy umpires are seated on neighboring 

banquette. SPY unit includes comely female operative of patrician bearing. 

10:01 pm.: Gurley Brown, wearing backless dress, leans back in her director's 

chair, unwisely extruding thick lip of ancient flesh, 

10:20 pm.: Ring wo Id honors neighboring cables, and probably harbor boats, 

with loud explanation of her philosophy of life. "I just think that life is 

too short, and if you see something, you should go for it and make it yours." 

(First score of contest. An 8.5 to Ringwaldi for calking about Big Questions in 

restaurant with Helen Gurley Brown.) 

10:26 p.m.: Ringwold visits powder room. Comely female operative follows. 

Ringwatd (after borrowing comely female operative's powder): Do you 

know where to go around here? 

Yes—gQ to the Tavern. 

What goes on here otherwise? 

Well, tomorrow night there's a party at the Maidstone. 

Well, 1 kind of have a parry to go to for something I \usi finished, and I kind 

is throwing a party, putting up velvet ropes and 

calling in the photographers! 

Remember, the East Coast has the home-field 

advantage. But in the crucial, high scoring small 

hours, the West will benefit from the time dif¬ 

ference— 3:00 a m. will feel like midnight to vis¬ 

itors from California. And, of course, endurance 

will be key, for in East Hampton the Ironmans 

social life goes on round the clock —breakfast, 

softball, drinks, lunch, tennis, cocktails, dinner, 

drinks, breakfast, swim, brunch and so on. 

The 1988 and ’89 Ironman champion* 

Anthony Haden-Guesc, now retired from official 

competition, will provide expert commentary 

and analysis. And once again a crack team of 

undercover SPY umpires has kept pace with the 

players in a Ford Tempo, the official car of the 

Ironman Nightlife Decathlon. Let’s join them. 
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of have to go, (Ringwald on a roll: a 9.6 for frank admission 

required to go to big Time Warner party tomorrow night.) 

LOCATION: East Hampton Cinema, East Hampton DATE: Sami 
7:1 S p,m.: Ten local cops create Hollywood-premiere-style runway that al¬ 

lows celebrities exiting their limos to walk past adoring peasants and 

photographers as they enter theater for superspecial screening of HBO show. 

7:20 pLiri.: Arrivals begin. Woods goofily takes snapshops of paparazzi (9.1). 

Peter Ustinov and Julian Schnabel, a walking "Separated at Birth?" pair. 

Ballet patroness Anne Boss. Presidential sister-in-law Leo Radztwill. Journalist 

v^Ll.. -Ci-iw—•.j 

ff you n in a part of tht u arte 

you thni kmu, it's 

pevjtah proper to ask questions of 

Someone you meet in the fm 

\\ t/i done! 

ilOCATIDN: Tin Tavern m Bowden Square, 

Southampton, Junior members of Maidstone and 
Meadow Clubs. Brooks Brothers, Top-Sidfrs. 

Pae tay! SATE: Saturday; August ll 
12;45 o.mT; Ringwald, Bridges arrive in silver stretch 
lima Weller and leggy blond companion arrive in 

chauffeured Mercedes, (8.7 to Ringwald for heeding social¬ 
izing advice of complete stranger in ladies’ room.) Bridges 

buys a round and roams bar looking like Deputy Dawg. (Pure 
talent — 9.1.) Ringwald spurns anonymous suitor in madras 

shirt who asks for a dance, 
1:15 o.m.r Bridges and Ringwald depart. Weller recalls 

his days ar Circle Rep for aspiring actress in torn 

jeans and halter cop. Aspiring actress kisses Weller sloppily on cheek (9.4), 

1:24 q.m.; Loud words ensue between Weller and leggy blond compan¬ 

ion. They depart. (Weller scores again; 8.7 for public right with beau¬ 

tiful woman,) 

1:45 o.itu: A sweep of East Hampton and Southampton night spots re¬ 

veals no trace of East Coast squad mem bers. Mart Zucfcer- man has 

had dinner at agent Marti an blows with a small group. (Finally: 7,9 to 

East for inevitable "Mort, say hello to Mart vaudeville routine.) 

TOTALS: East —7,9. West —54, The West takes a com 

manding early lead. 

LOCATION: Candy Kitchen, Bridgehampton 

DUE: Samp 

7:50 a,m.: Heavy rain forces cancellation of 

strong Easr Coast event; Sag Harbor Saturday- 

morning "celebrity" softball gome. A bitter blow as 

East Coast loses crucial opportunity to have “fun” 

with people useful to career, social status. Another 

Saturday-morning institution goes on as scheduled 

and provides some consolation as failing-upward 

financier Pete Peterson holds court in booth of this 

*T THE HBO 5>CRi£ri(Hft: above, David 

Brown and Helen Gurley Brown; 

bntaw, director Herb Ross and Hi* 

person he iHiDmed, Lee Radii will, 

are interviewed by socialite turned HBO reporter 

Nina Griscam as the paparoiii cheer. 

S 
^4t4>£vH 

Hert s j HAMPTOSS HIST, if you knou about a great dimer party 

out it re, persuade \ owe friend* irhu art going to it to haft you for the u a Pend. 

At./ country ho use guest, you'll he included in all imitatims. 

modest soda shop. (Fals e-humility points: 8*7.) SPY umpires note Peterson s views 
on Japan and Iraq. (False-protundicy-buc-they re-buying-k points: 8,5.) 

LOCATION: Zut ki rman residence, East Hampton DATE: Same 
1:80 puin,: Zuekerman is giving lunch for James Woods, Weller and Bridges. 

(West Coast scores decisively: 26*7 for free meals.) 

1:15 p.m.: Woods tires of chatting with fellow guest Helen Gurley Brown. Seeks 

out and scratches ear of blade Labrador. Strolls dowrn to water's edge. He 

and SPY umpire stare at crashing waves, 

SPY umpire comments, "Nice, isrit it?" 

"Yes, I like it here, although it’s not like California. (8,B for reinforcing idea 

that West Coast team would rather be elsewhere.) 

1:30 p.m.: Lunch. Dressed in green -shirt, Zucltcrman forces his guests to 

eat on terrace despite drizzle, (8*9 to East for showing off ocean front prop¬ 

erty in the rain.) He is giddy, Movie starsf 

TOTALS: East —34, West —89.5. The East better make a move — soon. 

ves. m Mir; 

Swinging 

Dicfc Covert 

arrives at (ho 

screening. 
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THIS IHQHMAN 13 

>*QRX-, Big girl 

Pofricia Kluge, 

the en-pom - 

performer and 

billionaire^ 

neor ek-wife. 

strides into the 

Screening with 

big girl team- 

mate Shhley 

Lard Raien- 

thalj the dirty- 

book writer. 

WHERE AM 17; leftt Kurt Vonnegut arrives with wHe Jill 

Kremeriti Meaitwhifa, right latfs all around os James 

Woods photographs the photographers! 

wi could have 

stated HQucr: 

Sally Quinn 

and Ben 

Bradloo fulfill 

their If on man 

obligations 

grimly facing 

all the 

attention. 

good rmcHDj. good times: At So pore di More, left rp 

right Bob Colacello, ubiquitous Mart "the Sport" 

Zuckermon, Bianca Jogger 

Ken Auletta and agent Dinky Urban with East Coast Ironman silver medalist Mor¬ 

gan Entrekirt (the team ex peers a lor from him). Itzhak Perlman, Abe Rosenthal. Dick 

Covett. Ron Perelmon, Plot Kluge and Abe's wife, bosomy dirty-book writer Shirley 

Lord. Ben Brad lee and Solly Quinn, A billionaire, a billionaire’s near ex-wife, another 

billionaires ex-wife, the greatest violinist in the world, the former most powerful 

journalist in the world, one of the most powerful journalists in the world, the best- 

known young book editor in New York, the world's greatest (or at least most ex¬ 

pensive) painter under 50: truly the cream of the East Coast has sbowrn up tonight 

to meet the performers — n.ot-a II-that-famous performers in a cable - TV show, mind 

you — /# person, Two people involved in the production are nowhere to be seen, 

Melanie Griffith, an actual movie star, played opposite James Woods in one of the 

stories but chose not to compete this weekend. Steve Ross runs Time Warner and 

owns a huge house in East Hampton, next to Steven Spielbergs. He apparently has 

figured. Why he bothered entertaining these minor actors when i can palm them off on Zuck¬ 

erman and hell be thrilled? (Here comes the East. Scores for attending the screening 

have a degrce-of-gratuicousness rating, determined by the judges1 reckoning of 

whether a contestant should have had something better to do. A true Ironmangoes 

to any social event, so remember the Ironman Nightlife rule: the richer and more 

successful the contestant and the more pathetic the party, the higher the contestant's 

score, Sample scores: Ustinov; 4,3, Schnabel; 9.4, Bass: 9.3, Entrekin: 6,3, Perlman: 9,9, 

Rosenthal: 9.2. Cavett: 2.1, Perelman: 9.7, Kluge: 9.4, East Coast Weighted Average: 

9.4 x 5 [adjustment for number of West Coast contestants} = 47.) 

8:20 pun*: Usher asks manager to turn up air-conditioning as sweaty VIPs 

begin whining. Manager refuses. 

9:45 pun,: Abe Rosenthal is first out of theater and on his way to dinner at 

Sapore di Mare. (A 6.6 for AbeJ 

TOTALS: East — 87.6 West — 98,6. The East is catching up[ 

LO CATION: Sa port d i M a k i . Wa i \ st < m DATE: Sa m i 

10:20 piaw«: Security is tight. East Hampton town cops drag one paparazzo 

out by her feet, A SPY operative grabs unit’s cellular phone and storms one 

door “I have an urgent call for Mr. {Christopher] Whittle," he exclaims, spuriously. 

LlI must bring it to him.' Security men inform him that "there is no Mr. Whittle on 

our !i$t'P All spy operatives are trained to read upside down, however. This one 

rushes to the next entrance, announcing, "1 have an urgent call for Mr [Bruce] 

Wassersteifi, I must bring it to him" Security man looks quickly at guest list and 

says, 'Please, go right in." 

10:26 p.m.: SPY operative helps himself to smoked salmon, roast Iamb, herb 

pasta with sun-dried tomatoes, strawberries, whiskey. Strawberries 

are out of season now. Local tomatoes, corn, peaches are at their best. 

Blues are running. But true Ironmen avoid them in favor of smoked 

salmon, sun-dried tomatoes, free whiskey, (East Coast Adjusted Score 

for earing publicist's catered food when the best fresh food in the 

world is available; 8.6 x 5 - 44.) 

10:30 p.m.: Molly Ringwold stands alone in center of tent, re¬ 

buffing the advances of a number of well-wishers. (An 

8.3 for aloofness ) Suddenly, Morgan Enlrekin approaches. 

Ringwold ralks with him cheerfully. East Coast team captain 

Zuckerman sees this opportunity and comes over to help 

out, Ringwold ignores him. (No score. East Coast misses a 

fine opportunity,) 

10:35 p-m+; Popular teen-book author Kurt Vonnegut 

sics at corner table with his wife, name-dropping 

photographer Jill Krementi (9.7 to Vonnegut for spirits 

consumption. The winner of this event! 9.1 to Krementi 

for her Ironman-circuit ubiquity.) 

11:15 p.m.: Zuckerman and his date, Blair Brawn, along 

with Larne Michaels, join Blanca Jagger at a quiet 

table. Zuckerman, Losing Ironman spirit, calks about Iraq. 

>■ L ** *■«,■» I 

Cum:--jt 

Ne, 

l shouldn't 

think Cdacdfo 

had into jvj 

the beach 

that das — or 

fti-r, 



‘Why do you have co mass troops at the border?" Michaels tries for save by bring* 

ing up more summer-Ironmanly subject, tennis elbow. (Jogger earns 8.6 for en¬ 

during simultaneous conversation with Zutkermon and Bob Cdocelto.) Meanwhile, 

Ring wold has joined East Coast star Entrttkin at his table, (Entrekin save! A 10.0,) 

11:20 pm.: On nearby country road, man’s man and brand-new Esquire 

editor in chief Terry McDonell races motor of his manly black jeep. Na¬ 

ture has called —his female com pan ion scampers into woods and hikes up her 

party dress. (8.9 for conversation that must have preceded this.) 

11:30 pm.; Woods and Weller play it cool. Woods sits with his parents. Weller 

scans room silently while leggy blond from Friday night speaks to him, 

(8.9 for ignoring beautiful woman.) 

Midnight: Bridges offers advice to youngsters: “Oh, yeah, that's what I 

did, too, 1 joined the Coast Guard. That's a good move.1 (7A for self- 

revelation to strangers, 

7.5 for subtle Sea Hunt 

allusion.) Bridges ap¬ 

proaches Enfrefcin’s 

table and says he’s go¬ 

ing ro ' that Aussi place'’ 

Weller says, "Okay, well 

all go." This invitation 

does not include Entre- 

kin, (2.0 apiece for snubbing Entrekirt.) Woods, Weller, Ringwotd and Bridges leave 

party given in their honor* stranding 450 major league East Coast socialites with 

plates of cold lamb. McGovern has long since disappeared. (East Coast Adjusted 

Score for staying at party for minor movie stars after minor movie stars have left: 

8*7 x 5 = 43,5, West Coast score for snubbing everybody: 8.5 apiece - 42.5.) 

TOTALS: East—221*4, West —781.2, What a turnaround! 

BtMdvf it ha mo, s iLvcusFLAiT; fati to right. 

Beau Bridges; a Frenchman; tile 

Macphanon, the Frenchman's date 

There's m point m bring poll tt fv a movie if at They don't understand if. You're 

fust got to jump ni the Him if you want to go along. 

i have many, m*hy 

IrtTlfctSTIHG THOUGHT*; 

right, demure, lovely, 

hypnotised, Molly Ringwafd 

watches the action. 

^LLEOW 

LQCATIQ N: Aussi s \a Ha rbor Hi E: Sun day; August 12 

12:50 g.m.: SPY monitors overhear police officer tell doorman, ‘If you let 

chat guy ger tanked up in there and drive his motorcycle home again. I'm 

going to shut this place down," Writer-actor Chuck Pfeifer, the East's most explo¬ 

sive natural talent, has arrived. He was at screening and dinner hui lying low— the 

East’s secret weapon. A former model, Pfeifer is well known in these parts as 

man who pursues women barely out of high school; it is said thar he 

Gfice accidentally tried to pick up his own niece* 

7:00 Q.m.: Rising to challenge, Bridges takes to dance floor 

with frisky woman half his age. He boogie-oogitrs impres 

sively. (Give the man a 9.6.) ©1:30 q.m,: Pfeifer pulls up a chair behind Woods, who he 

is an old friend.” Pfeifer addresses back of Woods s neck. 

Woods does not respond. 

7:35 o.m*: HBO reporter Nino Griscom 

dumps pitcher of water and two glasses 
of wine on Pfeifer's head. (A beautiful Lycra-clad 

woman pouring liquids on your head — that’s a 

Nightlife Decathlon 18,0.) 

1:45 q.m.: Pfeifer departs to return to New 

York in Town Gar driven by Asian chauf¬ 

feur. (Pfeifer gets a 9.9 for hiring limousine to 

bring him out to Hamptons for party and back 

co New York on same day.) 

1:55 q.m.: Ring wold leaves field to team¬ 

mates Weller and Bridges, 

2:00 a.m.; Bridges boldly joins Elle Mae- 

stvll: hHr Dkk Covert, comedian, demonstrated 

rhe ever-papulai "spit toko1'; right, actor-pi ay boy-writer 

Chuck Pfeifer is traveling by lima, but why 

not wear the Harley leather? 

\l h$n ! was a young man. we had a 

bit of a rule during the debutante 

season that you'd only travel an hour 

and a half from Ijmdon for a party — 

and that's when you'd be slaying 

overnight, mind. 

pherson for digestif on veranda. (Short middle-aged man imposing him¬ 

self on young fashion model: 9.5) Her French escort pays {!), although Bridges 

pulls out wad of bills, (Flashing wad; 8.8. Free-drink points plus no-cost-gallantry 
the west, loose, coarr: Peter 

Waller and Beau Bridges at Ausii 

rifjhv " m 
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MilSSEB lY THAT MUCH: Team mate tea Si ri 3 as James 

Woods rifrs Peter Weller about Weller's brush 

with stardom 

word problem; abort, it the car is moving ut 30 mph and 

beau bridges does manage to avoid it. How many cocltaili 

has he consumed^ 

so, how what happens?; 

Main Street, Sunday 

morning. The psycho¬ 

path stalks hit pray. 

Hots off to wardrobe 

for Woods's perfect 

weekender costume. 

THiHAffY COUPLE; 

Journalism 

Antichrist 

Christopher Whittle 

(second from 

right), is greeted 

Of airport by 

Princess Prise cl lo 

Rattazii (far right). 

bonus: 8.7 x 1.5 = 13.05.) 

2:10 0 .m.: A lone waif drifts by an abandoned banquette, looks both ways, 

then drinks four half-full flutes of champagne. 

2:15 o.m.: A film enthusiast stops Bridges to discuss his performance in The Other 

Side of the Mountain. Back at her table ten minutes later she comments, "I've 

fucked enough stars to know" (Give Bridges an 8.B tor whatever they talked about.) ©2:37 o.m»: Weller and Bridges finally call it quits, Weller and leggy blond com¬ 

panion climb into silver stretch limousine Bridges follows circuitously 

IOC AT I OH: Tut Hedges Inn, East Hampton DATE: Same 
2:52 a.m.; When limo arrives, Weller and companion walk quietly together to 

guest house. Bridges joshes with driver and takes circuitous route toward 

hotel, (Difficulty walking: 8.9; chauffeur-pal: 8,5; last one home: 10.0!) 

TOTALS: East —241.3, West — 258.35, Incredible tension. The West has retaken 

the lead. Can they hold it? it all comes down to Sunday. 

__ LOCATION: Main Street, East Hampton DATE: Sami: 
H 10:54 a,mu Woods up and about, enjoying stroll alone. No score. 

LO C ATI ON: ILte Hedges Inn, East Hampton tT ATE: me 
11:30 o.m+; No sign ol Bridges, Weller, Ring wold or McGovern, Decath 

Ion scoring in East Hampton continues through Sunday. The 

West, unfamiliar with rules, may not realise this Thinking it 

has won, the West has quit! 

LOCATIIN: Zuckerman residence, East Hampton DATE:Same 

1:00 ptfriu Zuckerman has East Coast guests for lunch, and 

that should do it! John McLaughlin, writer 

Sdward lay Epstein earn 8,6 itee-meal points 

each, and Jeffrey Steingorten, V%wf's food critic, 

a weekend guest, gets a solid 8*0, 266.51 The 

East is ahead, and the West Coast isn't even play- 

ing! its the Easts to lose, and they look rock¬ 

steady Table discusses Iraq as Zuckerman and 

guests play McLaughlin Group home game. Then, 

between predictions ("a shooting war within 

three weeks '), Mort casually mentions that he 

had "‘some movie stars" for lunch the previous 

day, butlhe conversation mums to Iraq: PENALTY! 

PENALTY! Failed name-dropping! Deduct9.3 

from the East! Zuckerman s flub costs the East 

the championship! 

LOCATION: Whittle residence. 
East Hampton DATE: Sami 

7:50 p.m.; Arriving variously by Ford Tempo and by rubber reft, commando- 

style, SPY umpires converge on unfinished home of Journalism Anti* 

christ Christopher Whittle. Umpires are present in anticipation of East Coast pro¬ 

test that Whittle's supersecret, intimate wedding, taking place this evening, 

should be included in scoring. Whittle is marrying Warhol-diary entry Princess 

Priscella Rottoni, but wedding does not count for Ironman purposes because (1) 

it occurs after the final gun at 4:30, the official end of Sunday tennis, acid (2) it 

is simple, small, private. No score. 

FINAL SCORE: East —257.2, West —258.35, West Coast wins! 

What a thriller. The West Coast certainly deserved a hard-won victory —you 

hate to win on a penalty; but they'll take it. The Ford Tempo MVP, and this year s 

individual Ironman Nightlife Decathlon champ, can be only one person. Beau 

Bridges takes the award for that daring, brilliant 2:00 a.m, run on Saturday night 

that brought the West back into the lead. 

That just about w raps things up here in East Hampton. Congratulations to the 

West Coast team, and especially to MVP Beau Bridges. See you next year! 1 

-i Of.-lit.... i 
Two problems here. First, Mori 

should follow through: Yes, 

well, as Jimmy Woods was 

saying about Iraq when he 

was by for lunch yesterday... 

Second, ihe other guests did 

understand what Mort said, 

but mt having been invited to 

htmh the previous day. they 

ignored it. Teamwork, lads! 
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not mistake such tolerance for wishy- 
washiness on the part of the journal’s 
editors. Quite the contrary: 

This pluralistic stance does not imply 

advocacy of critical eclecticism; diacriti¬ 

cal discussion entails distinguishing the 

methodological and ideological issues 

which critics encounter and set ring 

forth a critical position in relation to 

them. Review articles, which are the 

principal component of each issue* 

should both provide a serious account of 

Wherein attempts to grab a readers attention 

result in more groping than grabbing 

rhe work(s) under consideration and 

allow the reviewers to respond by devel¬ 

oping their own ideas or positions. 

B Y 

j 

HUMPHREY G ft E D D 0 N 

The editors have adopted no formal 

policy governing the choice of books 

to be reviewed or critical perspectives 

to be explored; they invite suggestions 

and contributions from ah quarters. 

Exactly the right sentiments, and do 

When my friend Dutch Holland cold me one evening that he had come across a 
tremendous business opportunity and that the enterprise would require all his 
attention, 1 hardly expected him to offer to use his (considerable) influence to 

install me as his successor in this space. 1 was right — he wouldn't 
lift a finger. As it happens, though, the other candidates were 
felled by a series of bizarre accidents, 1 was finally called, and 1 
accepted the post with the humility and gratitude appropriate to 
one who learns he was on neither the shortlist nor the somewhat 

longer list. 1 understood, that is, chat I had better prepare pretty carefully lor my 
new role, but beyond reading old Review ol Reviewers columns (among the more 
recent of which, it must be said* the quality is uneven), I was at a loss concerning 
just how ro do so. Thankfully, 1 found 
an ideal source of instruction in the 
journal diacritics: a review of contempo¬ 
rary criticism (Review of Reviewers, 
indeed!), And it was with wonder — 

with awt*— that I discovered in the 
current issue an innovation that will 
change the course of history. 

Diacritics was founded in 1970 by 
the Department of Romance Studies at 
Cornell (charming—you would expect 
to find a Department of Romance 
Studies only in a satirical, adultery- 
filled academic novel). The journal has 
a statement of purpose, and its first 
sentence stopped me in my tracks: 
'Diacritics is concerned primarily with 

the problems of criticism.' Well, thats 
m! The statement continues. 

Admirable intentions, but I confess that 
I am a little confused by this passage. 
True, English is not a Romance lan¬ 

guage, but ! still think it is unfair for 
the Department of Romance Studies at 
Cornell University, when trying to 
describe in a simple paragraph the aims 
of its journal, to put English words to¬ 
gether according to the rules of some 
different language entirely. Pluralism, 

but no eclecticism, rather...um,,,rather, 
what exactly, again, and how is it differ¬ 
ent? Diacritical discussion apparently 
entails describing certain issues and 
having opinions about them — and nor¬ 
mal discussion doesn’t? And somehow 
this kind of discussion precludes ecJecti- 
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cism? Review articles should provide a 

serious account {not a frivolous one) and 

should allow the reviewers (bur aren't 

the reviewers writing the review?) to 

develop their own ideas. Really? In re¬ 

views? Just one paragraph* yet so much 

to think about! 

Like the search for the Northwest 

Passage, the search tor the perfect open¬ 

ing to a review has inspired acts of great 

boldness and great folly, sometimes 

with tragic consequences* Breezy and 

confessional, seventies-style* Nora 

Ephron caused real suffering with rhe 

beginning of her front-page review oi 

Get Shorty in the New York Tinm Book 

Review: i am an Elmore Leonard fan. I 

tell you this primarily so you will 

understand that T would never, ever, 

under any circumstances read a review 

of a new? Elmore Leonard book, I am not 

even sure what Lm doing writing one, 

except that it gave me the opportunity 

to read the new Elmore Leonard before 

anyone else. In other words. I'm not 

even sure what Vm doing writing a review 

for the front page of the Book Review of an 

author whom i still think Til look really 

coo! by liking even though the Elm on 

Leonard thing among literary types sort of 

peaked in 1983. Poet Thom Gunn put 

thousands of readers in a dangerous 

trance state when he began a review in 

The New Republic with this poetical 

grabber about verse in 1990: It seems 

a lean time for poetry/" And John 

Simon dared one to continue beyond 

the lead of his Neu1 York magazine 

review of the slight Broadway Jukebox, 

beginning with a flourish typical of the 

dinner-partner pedant: "On his way out 

after the opening of a new work by his 

rival Steve Passeur* the French play¬ 

wright Alfred Savoir exclaimed,./' Two 

French playwrights; a witticism. An 

exclaimed witticism by one French play¬ 

wright about another French play¬ 

wright. My nerve failed me* and I could 

not go on, The urbane* fearless Simon 

(Aly name is Simon ■—John Simon) won 

his dare, and I pity the house he chal¬ 

lenges at baccarat. 

The problem of the opening is 

grave “enter Sriniv&s Aravamudatt. 

The lead review in the summer duttritfcs 

is Mr. Aravamudan s, and he treats The 

Satanic Verses. He begins, "Can t 1 Sass 

Ever?1' Can it be? An anagram? Amva- 

mudan explains, 

A pfUKlestly outrageous way to begin 

considering a book that is itself at once 

amazingly modest and outrageous might 

remark (note that—in English —a 

"way" can't remark anything] that its 

title (with irs article suspended) forms 

an uncanny anagram: The Satanic Verjcj 

yields tlit quest ion-event of an extfyfex- 

tual voice, pleading and boasting at the 

same time — MCan‘t I sass, ever?” A gra¬ 

tuitous play on my part, no doubt. 

Gratuitous? One might just as well say 

that the first four notes of Beethoven's 

Fifth are gratuitous. Aravarnudar/s 

innovation — an anagram of a book s 

title (with its article suspended) — 

makes irrelevant all previous efforts to 

eliminate the problem of bad leads. 

With luck and a little perseverance, we 

can make a world where all reviews 

begin this way, and we will wonder how 

things could ever have been different, 

While Aravarnudan’s insight has 

seemingly I tm it less applications, Ralph 

Novak recently provided an elegant 

solution to a problem of intense interest 

to the specialist“how best to review a 

courtroom drama. I ike all great ideas* 

it was breath takingly simple, and like 

all great ideas, it is not really a mw idea. 

Writing in People about Presumed Inno¬ 

cent, rhe genuinely likable Novak chose 

the form of* well, a courtroom drama: 

*'PLAINTIFF: May it please the 

aud lence... OB FEND A NT: Object ion!.., 

JUDGE; One more outburst like that and 

f it clear the omniplexl Think of it —the 

way technology is advancing, you can 

almost imagine a time when reviews will 

write themselves. Bring on Bonftnfl 

Tragically, a lead can sometimes me- 

tastastze and, sentence by sentence, para¬ 

graph by paragraph, consume an entire 

article. For argument’s sake, let's say 

you want to read an opinion piece in 

The Wall Street Journal by Am ity Sblaes 

headlined FRANCE RE RITES LANG- 

W1DGE — TEECHER s PLEEZED. Maybe 

you've read elsewhere about the deci¬ 

sion by rhe French government to 

officially simplify spelling* and you fear 

that the half-truth you’ve told yourself 

for years —that you can at least still 

read 1 ■rench — will 3ose wInacever validi¬ 

ty it might once have had. Or perhaps 

you are connected to rhe Department of 

Romance Studies ac Cornell, and m take 

a professional interest in this matter. 

For whatever reason, you decide to read 

the Journal article, and you assume that 

rhe headline is just a lapse into heart¬ 

rending fatuity by an overworked editor 

who knows a lot about credit markets. 

Then, like distant thunder* rhe little 

italicized identification of the author 

creates a sense of foreboding: “Miss 

Shlae* wurks at the Wall Street JurnitllT 

But you dismiss your worries — no 

doubt this is the work of the same edi¬ 

tor* and there's an end to it! So you read 

the first paragraph: 

Nut]* kumii to us f rum Fiance that th*r 

guvermint hnv decided to spell Fttiuh 

mare like itz spoken. Mtistfee* the 

1*200 odd changes areni big ones — 

they lopped the hide hats off the “iV 

iind MuV and they took away some 

hyphens. All rite. But how kam? Their 

reasons arc suspishus 

Easy now, All right. Okay. It’s the 

opening paragraph* for goodness’ sake! 

Amity Shlaes is being a little cute in 

her lead, is all. Remain calm, 

But no. On and on and on it goes: 

"The guvermint hopes the simpliffcashun 

will aid formers.,, Az for hihns mebbe 

the French arnt doing themselves a fa¬ 

vor.. ..Yurp [tht continent},,.The French 

say it wud be better tew spill unyun like 

[az?| itz spoken_Websturs will rilly be 

pleezed," and rhe 3 itsr words,41P rob lee* we 

shudnt wuny" Miss Shlaes, 1 would worry. 

1 would also worry that some kind of 

mass delusion about the cleverness of 

this approach to the story gripped the 

JomnaFs talented staff—or, worse, that 

an era is upon us of new jokes derived 

from rhe classic subway ad for a speed - 

writing course ("if L1 CM RD THS MSG../ ), 

So imaginative did the editors find Am¬ 

ity Shlaes's piece that they ran live letters 

in response to it, and each one was spelt 

out phonetically; "I kant tell u how 

aksited I wuz reeding Miss Shiaes$ 

artikal about Frnch, tine South Carolina 

render wrote. One admires the Journal for 

consistently tryi ng to offer some witty 

cultural reporting to its business- 

minded— and, of late, mostly job-hunt¬ 

ing— readership. Man does not live by 

bread alone* after all: he lives by bread 

and water, And that's whar rhe Journal 

provides. 

"Kant eye sas, ehvur?" Mr. Aravamu- 

dan, meet Miss Shines, You should have 

a lot to calk about, if you can find a 

common dialect, 1 
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um-british 

ACROSS 

1, Age i moan rearranged ("confounded"). 

5. OMB in bed. 
13. The back is the rear, and a range 

comprises burners. 

18, I believe this is the first time we have 

had the same word twice in the same puzzle. 

It just,, happened, I thought it fitting that 

interference should run into interference^ but let 

me be candid. I couldn't find anything else 

that would fit in here. Ofttimes, a puzzle is 

like tea leaves; it will form the patterns that 

it will form, and we ate ill advised to interfere. 

21, Unde Buck, Buck Henry, Buck Rogers, 

Pearl Buck and Buck Mulligan. Mulligan — 

Stephen Dedalus's friend in Ulysses — was 

based on Joyce's contemporary Oliver St. 

John Gogarry, a literary doctor and politician 

of Dublin who once escaped from kidnappers 

by diving into the Liffcy 

23, The Ernta Gay bombed Hiroshima. That 

is to say* the people in her did. 

25, Disarmed is won over. To dis is to show 

disrespect* or to scorn. A reflection of Air. is 

rm, and Ed is Ed. “If you look far enough back 

in anyone’s life, ” a friend of mine observed 

recently* "you will hud that she was once 

married to someone named Ed/' The truth 

may be that everyone, deep down inside (with 

the possible exception of, say, Maya Angelou)* 

is, or at least used to be, someone named Ed. 

And by everyone I do not mean just "all 

husbands”—chough I would like to think 

that 1 can say to any woman reader who 

assumed that that is what 1 meant that I 

know what she means. True* I have never had 

a husband, but I have been rwq of them, and 

in each case I believe I can say that one of my 

not unreasonable grievances was; what was so 

wrong with being, deep down inside, 

someone named Ed? 

26, To depose someone is to get him or her off 

the throne. 

DOWN 

2. A straightforward enough clue, I should 

chink. The real puzzle is in crying to come up 

with something helpful to say about outing; 

gay activists' narking on people for being gay. 

(J spell it with a k because nardttg doesn’t 

look right* and the noun nark meant "stool 

pigeon" in England as early as 1859^ Nart as a 

synonym for snitch undoubtedly derives, 

however* from narcotics agent. 1 first heard the 

verb, in reference to non-drug-related tattling* 

ten yean ago when my daughter brought it 

home from eighth grade. How any middle- 

aged person who is not a parent can expect to 

keep up with the evolving language* I don’t 

know; in due time I suppose I'll be relying on 

my grandchildren* who will be saying* "All 

right, I skipped study hall* but Jennifer didn't 

have any business outing me/') The crux of 

the matter of outing is that it ought not to hurt 

someone's career, as an actor or an umpire or 

an investment banker, for the public to learn 

that he or she goes for persons of the same sex. 

At present it does, though; people who come 

out of the closet almost have to make a career 

out of being out. For people who have made 

that career choice — the editors of OutWeek* for 

example—to force it upon others is a bit like 

career soldiers insisting on universal military 

service. Perhaps what is needed is something 

like the moment in Spartacus when the 

Romans want to identify Spartacus so they can 

execute him, and everybody starts saying* "I 

am Spartacus." The president could go first: 

"Okay. We do need new taxes. I actually can 

speak English. Arid here* at Last* is the story 

on me and Dan." Sorry. Not helpful. Okay, 

let’s leave the Republicans out of it. When 1 

was in the eighth grade, we moved to Dallas* 

my first day in my new school was a Thursday, 

and l wore a green shirt. I didn't know green 

on Thursday meant you were a deviate* but ! 

daresay it is on my permanent record and that 

is why 1 am not on the Supreme Court today 

That and the fact that I smoked part of a joint 

once, in 1971. With David Sourer. And John 

Sununu. Now you know everything. 

3, Actually* I can't think of any American cky 

that is what I would call alabaster-colored, bur 

that's what "America the Beautiful11 says. A 

scientifically developed flower is a lab aster. 

20, There's Ed again, caught up in a yen. 

Whatever chat yen is* who are we to judge 

him>* 

Ignorance of the law 

is no excuse, 

but it's understandable 

BY PATRICIA PEARSON 

// / van a Trump can run a hotel and Kirk 

Douglas can tint? novels, I thought* why 

can't I become a judge? So I called the 

New York State Office 

THe of Court Admimstra- 

bench non to ask. Did I need 

a h;w degree or typing 

skills? Just what did I 

need? To be 21 years old; that's it. If 1 

could find myself a nice New York town 

to live in—Jamestown, say* or 

Bronxville* or wherever—then all I had 

to do was get elected to the bench. 

Becoming a town judge would mean 

I could skip law school and bar exams 

and defending people I didn't like* 

because the state constitution doesn’t 

call lor a law degree at the town or vil¬ 

lage level. Of the 2,400 judges holding 

court in New York States smaller com¬ 

munities* only 20 percent have law 

degrees. Which is not to say that just 

anyone can pound a gavel—nearly 90 

percent ot the current judges have a 

tenth-grade education or better, 

Prudently* the Office of Court Ad¬ 

ministration (OCA) requires that judges 

elected without law degrees attend a six- 

day “Basic Course11 on criminal and civil 

law, form processing and deportment. 

The course finishes up with a 50-ques- 

tion true-false exam, for which the pass¬ 

ing grade is 70 percent. Then, provided 

the judges know at least 70 percent of 

what they are supposed to know (and are 

over 21)* they are empowered to throw 

you in jail. 

rights 
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There are some limits* of course. 

Town and village judges can issue 

orders of protection against belligerent 

sjxnises—no problem. But they cannot 

impose fines exceeding $2,000 nr pass 

sentences of more than one year. They 

can Issue arrest warrants for, say, rapists, 

but they can t sentence them* because 

ail felons get bumped up to a superior 

court. Also* there has to be reason. A 

judge can t go around threatening to 

* railroad" people if they "ever set foot" 

in his court. After expressing this inten¬ 

tion to strangers in his local bar* one 

judge was removed from the bench a 

few years back, according to Ed Bordli, 

m official with the CX‘A, 

Many of the subtler rules of judging 

are simply made up by an OCA adviso¬ 

ry committee upon written request 

from judges who were wondering. For 

instance, Bordli advises, h‘You should 

not be holding your arraignments in 

driveways or in barns/’ 

I 

., minded the judges know at least 

70 percent of what they are supposed 

to know\ they are empowered 

to throw you in jail 

One of the Basic Courses is taught m 

Buffalo, in the law office of Town Jus¬ 

tice Eugene Salisbury. Salisbury is a 

champion of the no-law-degree-needed 

faction within New York's judiciary, 

which periodically expresses ambiva¬ 

lence about the matter. Salisbury him¬ 

self has a law degree, but what is most 

remarkable about him, ar lease if you’re 

staring at him for several hours, is what 

he has done with his hair. Two thick, 

greased locks have been combed for¬ 

ward from either side of the part and 

curled into a large 0 atop his forehead, 

like the scope on a rifle. 

judge Salisbury is a good teacher 

because he speaks plainly and distinctly* 

force-feeding hundreds of years’ worth 

of precedent down the throats of the 

men and women — heavy-equipment 

operatorsj, mail couriers* state troopers 

and refrigerator repairmen - who 

would be judges. His ten pupils grapple 

like heroes, yellow highlighting mark¬ 

ers in hand, as Salisbury swings them 

through misdemeanors, felonies* arraign¬ 

ments, defendants1 rights, who gets to 

set bail ("No/ the D,A. — I don’t know 

how many *rate defense attorneys have 

phoned me up.,/’) and where to buy an 

affordable robe. 

"Town and village judges are at the 

base of che entire pyramid of the crimi¬ 

nal-just ice system/ Judge Salisbury 

tells his class. “All we need is a lew bad 

apples, and we're all in trouble/' 

The numbers go up and down, but 

on average about 120 judges run into 

problems with the State Commission on 

judicial Conduct every year, Borelif 

who has flown up from New York City 

for a section on judicial ethics, brings 

an armload of cautionary tales. Until his 

appearance* there has been much fret¬ 

ting over to whom, exactly, one could 

go with a question. Hmmm, that’s a 

tough one to call," Salisbury keeps say¬ 

ing* never coming right out and admit¬ 

ting that law is a system of complex 

precedents that might* you know, call* 

maybe* for legal training. It is suggest¬ 

ed that the county judge would lie okay, 

until Bordli deflates this notion, “You 

can t call ’em up! They might be hear¬ 

ing your case on appeal!" Eyes shift 

around the room. Now the thought of 

having to ask sm a try-pants lawyers 

haunts everyone with the specter of 

public humiliation. 

Another problem, Bordli explains, 

concerns getting tangled up in public 

associations that might seem all fine 

and well if you’re not a judge. The way 

I New York Stare words it, the judiciary 

"cannot lend the prestige and influence 

of the office to advance personal or 

political causes/ For instance, an Erse 

County judge was disciplined in 19$7 

for deciding the Sexiest Bald Man in 

Buffalo Contest and kissing the winner 

on the head. 

Bordli s example prompts a round of 

worried questioning from the judges- 

to-be. "How about calling bingo?" asks 

a fellow. ‘Can't do it*1' says Bordli. A 

timid man from Warsaw County asks 

about hot-dog cookouts to raise money 

for tine fire department. "Selling hot 

dogs is okay, ’ says Bordli* "but not to 
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fundraise.” "That’s splittin’ hairs," 

grumbles the Warsaw judge, who is 

upset by this snag, ’We don't have that 

big a hre department/’ 

Learning to teil the forest from the 

trees, ethieswise, causes some conster¬ 

nation in the class, but an even more 

difficult section is the three-hour tuto- 

rial on how to fill out forms. There are 

so many forms, and they are so dull: 

traffic tickets, bail sheets, monthly 

court ledgers, all filled with persnickety 

fine print. Judges must learn about 

these in detail because many of them 

don't have clerks, and if they are not 

administratively up to snuff, they could 

get into trouble. "How in the hell am 1 

going to keep all this straight?" mut¬ 

ters a retired airline pilot who has 

taken up judging to keep "my head 

from going rusty/' "Who here uses 

docket forms?" asks Cybil Kennedy, a 

court clerk in Grand Island who has 

popped in to conduct the form session. 

"Well, 1 use ordinary envelopes," says a 

farmer, "Do you index the envelopes 

separately?" prods Cybil. There’s a 

moment of confusion. ‘You have ro 

keep a separate index/' she explains, 

"and you have to have some sort of file 

for each case. You Can't just throw them 

all in a box." 

A former sheriff from Chautauqua 

County, dressed in a purple turtleneck 

beneath a pastel-plaid dress shirt, has 

been on the bench in his town of 

25,000 for a few months already, so he 

provides tips, "What I do—this is my 

own personal thing," he says, "is I 

round fines off, so I don’t have to make 

change/’ Why not be innovative when 

you’re winging it anyway? Like they 

said in the service/ one judge reminds 

the others, “it ain’t against the rules 

until you get caught," 

By the end of the course, the judges 

seem more anxious than confident, more 

bewildered than eager. Having a smoke 

in the law-office kitchen before the 

exam, some complain, "They give you 

an example of some Jaw, and then 

there's always an exception, says a 

math teacher, "Precedent, scbmece- 

dent," shrugs a refrigerator repairman. 

So how will he know how to rule? 

"Well, because of evidence,” he says. 

You know, who’s got proof.” The math 

teacher rolls his eyes. Then everyone 

files into class for the test. > 

Even in the depths of what we feel to be 

humility, we may be full of ourselves. A 

Tennessee Baptist pastor distressed over 

factional power strug¬ 

gles within his denom¬ 

ination was recently 

quoted as saying, ‘We 

are embarrassing God.” 

How much more religions it would have 
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been, in my view — not that I’m taking sides 

(this pastor, in fact; is in the moderate 

faction) — how much more seemly it would’ve 

been, surely, to liave left it at ” We arc embar¬ 

rassing/’ Has any religious group ever 

expressed concern that it was boring God? 

But 1 don’t come before you to rattle the 

chains of the Baptists, whose fundmmtalk! 

spokesmen (the ones who figure if God could 

be embarrassed by Baptists, he’d have said 

so in the Bible) sound more and more like 

the people from whom Salman Rushdie's 

hiding. No wnrer, however expansive his 

sense of proportions, wants to be depict¬ 

ed in a film as a fiendish enemy of the 

Nation of Baprism who in the end gets 

his head justly exploded by Heaven. 

No, the remark that inspired this 

month's puzzle had nothing to do with 

religion, so far as I can see. Here it is: "I 

know people say, 'Why, George, why?’ 

But I’m my guy. I can t change a lot/’ 

The man who made the remark was — 

no, not George Shultz. Not George Har¬ 

rison. Not George Jones, because then it 

would’ve been This bottle thinks that 

I’m its guy,/But here beneath this unlit 

sky,/I’m no one's guy but hers, I know,/ 

Although our vows were several ones ago.” 

(Incidentally, I once met someone who 

knew Jones’s ex-wife, Tammy Wynette. 

"I think Tammy has stopped worrying,’1 
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this informant said, 

"about who she's 

married to. } 

The George who 

made the remark, a 

few weeks before he 

agreed to cease and 

desist from running 

the Yankees forever, 

was Steinbrenner. I 

heard that remark 

and thought to my¬ 

self (who else?), Hm< 

can anybody, even George 

Steinbrenner, say some¬ 

thing like ‘7'ffl my guy”? 

Fm my guy 

As long as I 

Have me. 

calk’d THE MOST HATED MAN fN BASEBALL* 

He announced his plan to pass con¬ 

trol of the Yankees to Ins son. Hank 

(how sharper than a serpent’s tooth it 15 

to have a thankless child) declined. 

It isn't the Steinbrenner family curse, 

though, that is this puzzle's primary con¬ 

cern, but rather the whole notion of sell- 

image. As it happens, 1 woke up this 

morning feeling like smearing chocolate 

frosting all over my body and making an 

impassioned statement about excrement 

as a symbol of how 1 felt. But whereas 

that works onstage for Karen Finley, It 

wouldn't for me; I'm not built for it, and 1 

don't belong to any category of people 

who are generally regarded as deserving to 

feel unjustly despised. If 1 declared in my 

frosting, as Finley does in hers, that "in 

principle we are not very’ different {horn 

Nazi Germany] — its just that our ovens 

are at a slower speed,” it wouldn't go over. 

The other night, as I listened to a 

bl uesman sing, loudly, "Stoop down, 

baby,/Let yo' daddy see./You got some¬ 

thing down there, baby /That beats the 

hell out of me," I asked a cheerful, quiet 

woman at our table what she did, and 

she gave me her card. She does holistic 

massage for women, one's most impor¬ 

tant RELATIONSHIP IS WITH HERSELF, 

her card says. Guys can’t carry off that 

kind of slogan, and white guys can t get 

away with singing, “Stoop down, baby.' 

AH we can do, il we have any preten¬ 

sions to political correctness, is analyze 

other white guys. 

And what am I doing? Complaining? 

God, am I embarrassed. 

"I can’t change a lot, ' he says—he who 

changed managers and coaches and PR 

men the way people trying to shake ath¬ 

lete's foot change socks. He who berated 

fledgling players, apologized fora pennant- 

winning team and undermined his stars for 

not being like he wanted them to be. 

1 will psychoanalyze Steinbrenner now. 

His father was a hard-driving Teutonic 

disciplinarian and former Olympic ath¬ 

lete, George became a hard-driven dis¬ 

cipline and a sub-Olympian athlete. So 

he bought a bunch of athletes and took 

his father's presumable disappointment 

in him out on them. To the Yankees, he 

was the father his father was. And he 

proved that fathering like that runs sons, 

even pin-striped ones, into the ground. 

And to himself, he's the father he wanted 

his to be. At the time that be cold the com¬ 

missioner he wanted to give up control of 

the team forever, George was all over town 

on Neursuxek's covet, looking sternly, con¬ 

cernedly, overbearingly paternal and 
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1, "Confounded 

age!," I moan in 

ex e feme self- 

regard. (8) 

5* Office of 

Management and 

Budget, tucked in, 

went over hke a lead 

balloon (.6) 

9, Draws rare ears 

loosely (H) 

10* Specula lion they 

put around or... (6) 

12*.. .ain't taken 

hack about a 

brainwashed mystery 

woman. (5) 

13. Back burners put 

in different order. (9) 

1 4. Traditional 

urban hangout — 

where Lonely 

meets Easy, for 

instance. (6,6) 

18. Block ing runs 

into itself coming 

down just after the 

half. (12) 

21. Uncle 1 lenry 

Rogers, Pearl 

Mulligan make 

a portrait of 

Lincoln, (4,5) 

23* From end of 

famous bomber 

returns 

unaccompanied. (5) 

24. Decay consumed 

alternate. (6) 

25. Won over scorn 

and a reflection of Mr. 

Ed. (8) 

26. Gee off the 

throne and testify. (6) 

27. As one, baseball 

team got annoyingly 

dumb. (7) 

DOWN 
- - * * 

1* Demands and gets 

no- ton ger-currenc 

deeds. (6) 

2. Bringing someone 

out for a day ar the 

beach. (6) 

3* Color of our 

gleaming cities and a 

scientifically 

developed flower. (9) 

4* Jangling signals 

(see I H) trouble fencer 

in tree. (12) 

6- Headless, parent is 

not the same, (5) 

7. Elizabeth Barrett 

is sauteing. (8) 

8. Yankees’ last 

several seasons 

have physician 

and listeners 

surrounding male 

chromosomes. (3,5) 

11 * Pieces of the 

action: in the 

lambada, they're very 

close. (12) 

15* One more time! 

Or just a single 

time? Another 

time. (4,5) 

16* Disagreed when 

fed fried hash. (8) 

17. Stuffing makes 

vets p>nt. (8) 

19* With 22, 

Barman notes crazy 

motel keeper. (6,5) 

20. Poor Ed is 

consumed by rising 

desire. 0 ) 

22. See 19. 

Answers appear on page 76, 
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